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Abstract
Dynamic and static magnetic properties of a highly frustrated quantum spin
system at finite temperatures are investigated within the generalized ShastrySutherland (GSS) model for a two-dimensional orthogonal dimer spin liquid
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . The emphasis is put on the calculation of quantities which can
be related to experiments measuring the anomalous properties attributed to
the presence of strong spin frustration, pronounced magnetic anisotropy and
static nonmagnetic impurities. A finite-temperature Lanczos method (FTLM),
a powerful extension of the standard Lanczos technique, is applied for the
calculation of static and dynamic correlation functions at finite temperatures.
With the main limitation being the size of the system, the method provides
reliable results down to ∼ 1 K for GSS model where model parameters are
tuned to fit experimental curves. In addition, an advanced variation of FTLM
is proposed for the calculation of finite-temperature dynamic correlations in
thermodynamic limit, but with substantially reduced computational efforts
compared to ones in FTLM. Unfortunately, this method proves to be successful
only at higher temperatures. Using the symmetry arguments, an upgraded
picture of dominant magnetic anisotropy terms in form of Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
interactions is proposed for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . At the same time, a nonzero value of
intradimer interaction D z that is not allowed by the symmetry is shown to be
required to explain both the specific-heat data and the electron-spin-resonance
intensities for O1 and O2 triplet states. This suggests that a lattice distortion
that lowers the crystal symmetry is induced at low temperatures. Dynamics at
finite temperatures, on the other hand, is covered by calculating spin structure
factor as a function of wavevector and frequency. Positions and intensities of
peaks as well as unusual temperature dependence of calculated spectra are in
agreement with inelastic neutron scattering measurements. An introduction
of static holes into a dimerized ground state leads to a formation of small
anisotropic magnetic polarons surrounding the holes. The strongest binding
of two such polarons is predicted for holes located on the same dimer. The
additional in-gap peaks attributed to polaron excitations appear in the spin
structure factor at finite doping, in qualitative agreement with observations on
SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 .

PACS (2006): 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Gw, 75.40.Gb, 75.40.Mg, 75.45.+j, 75.50.Mm
Key words: quantum frustration, spin liquid, spin gap, magnetic anisotropy,
hole doping, Shastry-Sutherland model, Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction,
inelastic neutron scattering, electron spin resonance

Povzetek
Obravnavali smo dinamične in statične magnetne lastnosti močno frustriranega
spinskega sistema pri končnih temperaturah v okviru posplošenega ShastrySutherlandovega modela za dvodimenzionalno spinsko tekočino ortogonalnih
dimerov SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . Poudarek je na izračunu količin, ki jih je moč povezati
z eksperimentalno izmerjenimi anomalnimi lastnostmi v sistemu SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
Le-te so posledica prisotnosti močne spinske frustracije, magnetne anizotropije
in negibljivih nemagnetnih nečistoč. Za izračun statičnih in dinamičnh količin
smo uporabili zmogljivo Lanczosevo metodo za končne temperature (FTLM),
zasnovano na algoritmu Lanczosa in naključnem vzorčenju. Glavna omejitev
metode je velikost obravnavanih sistemov, ki se odraža v odstopanjih pri nizkih
temperaturah. Pri optimalnih parametrih modela smo z metodo FTLM dobili
zanesljive rezultate vse do ∼1 K. Poleg tega smo predlagali novo numerično
metodo, izpeljanko metode FTLM, za računanje dinamičnih količin pri končnih
temperaturah, pri čemer smo v primerjavi s FTLM občutno zmanjšali računski
čas. Na žalost se je ta metoda izkazala za uporabno le pri višjih temperaturah.
Na podlagi simetrijskih elementov prostorske grupe smo predlagali nov vzorec
vektorjev Dzyaloshinky-Moriya, ki predstavljajo dominanten člen magnetne
anizotropije v SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . Hkrati smo uvedli znaten intradimeren člen D z ,
ki je sicer simetrijsko prepovedan, a se izkaže za ključnega pri opisu specifične
toplote in najnižjih enotripletnih črt O1 ter O2 v elektronski spinski resonanci.
To kaže na zlom kristalne simetrije pri nizkih temperaturah. Po drugi strani
smo dinamičen odziv sistema študirali preko spinskega strukturnega faktorja
pri različnih vrednostih valovnega vektorja in frekvence. Tako lege kot tudi
intenzitete vrhov ter njihove temperaturne odvisnosti v izračunanih spektrih
se ujemajo z meritvami neelastičnega nevtronskega sipanja. Nadaljnji predmet
raziskave je bil vpliv dopiranja s statičnimi vrzelmi na osnovno dimerno stanje.
Rezultati kažejo na obstoj lokaliziranih, anizotropnih magnetnih polaronov v
okolici vrzeli. Najmočnejša vezava dveh polaronov je v primeru, ko sta vrzeli
najbližji, torej na istem dimeru. Polaronske ekscitacije v osnovnem stanju so
vidne kot dodatni vrhovi v spinskem strukturnem faktorju pri nižjih frekvencah
od spinske reže. Te ugotovitve se ujemajo z meritvami na SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 .

PACS (2006): 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Gw, 75.40.Gb, 75.40.Mg, 75.45.+j, 75.50.Mm
Ključne besede: frustracija kvantnih interakcij, spinska tekočina, spinska
reža, magnetna anizotropija, dopiranje z nemagnetnimi nečistočami, ShastrySutherlandov model, interakcija Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya, neelastično nevtronsko
sipanje, elektronska spinska resonanca
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Magnetism has played a central role in a solid state physics of transition metal
compounds. Intensive studies during 1950s led for example to breakthrough
accomplishments in understanding the fundamentals, such as the discovery of
the Goodenough-Kanamori rules [1] governing the sign and magnitude of the
exchange interactions in the insulators. Recent attention has been focused on
materials in which magnetism is coupled strongly to the transport properties.
For example, the antiferromagnetic (AFM) correlations are clearly implicated
in the as yet incompletely understood mechanism behind the cuprate high-Tc
superconductors [2, 3]. Magnetic double exchange is furthermore believed to
be critical to the so-called colossal magnetoresistive manganates [4, 5], which
were rediscovered in the mid 1990s. However, in spite of intensive investigation
of the properties of insulating materials over the past few decades, relatively
little is known about compounds for which the long-range ordering of strongly
interacting spins is frustrated by their geometric arrangement in the crystal
lattice. Such materials, commonly known as frustrated AFM materials, are
unique in that they allow the study of a system which remains magnetically
disordered when cooled well below the ordering temperature expected from the
strength of the pairwise spin interaction. A variety of other exciting magnetic
phenomena – to which the subject of this Thesis is addressed – appears in this
class of strongly correlated systems. On a more fundamental level, frustrated
AFM materials have attracted much attention over the past few years due to
their propensity to adopt unusual, even exotic magnetic ground states, which
remain poorly understood.
A magnetic system of classical or quantum spins is frustrated when all
interactions among spin pairs cannot have simultaneously their optimal values.
In other words, a system is frustrated when the global order is incompatible
with the local one, a definition applicable in a broader sense and not restricted
to spins.
7
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It is generally accepted that the term “frustration” was first used in this
context in relation to spin glasses [6] in which magnetic atoms are distributed
randomly throughout metallic matrix leading to random, competing exchange
interactions. It is impossible to satisfy all pair-wise interactions in this type
of system simultaneously, with the consequence that the mean-energy scale
of the magnetic interactions is reduced and there are many nearly degenerate
ground-state spin configurations which suppress a long-range magnetic order
[7, 8]. However, these characteristic features – a lowered energy scale and a
macroscopic degeneracy in the classical limit (of the order of the number of
local degrees of freedom) – may also arise in systems in which the magnetic
atoms sit on regular lattices, coupling through uniform exchange interactions.
Here, the frustration is a consequence of particular geometries of exchange
pathways, which prevent all pair-wise interactions from being satisfied at the
same time. Such systems are called geometrically frustrated magnets and are
most simply illustrated with regular lattices of atomic moments (or spins)
coupled antiferromagnetically to their nearest neighbors (NN). The simplest
case is provided by a group of three antiferromagnetically coupled spins on
a triangular building block: once two spins point in opposite directions, the
third one cannot be antiparallel to both of them. This can be contrasted with
the situation for the square planar plaquette, which is clearly not frustrated
under the same constraints (however, when diagonal AFM interactions of the
same strength are considered, the square can be again rendered frustrated).
While the above case is a convenient illustrative example, frustration is not
confined to two dimensions (2D) nor even, strictly, to triangular plaquettes.
The tetrahedron, for instance, is also geometrically frustrated, as now only two
out of four equivalent NN interactions can have simultaneously their optimal
values. However, in order to form the lattices which appear in real materials
the plaquettes must be connected by the sharing corners, edges or even faces
(in the case of tetrahedrons), as shown in Fig. 1.1. This is not an exhaustive
listing but many real materials (see for example Ref. [9]) can be understood
in terms of one or more of these arrays.
In theory lattices may also be constructed in a way in which frustration
arises from competition between NN and further-neighbors interactions. As
suggested above, square plaquette with NN AFM exchange becomes frustrated
if additional next-nearest neighbor (NNN) AFM exchange of similar strength
is introduced. A famous example of this kind is a 2D Shastry-Sutherland
(SS) lattice [10], shown in Fig. 1.2(a), where only selected AFM diagonal
bonds are considered. In fact, SS lattice with two competing AFM exchange
interactions, J and J 0 , acting between localized S = 1/2 spins is going to be the
basic model for studying the effects of geometrical frustration in this Thesis.
Many other more or less artificial toy models of the same type have been
8

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Some common geometrically frustrated lattices of AFM bonds: (a)
triangular, (b) Kagomé, (c) face-centered cubic, and (d) pyrochlore lattice.

theoretically discussed in the literature. Unfortunately, as a general rule, these
models (particularly in 2D and 3D) do not correspond to any known physical
systems. Although the SS lattice with interactions depicted in Fig. 1.2(a) seems
rather artificial as well, there is, in fact, a physical realization of this model.
Namely, the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system was recently recognized to be topologically
equivalent to the 2D SS lattice [11, 12]. The equivalent Hamiltonian for the
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system is conventionally called the orthogonal dimer model due
to the orthogonal arrangement of Cu2+ dimers in the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound
shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Taking the advantage of this topological equivalence,
we are encouraged and motivated to compare our calculations on the 2D SS
lattice with recent experimental data obtained on SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound.
We discuss in detail magnetic properties of this system in the next chapter.
However, before going on with the description of this particular system, we
9
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J
J

J0

J0

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Shastry-Sutherland lattice with NN AFM exchange J 0 and
selected NNN AFM bond interactions J. (b) The arrangement of Cu2+ (S =
1/2) sites within the crystallographic ab planes of the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound.
The two lattices are topologically equivalent. Red squares represent the unit
cell.

should first discuss some general concepts and phenomena characteristic for
the low-temperature regimes of quantum spin systems with strong geometrical
frustration.

1.1

Quantum Frustration

The popularity of geometrically frustrated magnets stems from the very rich
behavior they display. For example, magnetic analogues of solid, glassy, liquid
and even ice phases have been identified in this class of magnets [13, 14, 15].
A wide range of experimental probes are available for their study – including
neutron and x-ray scattering, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron
spin resonance (ESR), inelastic neutron scattering (INS), susceptibility and
heat capacity measurements – which yield complementary information.
As mentioned above, in geometrically frustrated systems a long-range order
of the spins is suppressed by the existence of a large number of minimal-energy
spin configurations. In the classical limit of continuous spins the number of
ground states grows exponentially with the system size giving rise to extensive
zero-temperature entropy observed, for instance, in water ice [16] and its spin
analogue, Dy2 Ti2 O7 [17]. How do such systems eventually get rid of their
entropy (in order not to violate the third law of thermodynamics), represents
10
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a fundamental problem in statistical physics. However, in real systems the
collective magnetic properties of geometrically frustrated magnets that possess
classical macroscopic degeneracy are extraordinarily sensitive to perturbations;
single-ion anisotropy, dipolar interactions, deviations from scalar Heisenberg
exchange, further-neighbor superexchange, and impurities or inhomogeneities
can all transform the favored ground states and shift the spectral weight of
excitations. Thermal fluctuations may also play a role in selecting ground
states, preferring those that have a higher density of states of lower-energy
fluctuations, a process known as “order by disorder” [18].
Of all perturbations the introduction of quantum fluctuations is probably
the most interesting, as now quantum dynamics immediately lifts the enormous
degeneracy by forming quantum superpositions of classical ground states giving
rise to a featureless spin-liquid ground state with unconventional excitations
and quantum phase transitions. In highly disordered spin-liquid state all spinspin correlation functions fall off exponentially with the increasing distance
between the spins. Such ground state is robust to external perturbations to
a relatively high extent. This is due to an energy gap between the S = 0
singlet ground state and the lowest-lying excited S = 1 triplet state. As the
gap originates from spin degrees of freedom, it is conventionally called a spin
gap.
We continue with a survey of recent theoretical advances in the study of
frustrated quantum magnets with a special emphasis on 2D magnets. The 1D
problems are only very briefly discussed since this field has been extraordinarily
flourishing during the past twenty years both experimentally and theoretically
(see for example Ref. [19]). In contrast, the understanding of 2D (or even
3D) quantum spin systems is much more limited. The number of unexplained
experimental results is extremely large, unfortunately the theoretical tools to
deal with exotic quantum phases in 2D are still rather limited. The presented
overview is based on the comparison of various approaches to SU(2) spins:
series expansions (SE), exact diagonalizations (ED) and quantum Monte-Carlo
calculations (QMC). From these comparisons one could expect at least four
kinds of different low-temperature and low-field physics: semi-classical Néellike phase and three kinds of purely quantum phases. The properties of four
phases are summarized in Table 1.1.
It is important to underline that Néel ordered magnets are characterized by
a unique energy scale (essentially given by the Curie-Weiss temperature TCW ,
which is directly related to the coupling constant of the Hamiltonian), while
all the quantum phases display a second energy scale which can be an order
(or two) of magnitude lower then TCW and mainly associated with the spin
gap [13, 21]. This property is usually taken as a measurement of the degree of
frustration present in these antiferromagnets.
11
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phases

ground-state
symmetry
breaking

order
parameter

first
excitations

semi-classical
Néel order

SU(2),
space group,
time reversal

staggered
magnetization

gapless
magnons

VBC

space group

dimer-dimer or
plaquette-plaquette
long-range order

all gapped,
confined spinons,
thermally act. c, χ

RVB
spin liquid I

topological
degeneracy

no local order
parameter

all gapped,
deconfined spinons,
thermally act. c, χ

no local order
parameter

triplets gapped,
deconfined spinons,
T = 0 entropy,
thermally act. χ,
c 6= c(B) at low T

RVB
spin liquid II

topological
degeneracy

Table 1.1: The four phases emerging in 2D frustrated quantum spin systems
at low temperatures and low fields. VBC is a valence bond crystal and RVB
is a resonating valence bond state (see the text). Taken from Ref. [20].

Basic Hamiltonians considered in these systems are simple generalizations
of (unfrustrated) S = 1/2 Heisenberg Hamiltonian (J > 0),
X
S i · Sj ,
(1.1)
H =J
hi,ji

where the sum runs over NN pairs of spins on sites i and j, such as the J1 -J2
model
X
X
H = J1
Si · Sj + J 2
Si · Sj
(1.2)
hi,ji

hhi,jii

with the second sum running over the NNN pairs, or the J1 -J2 -J3 model with
additional third-nearest neighbor interactions
X
X
X
H = J1
Si · Sj + J 2
Si · Sj + J 3
Si · Sj .
(1.3)
hi,ji

hhi,jii

hhhi,jiii

The minimal model that involves exchange of more than two spins (also called
the multiple-spin exchange model) and brings new physics (see the following
12
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sections) involves 2- and 4-spin exchange interactions [22]. Its Hamiltonian
reads
X
X

−1
H = J2
Pij + J4
Pijkl + Pijkl
(1.4)
hi,ji

hi,j,k,li

where the first sum runs over all pairs of NN and Pij = 2Si · Sj + 1/2 is the
permutation operator of two spins on sites i and j. The second sum runs over
all 4-site plaquettes and Pijkl is a cyclic permutation of four spins around the
−1
plaquette, while Pijkl
= Plkji is the inverse permutation (note that Pij = Pij−1 ).
The 4-spin term in Eq. (1.4) contains terms involving 2 and 4 spins and thus
makes this model a highly frustrated one. All these models of magnetism
represent exchange (or super-exchange) between fermions.

Néel Phase
Néel phase may be qualified as semi classical: it is a ground state of classical
(S → ∞) spin model with an order parameter (a staggered magnetization)
reduced by quantum fluctuations [19, 23, 24].
In most of the cases the ground state of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1.1)
is Néel ordered at zero temperature. In 3D when increasing the temperature
the Néel ordered phase gives place to a paramagnet through a second order
phase transition at TN ∼ O(J). In 2D the ordered phase only exists at T = 0
(Mermin Wagner theorem [25]), while in 1D (Bethe chain) even at T = 0
there is only quasi long-range order with algebraically decreasing correlations
[26]. The Néel ground states break the continuous SU(2) symmetry as well
as various space symmetries in the thermodynamic limit and support the lowlying excitations which are the Goldstone modes associated with this broken
symmetry [24]. These excitations, called magnons (or spin waves), are ∆S z = 1
bosons that can be viewed as long wave-length twists of the order parameter.
The SE, ED and QMC calculations have shown that the Heisenberg model
(1.1) displays a collinear Néel long-range order on various types of 2D bipartite
lattices investigated up to now: square [27], honeycomb [28, 29], and 1/5
depleted square lattice [30]. In these unfrustrated systems QMC methods can
deal with very large cluster sizes which enable the investigation of properties
out of the range of the ED approach. QMC, however, is limited by the wellknown sign problem in geometrically frustrated systems [31] like the Kagomé
or pyrochlore lattices where, according to the ED calculations [32, 33], no
long-range Néel ordering was observed in the ground state of the S = 1/2
Heisenberg Hamiltonian.
13
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: (a) A simple dimer-VBC and (b) a 4-spin plaquette-VBC state
on the square lattice. Elliptic bonds indicate the pairs/plaquettes of sites
where the spins are combined into a singlet. A realistic VBC state will also
include fluctuations of these singlet positions. We note, however, that above
VBC configurations are not expected to dominate the ground state if only NN
exchange interactions are considered (Heisenbrg model (1.1)). In this case the
3
J/pair >
Néel configuration becomes energetically more effective: Ē(a) = − 16
1
Ē(b) = − 4 J/pair = ĒNéel .

Valence Bond Crystals
In order to investigate the effects of frustration on a Néel ground state, one
may consider the J1 -J2 model (1.2). At the point of maximum frustration
(J2 ∼ 0.5J1 [20]) between the two Néel phases (one for J1  J2 and the
other for J1  J2 ) the system can lower its energy by forming S = 0 valence
bonds between NN. This maximizes the binding energy of the bonds involved
in singlets and decreases the frustrating couplings between different singlets.
But contrary to the Néel states, NN not involved in singlets do not contribute
to the stabilization of this phase, so the presence of such a phase between
two different Néel phases is not mandatory. The nature of the arrangements of
singlets is also an open question: the coverings could have a long-range order or
not. Those with long-range order in the dimer or plaquette arrangements are
termed valence bond crystals (VBC). The simplest picture of a VBC ground
state is given in Fig 1.3(a).
The ground state of a VBC type is a pure S = 0 state: it does not break the
SU(2) rotational invariance and has only short-range spin correlations. On the
contrary, however, the VBC ground state does possess long-range dimer-dimer
14
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: A sketch of the main difference between the low-lying excitations
in the (a) VBC phase (confined spinons) and in the (b) RVB spin-liquid phase
(deconfined spinons).

or S = 0 plaquette-plaquette correlations. Moreover, in the thermodynamic
limit the VBC ground state breaks the symmetries of the lattice (translational
symmetry and possibly the rotational symmetry) and hence induces a finite
degeneracy into the ground state. Following the results of SE, ED and QMC
calculations, the J1 -J2 model (with both J1 and J2 AFM) on the square [34],
honeycomb [29] and checkerboard lattices [35] has at least one VBC phase
between the two semi-classical Néel phases. Long-range order might involve
plaquettes of 4 spins (on the square lattice or on the checkerboard lattice), as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3(b), and even 6 spins on the honeycomb lattice.
In the VBC phase spin-spin correlations are exponentially decreasing, hence
one may expect the system to have a spin gap. The nature of first excitations
is not totally settled; it is believed that they should be S = 1 bosons. The
possibility of finding free S = 1/2 excitations (deconfined spinons), which are
indeed observed in the low-lying excitations of the J1 -J2 chain model and give
rise to a continuum of two-particle excitations [36], is dismissed in 2D. As
claimed in Ref. [20], it is the origin of an elastic restoring force (absent in
1D) which prevents two S = 1/2 spins to separate far apart. Such a process
would create a string of misaligned valence bonds (see also Fig. 1.4(a)) with
an energy increasing as the length of the string. This process is energetically
unfavorable and the two S = 1/2 spins tend to stay close by forming the
localized S = 1 triplet state. Because of the confinement of spinons in a VBC
phase, the excitation spectrum of this kind of states will exhibit isolated modes
(“optical magnons”) below the continuum of multi-particle excitations. Since
the excitations are separated from the ground state by a gap ∆, a thermal
behavior of spin susceptibility χ and heat capacity c is exponentially activated
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as exp(−∆/kB T ) at low T .
In recent years many experimental realizations of VBCs have been studied.
In 2D two compounds are believed to exhibit a VBC phase: CaV4 O9 [37]
and SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [38]. (To note again, the latter compound is a very good
realization of the Shastry-Sutherland model. A more detailed description and
analysis of this model in terms of magnetic properties of the ground state and
the lowest-lying excited states are given in chapter 2.) However, in both cases
the ground state is non-degenerate since the Hamiltonian has an integer spin
in the unit cell (four S = 1/2 spins) and the dimerization does not break any
lattice symmetry.
Resonating Valence Bond Phase: Spin Liquids
Inspired by Pauling’s idea of “resonating valance bonds” (RVB) in metals, P.
W. Anderson introduced in 1973 the idea [39] that AFM coupled S = 1/2 spins
could have a ground state completely different from the two previous cases. He
proposed an RVB state to be viewed as a linear superposition of an exponential
number of disordered valence bond configurations where spins are coupled
by pairs in singlets (contrary to the VBC where a finite number of ordered
configurations dominate the ground-state wave function and the physics of
the phase). Because of this singlet pairings, many configurations are expected
to have a reasonably low energy for an AFM Hamiltonian. However, these
energies are not necessarily lower than the variational energy of a competing
Néel state. What lowers the energy of an RVB state with respect to the
energy of one particular lattice dimerization, are the resonances between the
exponential number of dimer configurations which are energetically very close
or even degenerate. These resonances are possible because the Hamiltonian
has finite non-diagonal matrix elements between almost any pair of dimer
coverings.
One central question is to characterize the kinds of dimer configurations
which have the largest weights in the wave function. Both ideas of short- and
long-ranged RVB states have been developed in the literature [40]. However,
various ED calculations on finite lattices [29, 41] point to the case where only
short-ranged (a finite number of lattice spacings but not necessarily NN) dimer
singlets participate significantly in the RVB ground-state wave function. In
such a situation, taken apart the singular case of the VBC, the short-range RVB
state has no long-range order (it has exponentially decaying spin-spin, dimerdimer and any higher order correlations), it is fully invariant under SU(2)
rotations: it is a genuine spin liquid (type I). The ground-state degeneracy,
which may arise in the short-range RVB state, has a topological origin.
If all kinds of correlations decay exponentially with distance over a finite
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correlation length, all symmetry sectors are expected to be gapful (and c and χ
are thermally activated). In 2D spinons (S = 1/2 elementary excitations) are
confined in VBC phases, however, the possibility of deconfined spinons exists
in a short-range RVB phase (naively speaking, there are no more elastic forces
to bind spinons in disordered dimer coverings; see Fig. 1.4(b)). Deconfined
spinons are fractional excitations in a sense that they carry a quantum number
(total spin) which is a fraction of the local degrees of freedom, namely the
∆S = ±1 spin flips. A first example of a 2D system with deconfined S =
1/2 spin excitations was observed experimentally in Cs2 CuCl4 [42]. From the
theoretical point of view only toy models have been rigorously demonstrated
to exhibit spinons [43, 44, 45].
Since the pioneering work of Anderson, there has been an intense theoretical
activity on the RVB physics, specially after Anderson made the proposition
[46] that such an insulating phase could be closely related to the mechanism
of high-temperature superconductivity. Short-range RVB states are certainly
a stimulating theoretical concept, but their realization in microscopic spin
models is a rather complicated issue. The ED results of the multiple-spin
exchange model (1.4) on finite triangular lattices, for example, predict such
a phase [41]; moreover, the authors propose that it might correspond to the
short-range RVB phase presumably observed in the low-density 2D layers of
solid 3 He [47, 48]. This phase might also occur in the BaCo2 (AsO4 )2 compound
[49], likely to be described by the J1 -J2 -J3 model (1.3) on the honeycomb lattice
[29].
On triangular based lattices destabilization of the coplanar 3-sublattice
Néel order, either by an increase of the quantum fluctuations or by adding
competing interactions, leads to an unexpected situation where the degeneracy
of the exponential number of short-range dimer coverings is only marginally
lifted by quantum resonances, which gives rise to a quantum system with a
continuum singlet excitations adjacent to the ground state. This property,
ascribed to type II spin liquid, has first been shown by ED of the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian (1.1) on the Kagomé lattice [33] and then for the multiple-spin
exchange model (1.4) on the triangular lattice [50].
Like in any RVB ground state of type I spin liquid, the ground state of type
II spin liquid is a trivial superposition of an exponential number of singlets.
But contrary, there is no gap above the ground state in the singlet sector, while
the magnetic excitations (S 6= 0) are probably gapped (the spin gap, if exists,
is small, of the order of J/10 [33]), thus leaving the SU(2) symmetry unbroken
and χ exponentially activated. The density of the low-lying (magnetic and
nonmagnetic) excitations increase exponentially with the system size, however,
their nature is still not settled. As argued on the basis of ED calculations [51],
the nonmagnetic excitations (S = 0) cannot be described as Goldstone modes
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of quasi long-range order in the dimer coverings. On the other hand, the
elementary excitations in the S = 1/2 sector are deconfined spinons, which
could be viewed as dressed S = 1/2 spins in the sea of dimers [33]. The
exponential increase of the number of S = 0 eigenstates in the finite energy
interval below the spin gap suggests a finite entropy per spin at T = 0 [33, 52].
While there is no perfect S = 1/2 Kagomé antiferromagnet synthesized yet,
extensive studies have been performed on similar compounds. For instance, a
SCGO system [13] composed of S = 3/2 bilayers of Kagomé planes is believed
to display some features that could readily be explained in the framework
of the S = 1/2 theoretical models. For example, a low-lying continuum of
singlets in the type II spin liquid is consistent with the observation that the
low-temperature specific heat of SCGO compound is essentially insensitive to
large magnetic fields [53, 54]. On the other hand, a strong evidence of type
II spin-liquid behavior has very recently been found in high-quality samples
of NiGa2 S4 , a bulk-insulating low-spin (S = 1) antiferromagnet on the exact
triangular lattice [55].
The structure of the Thesis is organized in the following order: in chapter 2
a thorough overview is given on experimental and theoretical aspects, relevant
to the Thesis, of the two-dimensional geometrically-frustrated spin-gap system
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . On this basis a generalized Shastry-Sutherland Hamiltonian is
introduced and allowed pattern of Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vectors determined.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the numerical method to be used throughout the
rest of the Thesis. The calculation of static and dynamic quantities at finite
temperatures is considered in terms of Lanczos approximation. In addition,
a new variation of the method is introduced and its range of applicability is
discussed. In chapter 4 the upgraded picture about the magnetic anisotropy
in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound is given through the calculation of thermodynamic
quantities and electron spin resonance spectra at high magnetic fields and zero
temperature. A structural phase transition that lowers the crystal symmetry
is proposed at low temperatures. Chapter 5 is devoted to the calculation
of the dynamical spin structure factor at different wavevectors and at finite
temperatures. Spectral analysis of peak positions and amplitudes is related to
inelastic neutron scattering measurements. Chapter 6 deals with the effects
of doping with static nonmagnetic impurities. An emphasis is put on the
formation of in-gap peaks in spin structure factor. Finally, in the last chapter
the concluding remarks are given.
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Generalized Shastry-Sutherland
Model
In this chapter we define a generalized Shastry-Sutherland (GSS) Hamiltonian
which we use to describe the magnetic properties of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 , particularly
its fine-structure behavior observed in various high-resolution experiments, in
terms of thermodynamical as well as dynamical quantities calculated at low
temperatures. The modification consists of magnetic-anisotropy terms, in the
form of Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interactions, which are believed to be present
in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . However, in order to proceed in this direction, we should
first review the most important findings about this system concentrating on
the issues not yet completely understood. The attempts towards the better
understanding in this area are made and presented in the following chapters.

2.1

Introduction to SS Model and to
SrCu2(BO3)2

The Shastry-Sutherland (SS) model experienced a sudden revival of interest by
the synthetization of the orthoborate SrCu2 (BO3 )2 by Smith and Keszler [56] in
1991, and, again, in 1999 when Kageyama with collaborators [12] also pointed
out the outstanding magnetic properties and the importance of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
A crystal structure of this system is depicted in Fig. 2.1. SrCu2 (BO3 )2 is a
layered compound consisting of slightly buckled Cu(BO3 ) planes separated by
closed-shell Sr2+ ions. Every second Cu(BO3 ) plane is rotated by π/2 about one
of the dimer centers (see further in the text for a definition of a dimer), so that
each dimer has a rotated dimer above and below. The crystal belongs to the
tetragonal symmetry and at 395 K undergoes a second order phase transition
from the space group I4/mcm to I42m on cooling. The magnetic properties
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Crystal structure of the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound as viewed
along the crystal c axis at temperatures below 395 K (at higher temperatures
the Cu(BO3 ) plane becomes flat, which induces a new mirror symmetryelement
of the space group) and (b) the structure of a Cu(BO3 ) layer. The rectangles
denote a unit cell. Legend: Sr: green, Cu: orange, B: gray, O: blue.

of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 are determined by the S = 1/2 spins located on the Cu2+
sites. The crystal structure imposes a distribution of the magnetic moments
in weakly coupled 2D layers which define the ab planes. In each of these
sheets the spins form orthogonal dimer lattices and the c axis is perpendicular
to them. The dominant in-plane magnetic interactions can be described in
an effective spin model – known as 2D orthogonal dimer model – by taking
into account the magnetic exchange, denoted by J, between the NN Cu spins
forming the dimers and the NNN super-exchange J 0 taking place via planar
BO3 groups. As was first observed by Miyahara and Ueda [38] in 1999, a single
Cu(BO3 ) plane with J and J 0 can be mapped onto the Shastry-Sutherland (SS)
model (see Fig. 1.2), with the Hamiltonian
X
X
HSS = J
Si · Sj + J 0
Si · Sj ,
(2.1)
hi,ji0

hi,ji

where Si are SU(2) vector operators and hi, ji0 denotes NN while hi, ji denotes
NNN, i.e., the dimers. According to experiments performed on SrCu2 (BO3 )2 ,
both interactions are considered to be positive, i.e., AFM. As already pointed
out in the introductory chapter, the NN J 0 bonds induce a strong geometrical
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frustration, which amplifies the effects of quantum fluctuations. Hamiltonian
in Eq. (2.1) seems to capture many aspects regarding the low-temperature
physics of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . However, at high enough temperatures the interlayer
interactions J 00 between the dimers stacked atop of each other should also be
considered to account for experimental measurements [57].

2.1.1

Experimental and Theoretical Insight

Several properties make SrCu2 (BO3 )2 a unique and one of the most interesting
quantum magnets. This compound is a 2D spin system with a disordered
ground state, in terms of short-range spin-spin correlations, and with a spin
gap of about ∆ ≈ 3 meV (34 K, 710 GHz) in the magnetic excitation spectrum
[58]. However, a gapped ground state does possess a long-range dimer-dimer
order, which is a characteristic feature of a VBC phase. The existence of
the spin-gapped phase in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 was confirmed by various experimental
techniques including magnetic susceptibility measurements [12], high-field ESR
[59, 60] and INS [61] experiments. Fig. 2.2(a) shows an exponential drop of
the measured and fitted susceptibility below ∼ 15 K, suggesting a spin gap
above the ground state. Fitting parameters (see also the inset) point towards
the importance of interdimer and, at least on the high-temperature side, also
of final interlayer interactions [57]. This is a clear indication of the presence
of a strong geometrical frustration in the system.
A large set of experiments have already been done, and they provide many
constraints on the theory. A bare SS Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1), is undoubtedly
a good starting choice. Its exactly (!) soluble eigenstate, which is also the
ground state of the model up to the critical ratio of the exchange constants
xc = J 0 /J ≈ 0.69 [38, 57, 58, 63], is a simple product state of singlets on each
dimer. These dimer-singlet states in 2D turn out to be surprisingly robust;
for example, the ratio x is determined by an inequality (x ≤ xc ) rather than
an equality, so there is an entire phase where the dimer-singlet states are
the ground state, unlike the 1D case where the dimer solution exists only
at isolated points. This clearly greatly increases the probability of finding
such models in nature. Further, the ground state is insensitive to the spin
space isotropy of the underlying Hamiltonian (Jx 6= Jy 6= Jz ), yielding the
peculiar but interesting situation that the ground state has higher symmetry
(rotational invariance of each singlet) than the system itself [64]. In addition,
when considering the interlayer interaction between the two dimers according
to J 00 (Sl1 +Sl2 )·(Su1 +Su2 ), where Sli (Sui ) belongs to the dimer in the lower(upper)
plane for instance, we see that both dimers must be excited for this interaction
to be relevant. The interlayer interaction is thus expected to be weak at low
temperatures, for this reason one can concentrate only on the in-plane physics.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Unique magnetic properties of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 : (a) the temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility suggesting a gapped ground state
(solid lines) with two theoretical fits (circles and dotted line in the inset) [12],
(b) the magnetization curve with 1/8, 1/4 and 1/3 plateaus observed at 1.3 K
for magnetic field applied along the c axis [62], and (c) the energy dispersion
of first three excitations detected by INS at low temperatures as a function of
in-plane wavevectors [61].

These physically rather unusual properties, which up to quite recently had been
discussed only at a theoretical level, can now be studied in the SrCu2 (BO3 )2
compound.
For the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system various sets of model parameters have been
proposed in the literature. Based on the fits to magnetic susceptibility data,
predictions of symmetries, relative energies and dispersion of single- and multitriplet excitations, theoretical estimates for x range from 0.603 [63, 65] to
about 0.68 [38, 57]. However, the optimal fit for thermodynamic properties
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is obtained by J = 85 K and x = 0.635 [58] (see Fig. 2.2(a)), which locates
the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 near the quantum phase transition point (xQCP ≈ 0.7 [58])
separating the gapped phase from a gapless state having a long-range magnetic
AFM order. SrCu2 (BO3 )2 is thus a realization of the SS model in the dimer
phase, where the dimer-singlet states form an ordered pattern of a VBC type.
Within the same model parameters the calculated spin gap is significantly
renormalized due to many-body effects (x > 0), to a bit more than 50% of a
bare (x = 0) value given by J = 85 K [63].
There are very strong hints on the intermediate phase(s) between the dimer
and the Néel regime of the SS model. While the nature of this phase is still not
settled, it seems like the plaquette RVB state [66] and the helical state [67] are
among the most likely candidates. Although discussions on the quantum phase
transitions are theoretical, they are not totally irrelevant to SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
Since its x is not so far from the critical value xQCP , it may be possible to
shift it closer or even through QCP by applying pressure, substitution, etc. to
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
After the discovery of the spin gap, neutron scattering has confirmed the
absence of magnetic long-range order and INS has given a clear indication of
a flat, dispersionless (less than 6%) triplet excitation mode (S = 1) at about
3 meV, as well as of many branches of dispersing bound states in the multitriplet channels (S ≥ 2) [61] (see Fig. 2.2(c)). Within the model, Eq. (2.1), the
lowest-lying magnetically excited state is a single triplet excitation present on
one of the dimers, which could also be identified as a pair of strongly confined
spinons (S = 1/2 excitations). The hopping of one triplet to a neighboring
dimer is restricted due to specific topology of the underlying SS lattice, and is
possible only by virtually forming closed paths of triplets, the smallest of these
paths involving three adjacent dimers. As a result, a single triplet hopping
appears only from the 6th order of perturbation in x while a correlated hopping
of two triplets is much more effective, appearing already within the 2nd order of
perturbation [63]. The pair of triplets thus escape the topological constraints,
much as holes in the Néel antiferromagnet, in agreement with the observed
dispersion seen by INS, Fig. 2.2(c).
A direct consequence of the localized character of triplet excitations is also
the presence of magnetization plateaus observed in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 for the first
time in two dimensions [12] (see Fig. 2.2(b)). The application of a strong
magnetic field induces a quantum phase transition in which the dimerized
ground state starts to be populated with triplets. The magnetic field plays the
role of a chemical potential for the triplet quasi-particles. In this scenario it
is possible to study the competition between the “gaseous” triplet phase and
the crystallization of triplets (“solid phase”). The crystallization of triplets
gives rise to magnetization plateaus at 1/8, 1/4 and 1/3 of the saturated
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magnetization that have been observed in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [12, 68].
High-resolution INS data [69, 70], along with the ESR [59, 60] and IR [71]
measurements, display a rich internal structure of the magnetic excitations and
the various selection rules for in- and out-of-plane applied magnetic fields. In
particular, the gap multiplet, defined as the transition from the S = 0 ground
state to the S = 1 single-triplet state, is shown to be made of 6 branches,
which is expected since the unit cell contains 2 dimers and therefore exciting a
triplet on each of them, while the other one is in a singlet state, will give a total
of 6 excitations. For a specific direction of the applied magnetic filed, 4 out
of these 6 modes are seen to be symmetrically disposed around the gap value
∆ ≈ 3 meV. The observed splitting suggests that besides the super-exchange
interactions (J 0 ) there are obviously some other anisotropic, low-energy-scale
interactions which have to be taken into account. These are in general weak
but they can have a strong effect on a highly frustrated system. In particular,
as it was already established in Refs. [69, 72, 73, 74], the inclusion of NN
and NNN Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interactions, originating in spin-orbit
coupling, is required to explain some qualitative features of the specific heat
and ESR experiments in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
One aspect of the study of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 is the influence of impurities on
the nature of a singlet ground state. Due to the relative difficulty of growing
high-quality crystals of doped SrCu2 (BO3 )2 not many reports on this subject
have been given. Still, the problem is recognized as very topical especially in
the light of the remarkable phenomena associated with doping other quasi-2D
copper-oxide quantum magnets. In fact, it has been suggested that doping,
either by holes or electrons at the Sr sites, in the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system regarded
as a Mott-Hubbard isolator may lead to a superconducting phase mediated by
AFM fluctuations. Such mechanism would be similar to one of the scenarios
proposed for high-Tc cuprates [75, 76]. Different types of superconducting
states have been suggested at different doping levels. However, up to now,
none of these states have been observed in the realistic compound. On the
other hand, doping at magnetic Cu sites would directly break the singlet nature
of the bonds, which might eventually result in the break-down of the gapped
phase.
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2.1.2

Open Issues – Motivation

In spite of great experimental and theoretical efforts put in the understanding
of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 there are still several unresolved issues. In this Thesis we will
try to illuminate the following ones:
• as has been discussed, this compound is believed to be characterized by
a ratio J 0 /J close to 0.7, which is the value around which the system
ground state changes. However, an accurate determination of this ratio
is still missing, which represents an important open question specially
due to the proximity to QCP;
• to account for some fine details in the description of the specific-heat data
at low temperatures and high magnetic fields [77], as well as the relative
intensities of singlet-triplet transitions in recent ESR measurements [60],
the inclusion of inter- as well as intradimer DM interactions seems to
be necessary. Recent reports on the high-temperature ESR data [73, 74]
estimate the magnitudes for both DM interactions, while the quantitative
estimation in the low-temperature regime is still lacking;
• the nature of the coupling between the external radiation field and the
spin excitations, which would explain the appearance of the otherwise
forbidden singlet-triplet transitions in ESR [59, 60] and IR absorption
measurements [71], is still not clear. A proposed picture of dynamical
DM interactions by Cépas and coworkers [72, 78] successfully explained
the occurrence of IR-active modes as well as their relative intensities
on the external magnetic field [71]. However, a successful theory for
forbidden ESR transitions is still missing;
• there still remain open questions concerning the temperature dependence
of dynamic properties of the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system, showing in rather
unusual low-temperature behavior emerging in INS [61, 70] as well as
in ESR experiments [60]. In particular, INS normalized peak intensities
of single-, double- and possibly triple-modes show a rapid decrease with
temperature around 13 K, well below the value of the spin gap energy
∆ ≈ 34 K;
• the idea of finding a superconducting state by doping the system has been
proposed due to structural similarity with the high-Tc cuprates [75, 76].
However, up to date, no experimental evidence of superconductivity of
the doped SrCu2 (BO3 )2 has been reported. Nevertheless, the doping
by localized nonmagnetic holes at Cu sites may possibly lead to novel
magnetic phenomena, since in this way additional frustration, in terms
of broken dimer-singlets, is introduced in the ground state of the system.
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ly
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N =4(22 +02 )=16

N =4(22 +12 )=20

N =4(22 +22 )=32

Figure 2.3: Some tilted square clusters of size N on Shastry-Sutherland lattice.
Periodic boundary conditions impose a constraint N = 4(lx2 + ly2 ), where lx and
ly are the multiples of the unit-cell constant. Note that a unit cell contains 4
spins. Only systems with N = 16 and 20 sites were numerically accessible.

2.2

Projection on Two-Dimensional Clusters

To account for recent high-resolution measurements [60, 61, 70] revealing the
magnetic fine structure of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 , we upgrade the SS model and solve
it on small square clusters with periodic boundary conditions. We discuss the
relevant DM interactions by the symmetry of the crystal.

2.2.1

Model Hamiltonian

We consider a generalized Shastry-Sutherland (GSS) Hamiltonian in external
magnetic field on a tilted square SS lattice with periodic boundary conditions
(see Fig. 2.3):
H =J

X
hi,ji

+

X

hi→ji

Si · Sj + J 0

X

hi,ji0

Si · Sj + gµB

Dij · (Si × Sj ) +

X

hi→ji0

X
i

B · Si

D0ij · (Si × Sj ).

(2.2)

Here, hi, ji and hi, ji0 indicate that i and j are NNN (intradimer) and NN
(interdimer), respectively. According to our fits to various thermodynamic
as well as dynamic properties at finite magnetic fields (see chapters 4, 5 and
6), we have chosen J = 76.8 K (in units of kB ) and x = J 0 /J = 0.62 for a
20-site system. This values slightly change for a system with N = 16, what
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we attribute to finite-size effects. The gyromagnetic ratio g takes the values
between g = 2.08 and 2.20 for Bka and Bkc, respectively [60].
In addition to the SS Hamiltonian HSS , H includes DM interactions to
NNN and NN. The corresponding DM vectors are Dij and D0ij , respectively.
The arrows indicate that bonds have a particular orientation as described in
the following section. Quantization z axis is parallel to c axis and x to a axis.
The z component of NN DM interaction, D z 0 , has already been considered
in previous papers [58] to explain the splitting between the two single-triplet
excitations observed with ESR in an applied field Bkc [69, 60], far-IR [71] and
INS measurements [61]. Our value of the DM interaction obtained from this
splitting is D z 0 = 1.77 K. A much smaller splitting observed experimentally
when Bka indicates that D x 0 , D y 0 can be neglected for all practical purposes.
On the other hand, according to the crystal symmetry space group I42m, only
the xy component of Dij is nonzero and perpendicular to the corresponding
dimer (|D x | = |D y |). However, as will be explained in chapter 4, a nonzero
z component of Dij , not allowed by the space group, is required to explain
simultaneously the specific heat and the ESR data for finite magnetic fields B.

2.2.2

Symmetries and Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
Interaction

As has been noted recently by Zorko and coworkers [74] the approximation
of Cu(BO3 ) planes as being ideally planar [69] should be improved in order
to overcome the observed inconsistency between the measured ESR linewidth
and the theoretical predictions in the low-temperature phase (T < 395 K). In
reality the Cu(BO3 ) planes are buckled in this regime so there is no ab mirror
plane containing the dimers. As a consequence the center of inversion, located
in the middle of each dimer, disappears, which allows also for finite intradimer
DM coupling. The pattern of allowed inter- as well as intradimer DM vectors is
well defined by the symmetry of the crystal as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). Since the
DM interaction is antisymmetric in its nature, the order of the spin operators
is important. The orientation of DM bonds is presented in Fig. 2.4 by arrows
at the end of each bond.
In the group-theory terminology a relevant 2D space group of Hamiltonian
H (2.2) is p4mm with a point group 4mm at the q = 0 point in the Brillouin
zone [79]. However, to account for observed buckling of Cu(BO3 ) planes a
3D space group I42m is more appropriate. The associated point group 42m
includes a roto-inversion symmetry (a 4-fold rotation around c axis followed
by inversion) which allows for a different orientation of the DM interaction
with respect to the point group 4mm and thus results in lowering the ground
state energy. We note, however, that in our case not all symmetry elements
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Figure 2.4: (a) A 2D network of Cu2+ ions with the corresponding pattern of
the intra- and interdimer DM vectors allowed by the buckling of the Cu(BO3 )
planes. The arrows denote the order of spin operators. The allowed symmetry
elements within a single-plane model are indicated in green. (b) The actual DM
vector pattern used in our calculations on the SS lattice: D = (±D, −D, D z )
and D0 = (0, 0, D z 0 ). Note the finite D z components on both dimer bonds
(red).

of group 42m should be taken into consideration. Since our model is defined
on only one (buckled) Cu(BO3 ) plane, the group operations that interchange
both planes in a real crystal are forbidden and should be excluded from the
list of allowed symmetry elements. In zero magnetic field H is moreover timereversal invariant so that the point group at q = 0 may be enlarged to G =
42m×{E, T }, where T is the time-reversal operator acting only on spin degrees
of freedom and E is the identity operator (see appendix A). A finite magnetic
filed, on the other hand, breaks the T -invariance and reduces the symmetry
from the full point group to the magnetic subgroup (also called a two-colored
or Schubnikov group). Such groups can contain the ordinary rotation and
rotation-reflection operations R, but, in addition, they may contain elements
of the form T R, i.e., a combination of the transformation R and the timereversal T . The procedure of generating a magnetic group from a given point
group may be found in Ref. [80]. In our case the (T -enlarged) point group
G reduces to the magnetic subgroup GM = 42m with the elements given in
Tab. 4.1 of chapter 4. In the same chapter we actually use the symmetry
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elements of group GM and characterize the three lowest eigenstates of H.
We continue with the determination of the intradimer DM vector pattern.
The coupling between spin sites 1 and 2 is fixed by the mirror plane m2 , which
includes the dimer and c axis. When performing symmetry operations one has
to take special care for at least two reasons. First, a finite DM interaction
originating in the spin-orbit coupling couples both spatial and spin degrees
of freedom. Therefore one must have in mind that symmetry operations of
the crystal affect also the spin degrees of freedom. Second, the spin-vector
operators Si behave under transformation (combined spatial and spin) in the
same way as classical axial-vector fields, therefore allowing us to disregard the
operator nature of Si (see appendix A). This means that a symmetry operation
R changes the orientation of the spin vector and its coordinates according to
Si ≡ S(ri ) → R−1 Si0 ≡ R−1 S(R ri ).

(2.3)

As spins are axial vectors the effect of the mirror plane m2 (see Fig. 2.4(a)) is
the following
 x 


y
S1(2)
−S1(2)
y
x
 S1(2)
 →  −S1(2)
.
(2.4)
z
z
S1(2)
−S1(2)
The DM term connecting the spin sites 1 and 2,

y
DM
x
z
H12
= D12
(S1y S2z − S1z S2y ) + D12
(S1z S2x − S1x S2z ) + D12
(S1x S2y − S1y S2x ), (2.5)

turns after the transformation to
0

y
DM
x
z
H12
= D12
(S1x S2z − S1z S2x ) + D12
(S1z S2y − S1y S2z ) + D12
(S1y S2x − S1x S2y ). (2.6)
0

DM
DM
= H12
, which
As m2 is the symmetry element of the space group I42m, H12
determines the DM vector to be orthogonal to a dimer with no components
out of ab plane, D12 = (D, −D, 0). The relation of the remaining intradimer
vectors with this one is determined by applying translations and roto-inversion
operations. For instance, the orientation of DM vector connecting sites 3 and
+
4 is obtained by the use of the roto-inversion axis 4 : 0, 1/2, c; 0, 1/2, 1/4 [81]
combining a 4-fold counterclockwise rotation around the axis 0, 1/2, c (note
that a spin part should be rotated clockwise, Eq. (2.3)) and the inversion
through the point 0, 1/2, 1/4 with the coordinates given in the crystal frame.
The position of the axis and the inversion point are indicated in Fig. 2.4(a)
±
by a green dot and 4 label. This symmetry operation causes the following
transformation of the spin operators
 x 


y
S1(2)
S4(3)
y
x
 S1(2)
 →  −S4(3)
.
(2.7)
z
z
S1(2)
S4(3)
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Comparing the DM terms joining the spin sites 3 and 4 before and after the
DM
transformation of H12
, Eq. (2.5),
y
DM
x
z
H34
= D34
(S3y S4z − S3z S4y ) + D34
(S3z S4x − S3x S4z ) + D34
(S3x S4y − S3y S4x ),
0

y
DM
x
z
H12
= D12
(−S4x S3z + S4z S3x ) + D12
(S4z S3y − S4y S3z ) + D12
(−S4y S3x + S4x S3y ),
(2.8)

the following relations are obtained
y
x
D34
= D12
= −D,

y
x
D34
= −D12
= −D,

z
z
D34
= −D12
= 0.

(2.9)

Again, the intradimer DM vector is orthogonal to the dimer bond (3,4), but
now with the opposite orientation with respect to DM vector on bond (1,2).
In a similar way, if the interdimer DM interaction connecting the sites 2
and 4 is chosen as D024 = (D x 0 , D y 0 , D z 0 ), all the remaining interdimer vectors
can be constructed. As a helpful circumstance we note that both Dij and D0ij
behave as axial vectors. This enables us to directly transform the components
of Dij and D0ij between different bonds using the same symmetry operations as
described above, R Dij and R D0ij . However, one should pay attention to bond
orientations (i, j) as well, since they may change under the transformation
yielding an additional minus sign. As an example we determine the orientation
of D032 from D024 using the mirror plane m2 . The components of D024 transform
according to Eq. (2.4), while the bond orientation (2,4) reflects onto (2,3),
the opposite of the original bond orientation (3,2). Thus D032 = −D023 =
(D y 0 , D x 0 , D z 0 ). Similarly, D032 is further used to obtain D010 3 using the roto+
inversion axis 4 . Applying a 4-fold counterclockwise rotation followed by
inversion on vector D032 and bond (3,2), we get D010 3 = (−D x 0 , D y 0 , D z 0 ).
The symmetry arguments allow us to describe the DM vector pattern
with only one intradimer DM parameter D and three interdimer parameters
D x 0 , D y 0 , D z 0 as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The buckling of the Cu(BO3 ) planes thus
induces additional in-plane DM vectors. As we already mentioned before, a
much smaller splitting between the two single-triplet excitations observed in
the ESR experiment for Bka indicates that D x 0 and D y 0 can be neglected for all
practical purposes. On the contrary, a finite D z component of the intradimer
DM vector, not allowed by the symmetry, is taken into account to explain the
main qualitative aspects of the experiment. The actual vector pattern used in
our calculations on the SS lattice is finally shown in Fig. 2.4(b).
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Chapter 3
Numerical Methods
In this chapter we introduce two conceptually similar methods that we have
used in obtaining the results of the subsequent chapters. The core algorithm
common to both methods is a Lanczos technique of exact diagonalization which
allows one to determine numerically the static as well as dynamic ground-state
properties of the Hamiltonian on finite lattices. In the first section a thorough
explanation of this technique is given, concentrating on the aspects which are
important for understanding the approximations made later on. In the last
two sections we show how to generalize the ground-state Lanczos method to
finite temperatures: the first extension is made within the canonical ensemble
[82, 83] and the second within the microcanonical one [84].
In models of correlated electrons one is dealing with Hilbert spaces which,
in general, grow exponentially with the size of the system. In a S = 1/2
Heisenberg model (1.1), for instance, there are only 2 possible basis states for
each lattice site, therefore the number of states grows as Nst = 2N , where
N represents the number of sites in the lattice. This number increases to
3N or even 4N in the t-J or Hubbard model, respectively. Written in such
(local) basis the Hamiltonian of the system is a matrix of size Nst × Nst ,
which already for very modest values of N becomes too large to be handled by
present-day computers using standard diagonalization algorithms. However,
an inclusion of the symmetries involved in the model (translational invariance,
spin rotational invariance, spin inversion, conservation of particle numbers,
etc.) reduces the Hilbert space. Taking a S = 1/2 Heisenberg model on a
40-site square lattice (a present-day limit), for example, a complete Hilbert
space with Nst = 240 ∼ 1012 is reduced to Nst = 430 909 650 where the largest
sector S z = 0 with a spin inversion is considered as well as all 40 translations
and 4 lattice rotations. Still, such a matrix can not be stored, let alone be
used in calculations. The helpful circumstance which overcomes this problem
is the fact that only a small number of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
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is nonzero; for O(N ) terms in the Hamiltonian the matrix is sparse. Storing it
in a smart way would only require O(N ) × Nst units. In this way the memory
requirements are relaxed and matrices with several million rows can be stored
in computers. However, finding all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of such large
Hermitian matrices is computationally still not possible when using standard
diagonalization algorithms. One must instead resort to the power algorithms
[85], which by successive application of the matrix to some initial vector project
out at least a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The multiplication of sparse
matrix with a vector, which is needed in this task, is easily implemented in
the program.

3.1

Lanczos Algorithm

The Lanczos algorithm [86] is one of the most widely known from the class of
power methods. Its main idea is to construct iteratively a basis of orthonormal
vectors in which the Hamiltonian H is “approximated” by a real symmetric
tridiagonal matrix of size much smaller than Nst . In this representation the
Hamiltonian is easily diagonalized using standard numerical libraries, yielding
very accurately few outer eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors.
The procedure starts with a normalized random vector |φ0 i in the Hilbert
space in which H is defined. The overlap between the actual ground state
|ψ0 i and the initial state |φ0 i should be nonzero. If no a priori information
about the ground state is known, this requirement is usually easily satisfied by
selecting an initial state with randomly chosen coefficients in the working basis
that is being used. If some other information of the ground state is known, like
its total momentum and spin, then it is convenient to initiate the iterations
with a state already belonging to the subspace having those quantum numbers
(and still with random coefficients within this subspace).
In the first step H is applied to |φ0 i and the resulting vector is projected
back to the original one and to an orthogonal reminder |φ1 i,
H|φ0 i = a0 |φ0 i + b1 |φ1 i,

(3.1)

where a0 = hφ0 |H|φ0 i is real (H is Hermitian) and the complex phase in |φ1 i
is chosen so that b1 = hφ1 |H|φ0 i is also real. In the next step H is applied to
|φ1 i and the result is projected onto all previous vectors, |φ0 i and |φ1 i, and a
component orthogonal to them in the direction of |φ2 i,
H|φ1 i = b01 |φ0 i + a1 |φ1 i + b2 |φ2 i.

(3.2)

Here, b01 = hφ0 |H|φ1 i = b1 and a1 = hφ1 |H|φ1 i. Again, the phase in |φ2 i is
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chosen so that b2 is real. Proceeding in this way, after n + 1 steps we have
H|φni =

n
X
i=0

|φi ihφi |H|φn i + bn+1 |φn+1 i

= bn |φn−1 i + an |φn i + bn+1 |φn+1 i

(3.3)

where we have assumed the orthonormality condition
hφi |φj i = δij ,

i, j = 0 . . . n,

(3.4)

and real coefficients an = hφn |H|φni and bn = hφn |H|φn−1 i. Along with this,
a subspace Ln = {|φj i, j = 0 . . . n} spanned by n + 1 vectors |φj i has been
constructed. The former procedure implies that within Ln , when stopping the
iteration at n = M and leaving out the last coefficient bM +1 , the Hamiltonian
has the following tridiagonal form


a 0 b1 0 . . . 0
0
 b1 a 1 b2 . . . 0
0 



 0 b 2 a2 . . . 0
0


H 0 = ΦHΦ† =  .. .. ..
(3.5)
..
..  .

 . . .
.
.


 0 0 0 . . . aM −1 bM 
0 0 0 . . . b M aM
Once in this form the matrix H 0 can be diagonalized using standard library
subroutines. A non-unitary transformation which relates the local basis with
the basis of the subspace LM is denoted by matrix Φ. If the procedure is run
to an end, so that M = Nst − 1 with Φ now being unitary, the eigenvalues of
the matrix H 0 = V DV † , where D is diagonal and V is unitary (V V † = I), are
the same as those of the original Hamiltonian H = ΨDΨ† . Its eigenvectors
|ψi i packed in the columns of the unitary matrix Ψ are reconstructed with
the help of the eigenvectors vi (with components vij ) of the tridiagonal matrix
contained in V . Since H = Φ† H 0 Φ, we have Ψ = Φ† V , or, explicitly,
|ψi i =

M
X
j=0

vij |φj i,

i = 0 . . . M.

(3.6)

However, since Nst is such a large number, a full run would in practice demand
a considerable amount of CPU time. Running the procedure only M times
where M ∼ 100  Nst , the Lanczos procedure yields vectors that are exact
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian within the subspace LM . Since this subspace
is very small in comparison to the complete Hilbert space of dimension Nst ,
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this may not appear a very helpful approximation. However, the virtue of the
algorithm is that the outer eigenvalues (with the corresponding eigenfunctions)
are in fact rapidly converging with increasing M to their true counterparts
within the complete space (to the machine precision sometimes in as many as
30 to 60 steps). The convergence of the inner states, on the other hand, can
be quite slow and Eq. (3.6) should be understood as an estimation. In this
respect, the original Hamiltonian is approximated as
H ≈ Φ† H 0 Φ = Φ† V DV † Φ.

(3.7)

Generally, the Lanczos procedure has been mainly used to obtain the lowest
(or the highest) eigenvalue and optionally its eigenvector. The ground state of
the system follows from
H|ψ0 i = E0 |ψ0 i,
(3.8)

where E0 = D00 is the lowest eigenvalue of tridiagonal matrix H 0 . In contrast
to the full diagonalization techniques, the core Lanczos loop (3.3) can run with
a minimal consumption of three vectors |φj i (of length Nst ), thus revealing the
strength of the power method approach. However, in order to obtain a few
lowest eigenvectors such as the ground state, a storage of all vectors |φj i is
needed, or, as cleverly noted in Ref. [87], the Lanczos procedure is run twice
(with the same initial vector |φ0 i), so that all various matrix elements and sums
of type (3.6) are done in the second run after the diagonalization of the matrix
H 0 (yielding the coefficients vij in Eq. (3.6)) is done in the first. To obtain
a few of the eigenvalues and eigenstates at minimal storage requirements the
Lanczos procedure is the method of choice.
A common difficulty with the Lanczos method is that numerical round-off
errors introduced by finite-precision arithmetics cause the |φj i to lose their
orthogonality for large values M (typically M & 150). A consequence of
that is the appearance of spurious (ghost) eigenvalues (and eigenstates) in the
spectra. The problem can be solved with the help of a full reorthogonalization
(Gram-Schmidt) of |φj i in each step of the loop (3.3), or with a bit less lengthy
selective orthogonalization. Evidently, a storage of all vectors is needed again.
A final way of avoiding the problem is to stop the Lanczos whenever the
problem starts to appear, calculate the ground state and use it as an initial
state |φ0 i to restart the Lanczos procedure. This resets the basis but keeps
the information from the previous Lanczos running. For our application to the
J1 -J2 problem on the Shastry-Sutherland lattice, the threshold value for M
seems to be well beyond 150, so that none of the reorthogonalization schemes
were employed for most of the cases. However, in order to obtain the converged
energy spectrum for ∼ 20 lowest eigenstates shown in chapter 4, a M = 300
was used along with the Gram-Schmidt reorthogonalization at each Lanczos
step.
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3.1.1

Dynamics at Zero Temperature

One of the greatest appeals of Lanczos method is the possibility of calculating
ground-state dynamic properties of a given Hamiltonian on finite clusters. The
technique permits accurate calculations of energy and momentum dependent
dynamic correlation functions which are observable in scattering experiments
at low temperatures, such as neutron and Raman scattering, electron spin
resonance, and photoemission spectroscopy.
After the ground state |ψ0 i with energy E0 is obtained, the ground-state
dynamic correlation functions can be calculated within the same framework
[88]. Let us consider the autocorrelation function
C(t) = hψ0 |A† (t)A|ψ0 i = hψ0 |A† eit(E0 −H) A|ψ0 i

(3.9)

with the modified Laplace transform
Z∞
+
e
C(ω
) ≡ −i L[C(t)](−iω ) = −i eiω t C(t) dt = hψ0 |A†
+

+

0

1
A|ψ0 i
ω + + E0 − H

(3.10)
e + ),
where ω + = ω +i is a complex variable and  > 0 is small. To calculate C(ω
one has to run the second Lanczos procedure starting with the normalized
function |φe0 i ∝ A|ψ0 i, so that
e + ) = hψ0 |A† A|ψ0 i hφe0 |(ω + + E0 − H)−1 |φe0 i
C(ω
= hψ0 |A† A|ψ0 i x00 .

(3.11)

(ω + + E0 − H)(ω + + E0 − H)−1 = I,

(3.12)

Terminating the Lanczos procedure at M2 (usually M2 > M1 where M1 is the
number of first Lanczos steps), the matrix representation for Hamiltonian H in
the newly constructed basis LeM2 = {|φej i, j = 0 . . . M2 } is again a tridiagonal
one, Eq. (3.5), but this time with elements ãi = hφei |H|φei i and b̃i = hφei |H|φei−1 i.
In oder to calculate x00 in Eq. (3.11), we use the identity
which in matrix representation represents a system of (M2 +1)2 linear equations
to be solved. Since we need to determine only the first matrix element x00 of
resolvent (ω + + E0 − H)−1 , the solution is straightforward using the Cramer’s
rule. In this way we arrive at a sequence of sub-determinants of (ω + + E0 − H),
which can be expressed as a continued-fraction expansion,
e +) =
C(ω

hψ0 |A† A|ψ0 i
ω + + E0 − ã0 −

ω + + E0 − ã1 −
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ω + + E0 − ã2 − . . .

.

(3.13)
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In practice a termination of Eq. (3.13) is done by setting b̃M2 +1 = 0, but also
more involved termination functions are used in some applications, especially
e + ) with the dynamic
when M2 is small [89]. In the last step we relate C(ω
quantity measured in scattering experiments, namely, the Fourier transform of
the correlation function C(t),
e + i).
C(ω) = −2 lim Im C(ω
→0

(3.14)

e
Since only limited number of discrete poles in C(ω+i)
is accessible in practice,
in numerical calculations a finite  > 0 is used (in a sense of a broadening
parameter) to avoid singularities.
The same result for C(ω) can be obtained also more directly. Using the
approximation (3.7) for H in the second Lanczos basis LeM2 , Eq. (3.9) can be
written as
e e†e
e † Ve eit(E0 −D)
C(t) ≈ hψ0 |A† Φ
V ΦA|ψ0 i.
(3.15)
e =Φ
e † Ve is used to rewrite the dynamic correlation function and
In addition, Ψ
its Fourier transform,
C(t) ≈

M2
X
i=0

C(ω) ≈ 2π

e
hψ0 |A† |ψei ihψei |A|ψ0 i eit(E0 −Ei ) ,

M2
X
i=0

ei ).
hψ0 |A† |ψei ihψei |A|ψ0 i δ(ω + E0 − E

(3.16)
(3.17)

2
As a practical matter we note that |hψei |A|ψ0 i|2 = ṽi0
, hence no matrix elements
need to be evaluated in this approach. In contrast to the continued-fraction
formula, expression (3.16) also allows the treatment of more general correlation
functions hB(t)Ai with B 6= A† . In this case the matrix elements hψ0 |B|ψei i
have to be evaluated explicitly.
The Lanczos method is indeed very convenient for calculating C(ω). In
spite of the fact that the knowledge of eigenstates |ψei i is not required, the
method itself keeps track of symmetries involved in A. This enables one to deal
with well defined quantum numbers (total spin, momentum) used in selection
rules.

3.2

Finite-Temperature Lanczos Method

We now introduce a finite-temperature Lanczos method (FTLM), an extension
of the standard Lanczos technique for finite temperatures. The approach relies
on the canonical ensemble with a fixed number of spins Ns on N lattice sites
and well-defined temperature T .
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3.2.1

Static and Dynamic Quantities

Using the Lanczos-expanded Hamiltonian (3.7), a thermal average of operator
A in canonical ensemble (β = 1/kB T ),

1
hAi = Tr e−βH A ,
(3.18)
Z

Z = Tr e−βH ,
(3.19)

can be approximated with


1
Tr Φ† V e−βD V † ΦA ,
Z

Z ≈ Tr Φ† V e−βD V † Φ

hAi ≈

(3.20)
(3.21)

where the trace is over an arbitrary chosen orthonormal basis. However, this
is an exact statement if the Lanczos procedure is run to its end and the whole
Hilbert space is exhausted. Demanding that the expression for the average hAi
is correct in the sense of the high-temperature expansion up to the order M1
(with the error of the order O(β M1 +1 )), the Lanczos procedure has to have at
least M1 steps [82]. An element of the random sampling over R starting vectors
|φr0 i is also added to replace the trace over the full space [83, 90]. Equations
(3.20) and (3.21) thus modify into
R
1 X r † −βDr †
hAi ≈
hφ |Φ V e
Vr Φr A|φr0 i,
Z r=1 0 r r

Z ≈

R
X
r=1

hφr0 |Φ†r Vr e−βDr Vr† Φr |φr0 i.

(3.22)
(3.23)

Usually, the partition function Z isP
normalized, so that in theP
limit T → ∞
becomes equal to Nst . In this sense r is replaced with Nst /R r . Moreover,
the expressions can be further simplified if we use the equality Ψr = Φ†r Vr ,
R

hAi ≈

Nst X r
hφ |Ψ e−βDr Ψ†r A|φr0 i,
ZR r=1 0 r

R
Nst X r
Z ≈
hφ0 |Ψr e−βDr Ψ†r |φr0 i,
R r=1

(3.24)
(3.25)

or, equivalently, in terms of Lanczos eigenvectors |ψir i and eigenvalues Eir ,
R

M

1
Nst X X
r
hAi ≈
e−βEi hφr0 |ψir ihψir |A|φr0 i,
ZR r=1 i=0

R M1
Nst X X
r
Z ≈
e−βEi |hφr0 |ψir i|2 .
R r=1 i=0
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P
r
Note that |ψir i = j vijr |φrj i, so one can use hφr0 |ψir i = vi0
. Equations (3.26)
and (3.27) in this form are used for calculation of thermodynamic quantities.
After the static evaluation of thermal averages was covered in Eqs. (3.26)
and (3.27), we continue with the calculation of dynamic correlation functions
at finite temperature
hB(t)Ai =


1
Tr e−βH eiHt Be−iHt A
Z

(3.28)

where, additionally, a thermal average of the time-dependent operator B(t) has
to be tracked. Since a substitution it ↔ β in the expression for B(t) suggests
a similar approach (however, this time we call it a large-frequency expansion
according to Refs. [83, 90]), we try the same replacement as in Eqs. (3.20) and
(3.21),
R

Nst X r † −βDr †
hφ |Φ V e
Vr Φr Φ†r Vr eitDr Vr† Φr BΦ†r Vr e−itDr Vr† Φr A|φr0 i
hB(t)Ai ≈
ZR r=1 0 r r
R

Nst X r † (it−β)Dr †
≈
hφ |Φ V e
Vr Φr BΦ†r Vr e−itDr Vr† Φr A|φr0 i
ZR r=1 0 r r
R

Nst X r
hφ |Ψ e(it−β)Dr Ψ†r BΨr e−itDr Ψ†r A|φr0 i
≈
ZR r=1 0 r
R

M

1
Nst X X
r
r
r
≈
e−βEi eit(Ei −Ej ) hφr0 |ψir ihψir |B|ψjr ihψjr |A|φr0 i.
ZR r=1 i,j=0

(3.29)

In the limit M1 = Nst − 1 this would be an exact result within the reduced
random space {|φr0 i}. However, in the case of Lanczos approximation to the full
Hamiltonian, where only a small Lanczos subspace LM1 of dimension M1 + 1 is
constructed, a bit of caution is recommended. Since [H, A] 6= 0 in general, the
operator A will project the starting vector |φr0 i well out of the subspace LM1 ,
thus leading to a quite small overlap hψjr |A|φr0 i. To overcome this discrepancy
of small Lanczos subspace, the second exponential of the time propagator in
Eq. (3.28) is expanded in a slightly modified Lanczos basis, which is produced
with the application of the second Lanczos run on the normalized initial vector
|φer0 i = A|φr0 i

p r
hφ0 |A† A|φr0 i.

(3.30)

In this way the second Lanczos iteration with M2 steps yields eigenvectors |ψejr i
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e r . A matrix element of the operator A in the modified average,
with energies E
j
R

Nst X r
e r e−itDr Ψ
e †r A|φr0 i
hB(t)Ai ≈
hφ |Ψ e(it−β)Dr Ψ†r B Ψ
ZR r=1 0 r
R

M

M

1 X
2
Nst X X
r
r
er
≈
e−βEi eit(Ei −Ej ) hφr0 |ψir ihψir |B|ψejr ihψejr |A|φr0 i, (3.31)
ZR r=1 i=0 j=0

is now substantially larger, basically without conceptual changes of the Lanczos
procedure. This holds even stronger for the most frequent case when B =
A† = A, as in the calculation of correlation functions of type hA(t)Ai or
h[A(t), A]i. Now both matrix elements of the operator A have larger values and
the sampling becomes more efficient. The partition function Z stays unchanged
and is the same as in Eq. (3.27).
The sole drawback is a need to run the Lanczos procedure twice, first with
the initial vector |φr0 i and second with appropriately normalized vector A|φr0 i.
At a first glance, the memory consumption thus increases to twice the number
of the single run. However, the matrix elements which involve the vectors from
the second run can be evaluated on-line, so that no substantial addition in the
storage is needed.

3.2.2

Completion for Low Temperatures

The FTLM introduced in a previous section can in principle be applied at all
temperatures, but at low enough temperatures (T  typical energy scale of
the model), a required number of random samples R should approach a very
large value in order to diminish the finite-size effects that become significant in
this limit (see also Refs. [83, 90]). However, to reduce the CPU time needed for
the calculation of the static and dynamic properties in this regime, Aichhorn
and coworkers [91] introduced a low-temperature Lanczos method (LTLM),
which gives an accurate connection of the exact ground-state Lanczos method
and the established FTLM with rather small numerical effort. Since the major
part of this Thesis is devoted to low-temperature physics, we briefly discuss
the crucial steps of LTLM and, at the end, we compare its characteristics with
those of FTLM.
If we consider the behavior of the static expectation value hAi in the limit
T → 0 given by FTLM, Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27), only the ground state |ψ0 i will
contribute yielding
hAi =

R
X
r=1

hψ0 |A|φr0 ihφr0 |ψ0 i

≈ hψ0 |A|ψ0 i/hψ0 |ψ0 i.
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r=1

hψ0 |φr0 ihφr0 |ψ0 i
(3.32)
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This result shows the weakness of the FTLM approach: although the exact
Lanczos eigenvector |ψ0 i is reached with every |φr0 i (and thus one random
vector should be sufficient), the non-completeness of the set |φr0 i gives rise to
severe statistical fluctuations around the exact ground-state expectation value
(3.32). In fact, the same conclusion also holds for FTLM dynamics.
The idea behind the LTLM, which overcomes this limitation, is a symmetric
reformulation of the problem (and similar for dynamics),
hAi =


1
Tr e−(1/2)βH Ae−(1/2)βH .
Z

(3.33)

In this way, following exactly the same steps as in FTLM approach, we obtain
the LTLM expressions for static,
R

M

1
Nst X X
r
r
e−(1/2)β(Ei +Ej ) hφr0 |ψir ihψir |A|ψjr ihψjr |φr0 i,
hAi ≈
ZR r=1 i,j=0

(3.34)

as well as dynamic thermal averages,
R

M

M

1 X
2
Nst X X
r
r
r
r
e r,j
hB(t)Ai ≈
e−(1/2)β(Ei +Ej ) eit((1/2)(Ei +Ej )−Ek )
ZR r=1 i,j=0 k=0

× hφr0 |ψir ihψir |B|ψekr,j ihψekr,j |A|ψjr ihψjr |φr0 i.

(3.35)

In contrast to the FTLM case where only one second-Lanczos run with one
r
initial vector |φer0 i is needed, here M1 normalized initial vectors |φer,j
0 i ∝ A|ψj i
are used for M1 second-Lanczos runs spanning the relevant Hilbert space. The
partition function Z is calculated in a same way as in FTLM, Eq. (3.27).
Testing the behavior of either expressions, (3.34) and (3.35), in the limit T → 0,
one now obtains the correct ground-state result already for one random vector,
thus revealing the strength of the LTLM approach.
Memory requirements of LTLM are the same as for standard FTLM, but
CPU time requirements per random vector differ significantly. From Eqs. (3.34)
and (3.35) we can see that numerical effort for LTLM would be much higher
than for FTLM unless some further simplification is made. Indeed, as noted
in Ref. [91], at low temperatures only states below a cutoff energy Ec , defined
by
e−βc (Ec −E0 ) = εc ,
(3.36)
should be considered. In this way, instead of running Lanczos M1 times M1c
steps will suffice in a sense that they will give the same result within a given
accuracy εc for all temperatures T < Tc = 1/βc . Using this reduction,
a final
P 1
form of LTLM is the same as Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35), but with M
replaced
i,j=0
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PM1c
by i,j=0
. Even so, the CPU time requirements per random vector are still
larger for LTLM whereas the overall time consumption in the vicinity of T = 0
is smaller, where, by design, a smaller number of random vectors is needed for
a given accuracy.
When implementing FTLM (or LTLM) strategy into a program, the use of
symmetries is crucial in order to further reduce the computational and storage
requirements. Identifying the corresponding conserved quantities, such as the
number of particles, projection of the total spin or the total momentum, helps
reducing the representation of the Hamiltonian into diagonal blocks – sectors.
At finite T in general all symmetry sectors must be taken into account and
these can differ significantly regarding the number of basis states they contain.
Consequently, the random sampling will be more efficient when performed in
each sector s separately,
R
Rs
X Ns X
Nst X
st
→
,
R r=1
R
s
s
r=1

(3.37)

with Nsts and Rs being the numbers of states and random samples in sector
s, respectively. In this way, one should also avoid the difficulties of Lanczos
procedure when resolving degeneracies, which are often present in systems with
exact symmetries. Usually we choose Rs ∝ Nsts .
Having defined all method parameters, M1 (M1c in LTLM), M2 , Nsts /Rs ,
and symmetry sectors s for a given model Hamiltonian, various tests on both
methods can be performed. In fact, FTLM was already thoroughly examined
within the t-J model [82, 83, 90] and afterwards applied to several systems of
strongly correlated electrons, showing its strengths and efficiency on a wide
range of model parameters and temperatures. The LTLM, on the other hand,
was shown to provide a better convergence of calculated quantities in a lowtemperature regime [91]. In this respect, we have decided to skip a complete
examination of FTLM and LTLM, but instead present a direct comparison of
both methods within the Shastry-Sutherland model (2.1) with J = 76.8 K and
J 0 /J = 0.62.
We concentrate on the calculation of the dynamical spin structure factor
Szz (q, ω) (see definition in Eq. (4.7)) for finite q = (2, 0) (in units of 2π/a0 ) and
0 K≤ T ≤ 25 K. Both methods explicitly conserve the translational symmetry
and z component of the total spin of SS Hamiltonian (2.1); the results are then
averaged over different k and S z sectors according to Eq. (3.37). Comparing
FTLM and LTLM results in Fig. 3.1, we see that peak positions and peak
intensities match almost perfectly, with only minor differences at ω > 5 meV.
Although LTLM is in fact more appropriate for low-T calculations, FTLM
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Figure 3.1: FTLM vs LTLM calculations of the dynamical spin structure factor
Szz (q, ω) at temperatures 0 K≤ T ≤ 25 K (shifted for clarity). FTLM results
are obtained for M1 = 100, M2 = 250 and r = Nsts /Rs = 0.003, while LTLM
ones for M1c < 23 (depends on the symmetry sector s), ∆c = Ec − E0 = 161 K,
M2 = 250 and different sampling ratios r; LTLM spectra are not converged
with r for T > 6 K, see inset (b). In the inset (a) we compare the Szz (q = (2, 0))
computed by FTLM and LTLM for different ∆c . A blue star denotes the exact
T = 0 value for N = 20 sites.

on the other hand turns out to be surprisingly robust down to T ∼ 1 K.
We have used a relatively large sampling ratio, r = Nsts /Rs = 0.003 (with
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Rs = 111 in the largest s = {k = 0, S z = 0} sector), which, obviously,
overcomes the finite-size effects below T ∗ ∝ ∆E; here ∆E denotes an average
level spacing in the low-energy region [90]. In our case ∆E ∼ 30 K is actually
quite large, corresponding to the value of the spin gap. However, since this
gap is of the physical origin (and not a drawback of a small system size), the
assumption T ∗ ∝ ∆E [90] should be relaxed for spin-gapped systems. In fact,
the comparison in Fig. 3.1 implies that in our case T ∗ ∼ 1 K.
At higher temperatures, on the other hand, LTLM becomes less accurate
since only states with E < Ec are considered. In inset (a) of Fig. 3.1 we
show the effect of varying Ec on the temperature behavior of static structure
z
factor Szz (q) = hSqz S−q
i, Eq. (4.8). In order to provide reliable LTLM results
for temperatures up to T ∼ 20 K, at least ∆c = Ec − E0 = 161 K has to
be used. However, a larger ∆c requires larger M1c and, consequently, more
CPU time, see Tab. 3.1. A rather pronounced unbalance between FTLM and
method

∆c (K)

FTLM

Tε (K)

t (h)

&1

17

LTLM

54

.6

27

LTLM

108

. 12

60

LTLM

161

. 18

83

Table 3.1: CPU time t (in hours) used by FTLM and LTLM (r = 0.0003) for
the calculation of the Szz (q, ω) (see Fig. 3.1). With Tε we denote a temperature
region where results from Fig. 3.1 are accurate within the linewidths. All the
calculations were performed under the same conditions on AMD Opteron 848
2.2 GHz processor with 4400 MFLOPS and 1 MB L2 cache.
LTLM CPU-time consumption speaks in favor of FTLM, which proves to be
more efficient in the given temperature range, 1 K≤ T ≤ 25 K.
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3.3

Microcanonical Lanczos Method

In this section we show how to generalize the ground-state Lanczos method for
calculating dynamical correlation functions at finite temperatures. The key is
the microcanonical ensemble which allows us to replace the involved canonical
ensemble with a single appropriately chosen state; in the thermodynamic limit
it provides the same physics as the canonical ensemble, but with the evaluation
of a single expectation value [84]. We name this approach a microcanonical
Lanczos method (MCLM).

3.3.1

Thermodynamic Ensembles

Performing calculations at finite temperatures is at first sight daunting because
one appears to need access to the entire many-body spectrum in order to
perform thermodynamic averages. There is a little used physical idea, however,
that in the thermodynamic limit essentially any distribution of energy levels
may be employed in the thermal average [92, 93] (nevertheless, a special care
should be taken in the region of thermodynamic singularities, such as phase
transitions), which offers hope of simplification. This idea, when employing
the microcanonical distribution (instead of the canonical one), then allows us
to focus on the subset of states with a particular value of energy, thus providing
us with an enormous saving in computational effort. In this respect we discuss
how an arbitrary probability distribution (concentrating on the microcanonical
one) can be used, under reasonable assumptions, to represent the canonical
ensemble in the thermodynamic limit.
The choice of the (unnormalized) distribution ρ(E) in the thermodynamic
limit can be examined by considering its Laplace transform (Re s < 0),
Z∞
f (s)
e
≡ L[ρ(E)](−s) = esE ρ(E) dE,
(3.38)
0

−1

ρ(E) ≡ L [e

f (s)

1
](E) =
2πi

−i∞
Z
e−sE +f (s) ds,

(3.39)

i∞

where f (s) controls the properties of a distribution designated by ρ(E). In
this way the standard canonical ensemble arises from
1
7→
ρ(E) = e−βE
(3.40)
ef (s) =
β−s
and the microcanonical ensemble at energy λ, that we would like to employ,
from
f (s) = sλ
7
→
ρ(E) = δ(E − λ).
(3.41)
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However, it turns out to be impractical to achieve even a pure microcanonical
ensemble and so we adopt a more general approach, which yields a “Gaussian”
ensemble at energy λ and with width σ (we neglect the λσ 2 shift in f (s)),
f (s) = sλ + σ 2 (s − λ)2 /2

7→

ρ(E) = e−(E−λ)

2 /2σ 2

.

(3.42)

In the limit σ → 0 Gaussian ensemble converges to the microcanonical one. It
is quite natural to employ f (s) = sλ + F (s) where λ is extrinsic and F (s) is
intrinsic in order to limit towards the microcanonical ensemble.
If we examine the partition function Zρ then
−i∞
Z∞
Z
1
Zρ = Tr(ρ(E)) = ρ(E) dE =
ef (s)+ ln Z(s) ds
2πi

0

(3.43)

i∞

where Z(s) is the canonical partition function (we may say that s has the
role of temperature). The physical idea behind the thermodynamic limit is
that function Z(s) becomes immensely sharp when considered as a function
of state space and becomes dominated by the large number of states with the
correct thermodynamics; in practice fluctuating quantities can be replaced by
their thermodynamic average. Mathematically, the integral such as Eq. (3.43)
may be approximated in the asymptotic thermodynamic limit using the idea
of “steepest descents” with negligible error,
∗

Zρ ∝ ef (β ) Z(β ∗ ),

(3.44)

where the associated temperature β ∗ is chosen so that Zρ in Eq. (3.44) reaches
its maximum,
1 ∂Z
∂f
=−
= hHi.
(3.45)
∂s s=β ∗
Z ∂s s=β ∗
Here, the (canonical) average energy at desired temperature β ∗ turns out to be
crucial. For the particular case of the microcanonical distribution, f (s) = sλ,
λ = hHi

(3.46)

whereas an inclusion of F (s) gives λ = hHi − (∂F/∂s)|s=β ∗ and a finite-size
correction. Provided that f (s) has only a weak dependence on the system
parameters, then both partition functions are essentially equivalent. It is also
clear that when f (s) has a required property that “steepest descents” is a good
approximation at a particular temperature, then any appropriate ensemble will
provide the thermodynamic limit.
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3.3.2

Dynamics in Microcanonical and Canonical
Ensemble

The usually studied dynamic quantity of physical interest in spin system is a
dynamical spin structure factor related to operator Sqµ with µ = x, y, z (see
section 4.1),
Z∞
+
µ
(0)i
Sµµ (q, ω) = Re dt eiω t hSqµ (t)S−q

(3.47)

0

π X −βEi
2
e
hψi |Sqµ |ψj i δ(ω − Ej + Ei ),
=
Z i,j

(3.48)

where angle brackets denote a thermal average in canonical ensemble and ω + =
ω + i. Now we establish the form of Sµµ (q, ω) in the microcanonical ensemble.
Starting from Eq. (3.47) and employing solely the idea that our distribution
has a restricted energy λ we can generate a correlation function sµµ (q, ω) in
the microcanonical ensemble,
Z∞
X
+
µ
> eit(λ−Ei )
sµµ (q, ω) = Re dt eiω t
<Sqµ |ψi ihψi |S−q
i

0

=π

X
i

(3.49)

µ
<Sqµ |ψi ihψi |S−q
> δ(ω + λ − Ei ).

(3.50)

From here on < > denotes an average over the microcanonical distribution.
We have used the relation <AB(H)>=<A> B(λ) where B(H) is a function of
H, and a decomposition using the eigenbasis |ψi i with energies Ei . Expression
(3.50) can be viewed as the basic correlation in the microcanonical ensemble,
sµµ (q, ω) = − lim Im <Sqµ
→0

1
µ
S−q
>.
+
ω +λ−H

(3.51)

Note that this expression is exact in the zero-temperature limit where the
expectation value is to be taken over the ground-state wave function.
Now let us imagine that we could find a single eigenstate at will with an
energy arbitrarily close (in the thermodynamic limit) to a target energy, say
λ. It is in principle straightforward then to determine
s∗µµ (q, ω) = − lim Imh∗|Sqµ
→0

1
µ
S−q
|∗i
ω + E∗ − H
+

(3.52)

exactly as before, where H|∗i = E∗ |∗i is the known eigenstate with E∗ → λ.
If the microcanonical ensemble is equivalent to the canonical ensemble and if
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a single eigenstate is representative of the microcanonical one, then provided
that λ = hHi for the desired temperature, we can expect that
s∗µµ (q, ω) → Sµµ (q, ω)

(3.53)

in the thermodynamic limit. This amounts to the physical idea behind our
calculations. Furthermore, from the symmetry of Sµµ (q, ω) in the canonical
ensemble (section 4.1) we can deduce that
ln

sµµ (q, ω)
= βω;
sµµ (−q, −ω)

(3.54)

this relation provides an alternative cross-checking technique for determining
the temperature for a particular value of λ. Although a single eigenstate might
correspond to the microcanonical ensemble, based on a putative ergodicity
assumption for the eigenstate, in practice it is not possible to find such an
eigenstate. So we will in effect relax the eigenstate hypothesis and go back to
a distribution of eigenstates close to the desired value λ.

3.3.3

Lanczos Convergence of Projection to Single State

In principle we must construct a particular state with energy λ that equals
the canonical expectation value, λ = hHi, at the desired temperature T . In
practice, we employ the Lanczos algorithm, an efficient way of diagonalizing
large Hamiltonians using a truncated basis, as described in the first section
of this chapter. To obtain a state close to energy λ one might expect to use
the closest eigenstate to λ in the truncated Lanczos basis, but this is totally
incorrect. In practice, only the states at the edge of the spectrum converge and
the other “eigenstates” in the truncated subspace have the suggested energies,
but are usually far from eigenstates.
Anyway, in order to apply the Lanczos method idea, one can simply push
the energetic region of interest to the edge of the spectrum by choosing an
appropriate new operator. One natural choice is to use
K ≡ (H − λ)2 ,

(3.55)

which is positive definite and pushes the eigenstates with energy close to λ
towards the minimal, zero, eigenvalue of K. Another way to understand this
technique is to consider expanding the ground state of K, which we will call |λi,
in the Lanczos basis as a probability distribution over eigenstates. Choosing λ
establishes the appropriate mean for this distribution, <H>, but minimizing
<K> in Eq. (3.55) corresponds to minimizing the variance of the distribution,
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σ, and consequently localizing the distribution near λ (the expectation value
is over |λi),
σ 2 = <(H− <H>)2>
= <K> −(<H> −λ)2 ≥ 0.

(3.56)

One can perform a Lanczos calculation based upon the operator K or, more
efficiently, one can evaluate the operator K (now a pentadiagonal matrix) in a
previously constructed Lanczos basis using H. In either Lanczos calculations
the mathematical orthogonality between states becomes lost at some stage
as numerical errors build up. In practice, only the well-separated converged
states suffer from this disease and for us these states, which are at the edge
of spectrum H, do not gain any significant weight in the correlation functions
and so do not manifest in our results. The states at low frequency are all well
behaved and maintain their orthogonality.
It is straightforward to implement these ideas numerically with a doubleLanczos calculation. The first run through a Lanczos procedure of M1 steps
is employing the operator K starting from a random state and it is used to
find the state |λi, which plays the role of the microcanonical distribution.
The second run of M2 steps through Lanczos is made using Sqµ |λi as the initial
state and then the resulting tridiagonal matrix can be diagonalized to form the
dynamic correlations directly or by employing the continued-fraction method,
which is numerically more efficient but introduces a loss of resolution ( > 0).
All the analysis so far has been subject to several caveats. First, in the
thermodynamic limit and in the context of quantum dynamic correlations the
microcanonical ensemble is supposed to be equivalent to the canonical one.
Second, a single eigenstate is equivalent to the microcanonical ensemble and
third, we can find such an eigenstate at will. The first two assumptions should
be the focus of analytical studies as fundamental issues of non equilibrium
statistical mechanics. Regarding the third assumption, it is clearly problematic
as it is well known that although the Lanczos method converges quite easily at
the sparse edges of the spectrum, in the denser inner regions of the spectrum, of
interest at finite temperature, it takes the Lanczos procedure an exponentially
large number of iterations to converge. Although a low-energy region maintains
a sparse density of states, the eigenstates become exponentially close together
in the area of interest and essentially become unattainable. At first sight
this appears an insurmountable difficulty, but in practice this issue allows the
technique its success as we will now discuss.
The first Lanczos procedure provides a single quantum state |λi that is not
an eigenstate, but when decomposed in an eigenstate basis |ψi i,
X
|λi =
ai |ψi i,
(3.57)
i
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where H|ψi i = Ei |ψi i, has its energy represented by a narrow distribution |ai |2
around λ,
X
hλ|H|λi =
|ai |2 Ei ≈ λ.
(3.58)
i

A distribution |ai |2 is presumed to correspond to a Gaussian ensemble, an
assumption that we test by analyzing the convergence of Lanczos projection
to a single quantum state |λi. We have examined the distribution obtained
in Lanczos calculation and we find that it is well represented by a Gaussian
distribution with a variance controlled by the eigenvalue of K attained by the
calculation. In practice, we find that the √
Lanczos method scales as <K > ∝
M1 −2 , so that the intrinsic resolution, σ = <K>, is inversely proportional to
the number of iterations. A narrow Gaussian distribution |ai |2 enables us to
rewrite the expectation value of operator A into
X
X
a∗i aj hψi |A|ψj i.
(3.59)
hλ|A|λi =
|ai |2 hψi |A|ψi i +
i

i6=j

The state |λi used in the evaluation of expectation values acts as a statistical
average over an energy window. It is important to note that, by employing a
single quantum state (not eigenstate) for evaluating an expectation value (as a
substitute for a statistical average over a narrow energy window of eigenstates),
we assume the appearing off-diagonal terms (second term in Eq. (3.59)) to
cancel each other. This assumption can be justified (and numerically verified)
by invoking a random-phase decomposition of the used quantum state.
From this discussion we can thus expect two types of fluctuations in the
obtained spectra; first, intrinsic fluctuations due to finite size of the system
present even when a single eigenstate is used for the evaluation of expectation
value. Second, statistical fluctuations entering by the off-diagonal terms in
Eq. (3.59) due to the use of a single pure state that is not an eigenstate; this
type of fluctuations can be reduced by averaging over orthogonal states |λi
corresponding, for example, to different symmetry subspaces (sectors) as we
will show below.
The application of the technique should now be transparent; employing a
single random state or averaging over a sequence of orthogonal random states
one performs a first Lanczos calculation of M1 steps to find the approximate
ground state |λi for the operator K = (H − λ)2 . The value of λ must be
preselected (using FTLM), so that λ = hHi for the chosen temperature. The
degree of convergence can be measured using the eventual eigenvalue of K; it
plays the role of the variance of the chosen distribution and its square root
is an intrinsic energy resolution σ. This scale, σ, can never drop below the
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distance to the nearest eigenvalue. For the usual system size (N > 16) and
temperature this limit is unattainable, but a resolution of σ ∼ 0.01 (<K>∼
0.0001) is readily available with a thousand or so M1 iterations. Once one has
found the state |λi, which plays the role of the state |∗i, a second Lanczos
projection sequence is generated employing the state Sqµ |λi as the initial state.
The resolution of the result is controlled by the intrinsic dependence on the
microcanonical ensemble and the degree of convergence measured by σ. This
can be seen from relation (3.51) as the eigenstates over which the state |λi is
decomposed have a spread in energy σ with respect to the reference energy λ.
The resolution also depends on the convergence achieved in the second Lanczos
procedure where the number of iterations M2 denotes the finite number of
poles, which are used to try to represent the dynamical correlations. At the
sparse edges of the spectrum these poles denote the eigenvalues of the system,
but in the bulk of the spectrum, when grouped into bins of a given frequency
width, they are fairly uniformly spread and offer a further natural energy
resolution for the calculation. More Lanczos steps provide more poles and
a finer spectral grid for the correlation functions until the graininess of the
real system is achieved. We have elected to use a few thousand poles in our
calculations with very little improvement obtained by increasing this number
further. The final resolution is self imposed and is the  of Eq. (3.51), which we
choose to be of order of the spectral grid in order to smooth our calculations.
Application on Shastry-Sutherland Model
In order to test our technique and uncover its strengths and weaknesses, we
have chosen to investigate the finite-temperature dynamics of the (topical)
Shastry-Sutherland model, Eq. (2.1), with J = 76.8 K and J 0 /J = 0.62. In
particular, we will look at dynamical spin structure factor szz (q, ω) at finite
temperature T using our microcanonical-ensemble procedure, Eq. (3.51). We
note, however, that extensive tests of the MCLM were already performed by
calculating the spin conductivity σs (ω) in the AFM regime of the prototype
1D XXZ Heisenberg model [84].
In general, we can employ the translational symmetry and conservation of
z component of the total spin of SS Hamiltonian (2.1), and study spectra in a
given {k, S z } subspace or average the results over different k and S z subspaces;
in the following we employ M1 = 1000 (yielding the energy resolution of σ ∼
0.05 meV) and M2 = 4000 Lanczos iterations on N = 20 sites unless otherwise
stated. To interpret the results we should have in mind the issue of the veracity
of the microcanonical ensemble for such small system, namely the extent to
which the microcanonical ensemble is equivalent to the canonical one. Due
to a particular topology of the 2D SS lattice we were unable to access larger
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Figure 3.2: Microcanonical (MCLM) vs canonical (FTLM) calculations of the
dynamical spin structure factor at (a) T = 0 K, and (b) T = 100 K. MCLM
and FTLM spectra were smoothed respectively by Lorentzian and Gaussian
broadenings of delta functions with  = 0.1 meV.

tilted-square systems, which would provide a better approximation for the
thermodynamic limit with smaller intrinsic finite-size dependence arising from
our microcanonical assumption (see Ref. [84] where, on the other hand, chains
with N = 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 sites were systematically studied).
In Fig. 3.2 we present a comparison of the microcanonical calculation with
the analogous canonical one at T = 0 K (we set λ0K ≡ 0 K) and T = 100 K
(λ100K = 330 K). The zero-temperature calculations find a few poles with
well-converged weights (note, however, the difference between the Lorentzian
and Gaussian smoothing procedure used in MCLM and FTLM, respectively),
whereas the T = 100 K calculations provide a much smoother (and more or
less structureless) result with apparently some noise, the origin and magnitude
of which we will now discuss. Canonical calculations are essentially a direct
evaluation of expression (3.48) where we applied a binning procedure on the
δ-function weights over an energy scale of about 0.005 meV. The number of
contributing matrix elements is of the order of the dimension of the Lanczos
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2
space squared, O(M1,2
), that is 105 − 107 δ functions, with no continuity in the
weights. The results are not smooth and the resulting intrinsic fluctuations are
smoothed by the binning procedure and, furthermore, by Gaussian broadening.
In the microcanonical calculations we employ our scheme, further averaging
over k and S z symmetry subspaces. Now only O(M2 ) δ functions are essentially
contributing, multiplied by the number of states involved in the decomposition
of the state |λi, Eq. (3.57), and the number of k and S z subspaces. Note
that the observed fluctuations are not associated with any of our different
resolution processes (finite σ and ), which are much smaller than the observed
scale of fluctuations; they are due to the finite size of our system and thus
effective smaller number of matrix elements contributing to the construction
of the spectra. This seemingly new problem associated with our technique
seems to be dominant for small system sizes; according to our findings in
Ref. [84], however, very soon the problem becomes negligible as larger systems
are achieved, especially considering that the dimension of Hilbert space grows
exponentially fast with the system size N .
In order to assess these fluctuations and at the same time the role of
the smoothing parameter , we performed some basic calculations involving
only a single {k, S z }-subspace state |λi with resolution σ ∼ 0.05 meV. In
Fig. 3.3(a) we offer a comparison between calculations employing different
smoothing parameters in the continued-fraction technique,  = 0.01 meV < σ
and  = 0.1 meV > σ. The limitations of the smoothing process are clear:
the sharper features are slightly washed out although the ease of assessing
the data makes such a smoothing advisable. In extracting the information
from a narrow frequency region (such as Drude weight in Ref. [84]) by the
above described procedure, we must take into account the problem caused
by
√
the intrinsic resolution of our calculations, which is of the order σ = <K>.
Although our chosen resolution of σ ∼ 0.05 meV is almost invisible for the
smooth background, for the ω = 0 peak the resolution is essentially limited by
that of our microcanonical distribution, namely σ. An example of these ideas
is provided in the inset of Fig. 3.3(a), from which it is clear that the ω = 0
peak is the only contribution for which the change in resolution is relevant.
These calculations involve an average over all {k, S z } states with energy close
to λ100K = 330 K (within a given σ). Also the energy window is so small that
the individual poles in the second Lanczos procedure are visible and have been
smoothed out with  = 0.01 meV, which adds to the observed resolution.
Finally, in Fig. 3.3(b) we show the sensitivity of spectra to a single |λi
state calculated within different k and S z sectors. We note, however, that only
S z ≤ 4 provides states with energies λ100K ± σ, that is close enough to target
energy at T = 100 K. Results for different S z may also be used to interpret
intrinsic fluctuations due to small system size (though we have fixed N = 20):
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Figure 3.3: Microcanonical finite-size effects for λ100K = 330 K. In (a) we
show sensitivity of {k, S z }-averaged spectra to the smoothing parameter  =
0.01, 0.1 meV (displaced for clarity) and, in the inset, to intrinsic resolution
(in meV), σ = 0.1 (M1 = 500), 0.05 (M1 = 1000), 0.025 (M1 = 2000) in a lowfrequency range. In (b) we show spectra calculated from single |λi state within
different k and S z symmetry subspaces (displaced for clarity); colors denote
different k’s. We used σ = 0.05 meV and  = 0.1 meV.

it is clear from Fig. 3.3(b) that larger S z (representing a smaller Hilbert space)
provides larger fluctuations, which can be further reduced by averaging over
different k subspaces (not shown). This introduces new independent poles
and smooths the data for analysis. The final spectra (see Fig. 3.3(a)), on the
other hand, is composed of all S z ≤ 4 contributions despite the temptation
of eliminating higher, more error-burdened S z lines. In our particular case,
these are indeed necessary, providing the ω = 0 peak due to elastic transitions
among identical multiplets at high temperatures.
Once having the statistical fluctuations under control, either by applying
statistical average over different symmetry subspaces or simply using larger
systems (if possible), we can now fairly safely conclude that our technique
represents a viable way to calculate dynamical correlation functions at high
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Figure 3.4: Finite-temperature calculations for σ ∼ 0.05 meV and  = 0.1 meV;
(a) szz (q, ω) with λ1000K = 548, λ100K = 330, λ50K = 194, λ20K = 74 (in K).
In parentheses we show the number of |λi states used in the averaging process.
(b) The temperature fit using Eq. (3.60): Tmicro ∼ 880, 89, 46, 16 K.

temperatures for the same systems accessible by the Lanczos method at T = 0.
By its very nature, the finite-T correlations are much smoother and more
regular to interpret. Our technique introduces new statistical fluctuations
which make small systems ragged but appear to leave large systems essentially
unaffected [84].
Although we have devoted most of our effort to the T = 100 K case, our
technique is valid at essentially any temperature (provided that the system
remains in a dense region of the spectrum). Analyzing the SS model further, we
look at selected finite-temperature {k, S z }-averaged calculations in Fig. 3.4(a).
The sensitivity of the calculated spectra to different (canonical) temperatures
T was analyzed by deducing the (microcanonical) temperature Tmicro back
from the symmetry relation szz (−q, −ω) = e−βmicro ω szz (q, ω), see Fig. 3.4(b);
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we used a least-squares fit of the linear ansatz
ln

szz (q, ω)
∼ α + βmicro ω.
szz (−q, −ω)

(3.60)

Although the statistical fluctuations are compounded, an almost vanishing
intercept (α ≈ 0) and a clear slope indicate the feasibility of the strategy (at
least for T > 20 K). The obtained Tmicro = 1/βmicro values, shown in Tab. 3.2,
compare favorably with those corresponding to the canonical ensemble in the
thermodynamic limit evaluated using λ = hHi. At low enough (but finite)
T (K)

Tmicro (K)

χ2

1000

880

0.005

100

89

0.002

50

46

0.017

20

16

0.918

Table 3.2: Microcanonical temperatures Tmicro extracted from szz (q, ω) spectra
at temperature T . The goodness of the linear fit, Eq. (3.60), is estimated by

P
(q,ωi )
2
χ2 = (ln szzszz
−
α
−
β
ω
)
(Nω − 2) with Nω denoting the number
micro
i
(−q,−ωi )
i

of ωi points.

temperatures (T . 20 K), however, the method fails to reproduce the correct
result. In this sparse region of the energy spectrum the intrinsic small-system
size fluctuations cannot average out since there is only a small number (if
any) of well-converged (orthogonal) representative states |λi. One possibility
to overcome this discrepancy is to use several eigenstates of the first Lanczos
procedure: although the orthogonality is guaranteed, there is an induced loss
in resolution due to the larger σ’s of the higher Lanczos states. A second
option is to employ the parameter λ where the average over different λ’s must
be limited within a window that correspond to the energy fluctuations at the
studied temperature. Provided that the λ’s are further apart then the chosen
σ, the orthogonality is essentially guaranteed.
We conclude, however, that the low-temperature dynamics of the SS model
(relevant for this Thesis) is still better reproduced using FTLM, although we
expect the MCLM to improve considerably for larger system sizes (N > 20).
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Chapter 4
Determination of Spin
Anisotropy by FTLM
The aim of chapter 4 is to present comparisons between numerical simulations
of GSS model using FTLM and various experimental data obtained on the
quantum spin-liquid system SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . In particular, we are interested in
a fine-structure behavior observed in specific heat [94, 77] and ESR [60, 69]
measurements at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. This enables us
to determine the directions and the magnitudes of inter- as well as intradimer
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interactions, which are assumed to be the main
source of spin anisotropy in the system [74].
Before presenting the results on the spin properties, as obtained by FTLM,
we first briefly introduce the quantities related to the magnetic response of the
system.

4.1

Spin Response

We consider the response of a spin system to a time dependent, spatially
modulated magnetic field b(r, t) = b(q, t) eiqr at the fixed wavevector q (for
a plane wave b(q, t) = b0 e−iωt ), polarized along the µ axis (µ = x, y, z) and
coupled to spin degrees of freedom on a lattice through Zeeman term
X
H 0 (t) = −gµB
bµ (ri , t)Siµ = N bµ (q, t)Mqµ ;
(4.1)
i

P
here Mqµ = −gµB i eiqri Siµ /N is the Fourier component of the average spin
magnetization. Note, however, that the system may be additionally exposed to
an external (static) magnetic field B pointing along different direction relative
to b(ri , t). The response of the magnetization at wavevector q relative to the
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equilibrium value is given within linear response by [90]
where

δhMqµ i(ω) = g 2 µ2B χµµ (q, ω)bµ (q, ω)

(4.2)

Z∞
+
µ
χµµ (q, ω) = i dt eiω t h[Sqµ (t), S−q
(0)]i,

(4.3)

0

1 X iqri µ
e Si .
Sqµ = √
N i

(4.4)

Note that ω + = ω + i and Sqµ (0) ≡ Sqµ . The imaginary part of dynamical spin
susceptibility χµµ (q, ω) can be expressed as

χ00µµ (q, ω) = 1 − e−βω Sµµ (q, ω),
(4.5)
with dynamical spin structure factor given by
Z∞
+
µ
(0)i
Sµµ (q, ω) = Re dt eiω t hSqµ (t)S−q

(4.6)

0

π X −βEi
2
e
=
hψi |Sqµ |ψj i δ(ω − Ej + Ei ).
Z i,j

(4.7)

Sµµ (q, ω) satisfies the symmetry relation Sµµ (−q, −ω) = e−βω Sµµ (q, ω). The
calculation of this quantity with FTLM is straightforward (see chapter 3). The
static structure factor is furthermore defined by
Z∞
1
µ
Sµµ (q, ω) dω = hSqµ S−q
i,
(4.8)
Sµµ (q) =
π
−∞

and the static spin susceptibility, derived from Kramers-Kronig relation, by
Z∞ 00
χµµ (q, ω)
1
0
χµµ (q) = χµµ (q, 0) = P
dω.
(4.9)
π
ω
−∞

4.2

Thermodynamics at High Magnetic Fields

We begin with the presentation of the thermodynamic properties where we
focus on the measurements of the specific heat in the continuous magnetic
fields B of up to 33 T [77]. The specific-heat data when combined with a
finite-temperature Lanczos diagonalization of GSS Hamiltonian indicate the
presence of the intradimer DM interaction that violates a crystal symmetry.
As we claim in the next section, the same DM interaction is required to explain
the observed ESR lines for Bkc.
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4.2.1

Uniform Spin Susceptibility

We calculate the uniform (q = 0) spin susceptibility in the external magnetic
field B using a definition for isothermal spin susceptibility (µ = z),
χ0 ≡ χzz (q = 0) = −

∂hM z i
,
∂bz

(4.10)

P
where hM z i = −gµB h i Siz i/N = −gµB hS z i/N is an average z projection
of spin in a magnetic field B + (0, 0, bz ) at temperature T . A thermodynamic
average hS z i is calculated by FTLM. In practice we need to run FTLM twice in
order to evaluate the derivative in Eq. (4.10). However, when the parameters of
the model H are such that [H, S z ] = 0, a computational time may be reduced
by halves since in this case Eq. (4.10) simplifies to (kB ≡ 1)
hS z 2 i − hS z i2
χ0 =
NT

(4.11)

and thus one FTLM run is sufficient. (Note that finite external field gives rise
to a finite uniform magnetization, hS z i 6= 0, which is, however, not included in
the static functions, χµµ (q = 0) and Sµµ (q = 0), deduced from their dynamical
counterparts.)
It is easy to verify that a condition [H, S z ] = 0 for Bkc is fulfilled only for
out-of-plane DM vectors, D = (0, 0, D z ) and D0 = (0, 0, D z 0 ). This orientation
implies that a DM interaction is of the form (same for D z 0 )
X
ij



iX z + −
D Si Sj − Si− Sj+ ,
D z Six Sjy − Siy Sjx =
2 ij

(4.12)

which obviously preserves a rotational symmetry around z axis. We have
used the common relations for spin raising (S + ) and lowering (S − ) operators,
S x = (S + + S − )/2 and S y = (S + − S − )/2i. On the other hand, the in-plane
DM vectors yield


iX x z +
D Si (Sj − Sj− ) − (Si+ − Si− )Sjz ,
D x Siy Sjz − Siz Sjy =
2 ij
ij
X

 1X y z +
D Si (Sj + Sj− ) − (Si+ + Si− )Sjz . (4.13)
D y Siz Sjx − Six Sjz =
2 ij
ij

X

Evidently, the above terms Siz Sj± change the projection of the total spin S z
by ±1; we may therefore conclude that, in contrast to D z , D x and D y violate
the conservation of S z . However, for B⊥c the same conclusion holds for the
z component of D (and D0 ). In addition, it is worth mentioning that all DM
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Figure 4.1: Magnetic susceptibility measured on SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound at
B = 2 T along c axis (circles) [77]. The lines denote the susceptibilities χ0
calculated with FTLM for N = 16 and 20. In both cases we used the same
model parameters to account for finite-size effects: J = 76.8 K, J 0 = 0.62J,
D = (2.2, 2.2, 5.2) K, D0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K and gk = 2.20. In the inset we show
the calculated magnetization (shifted for clarity) vs magnetic field (Bkc) at
different temperatures between 1 K and 10 K as indicated. Green dot-dashed
line marks a region where finite-size effect become more pronounced.

components break the spin rotational invariance, [H, S2 ]. This results in a fact
that eigenstates of the Hamiltonian that contains nonzero DM components
may no longer be characterized by the total spin S and its projection S z . But
since D, D 0  J, J 0 , this restriction may be relaxed and the same notation is
further used as an approximation.
In Fig. 4.1 we compare the uniform spin susceptibility χ0 (T ) obtained with
FTLM for N = 16, 20 and the measured magnetic susceptibility at B = 2 T
from Ref. [77]. Using the absolute units,
χ0 (emu/mol Cu) = 0.37515 g 2 χ0 ,

(4.14)

we get an excellent agreement for J = 76.8 K, J 0 = 0.62J, D = (2.2, 2.2, 5.2) K,
D0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K. The values of g factors, gk = 2.20 and g⊥ = 2.08, have been
obtained from a comparison between our theoretical calculations (see next
section) and the ESR spectra [60, 69]. We must, however, note that such
good agreement with the experiment is not accidental. The FTLM curves
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presented in Fig. 4.1 are practically insensitive to small anisotropy terms D, D0 ,
so, in fact, only exchange interactions J, J 0 with gk had to be tuned to fit χ0 .
However, varying these three parameters alone would still give us a large set
of well-fitted curves. What is actually surprising here, is that the same model
parameters as given above fit not only χ0 , but also specific-heat data and ESR
spectra in a wide range of magnetic fields (see subsequent sections).
Since our FTLM calculations are performed on relatively small lattices with
N = 16, 20 sites, the results are expected to be burdened with sizable finitesize errors. Even so, as is evident from the comparison of N = 16, 20 lines in
Fig. 4.1, the finite-size effects in χ0 (and also other thermodynamic quantities)
seem to be negligible for reasonably low B < B ∗ and high enough T > T ∗
(FTLM error). The actual value of T ∗ depends strongly on the particular
physical properties of the system. For gapless systems T ∗ can be defined by
e ) = Tr(exp(−(H − E0 )/T ))), on condition
way of the thermodynamic sum Z(T
∗
∗
e
that Z(T
) ≡ Z  1 [83]. In the present case this condition can be relaxed
∗
(Z > 1) owing to the existence of a gap in the excitation spectrum (see
Fig. 4.1) when J 0 /J < 0.7 and to the almost localized nature of the lowest
excited states. By comparing results obtained on two different systems with
N = 16 and N = 20 sites, we estimate T ∗ < 1 K.
On the other hand, finite-system effects are most clearly pronounced when
the number of particles is of the main importance for a particular quantity,
as is the case in magnetization M z shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1. While
the magnetization curve for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound shows 1/8, 1/4 and 1/3
plateaus for T → 0 and magnetic field applied along the c axis (see Fig. 2.2(b)),
our calculation with N = 20 and minimal ∆M z ≈ 1/10µB fails to predict
correctly any of them. In fact, to account for all three plateaus, ∆M z . 1/24µB
and N & 48, which is well beyond our capacity. From the comparison between
N = 16, 20 curves we conclude that B ∗ ∼ 22 T for T . 1 K, while at higher
temperatures B ∗ would decrease (see green dot-dashed line) as now small-N
effects get further amplified by thermal fluctuations, which incorporate also
high-energy states obviously not converged with N . At even higher T (T >
20 K) we expect the finite-size effects to eventually average out. Odd-even
features, also very pronounced finite-size effects for T → 0, will be discussed
in chapter 6 where the doping with static holes is introduced.

4.2.2

Specific Heat

In Fig. 4.2 we show experimental specific-heat results divided by temperature,
c/T , for different values of magnetic field applied along the c axis. The primary
feature in the low-temperature specific heat is a broad anomaly centered at
T = 7.5 K that is gradually depressed by increasing B. This anomaly has been
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Figure 4.2: Measured specific heat divided by T (symbols) vs T compared
with the calculated one for Hamiltonian (2.2) (solid lines) for the magnetic
field along c axis, Bkc: (a) 0 ≤ B ≤ 18 T and (b) 20 ≤ B ≤ 33 T. The
parameters are the same ones used to compute the magnetic susceptibility.
The dashed line is the calculated c/T for D = 0 and B = 22 T.

attributed to S z = 0 dimer excitations [95]. Here, however, we observe a small
shift in temperature as a function of B, indicating the involvement of states
with S z 6= 0. For B ≥ 12 T a second anomaly develops at lower temperatures,
which we attribute to S z = −1 excitations situated 3 meV above the ground
state in zero field. The Zeeman interaction causes this triplet states to move
to lower energies with increasing B. Figure 4.3 shows similar results for B⊥c.
In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 we also compare the experimental results with the
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Figure 4.3: Measured specific heat divided by T (symbols) vs T compared
with the calculated one for Hamiltonian (2.2) (solid lines) for the magnetic
field perpendicular to c axis, B⊥c: (a) 0 ≤ B ≤ 18 T and (b) 22 ≤ B ≤ 33 T.
The parameters are the same ones used to compute the magnetic susceptibility.
The dashed line is the calculated c/T for D = 0 and B = 25.5 T.
results of a numerical simulation of c/T obtained using the FTLM on a tilted
square lattice of N = 20 sites. This method (see chapter 2) enables us to
compute the entropy and specific heat (per unit cell) in terms of expectation
values (kB ≡ 1)




1
∂ ln Z
1
hHi
s=
ln Z − β
=
ln Z +
,
N
∂β
N
T
∂s
hH 2 i − hHi2
c=T
=
,
∂T
NT 2
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where, again, the units can be directly related to a measurable quantity (note,
however, that there are two copper ions per SrCu2 (BO3 )2 unit),
c (J/mol K) = 16.629 c.

(4.17)

As in the case of the uniform spin susceptibility, finite-size effects are more
pronounced only at higher fields, B & 22 T, and lower temperatures, T .
3 K. Elsewhere, the numerical errors should be comparable with the presented
linewidths. For B < 18 T the agreement between theory and experiment is very
good, regardless of the inclusion of a symmetry-forbidden D z . However, when
B approaches 22 T for Bkc (or 25 T for B⊥c), the inclusion of this interaction
explains the measured c/T at low temperatures. For Bkc this is explained by
the fact that D x and D y are the only interactions that violate the conservation
of S z , by mixing the S z = 0 ground state of the Hamiltonian H(D = 0) with
the single-triplet excited state with S z = −1. This mixing becomes effective
only when the energy difference between both levels is comparable to D ≡ |D|.
For B⊥c the same type of mixing is produced by the z component of D. In
other words, the level crossing that would occur if D z = 0 is replaced by
level anticrossing. This can be seen in Figs. 4.2(b) and 4.3(b) where we also
show the calculated c/T for D = 0 and B = 22 T (B = 25.5 T) for Bkc
(B⊥c). In absence of the component D z the level crossing generates a peak
of c/T at T = 0 which is not consistent with the experiment. In contrast, the
level anticrossing moves this peak to higher temperatures in agreement with
the experimental data. The anticrossing occurs for different values of B in the
different field orientations due to the anisotropy of the g factor [60, 69]. At high
temperatures (T > 20 K) the specific-heat data deviates from the theoretical
prediction owing to significant phonon contributions. For T ∼ 10 K and fields
B > 20 T there are small deviations between the experimental curves and
the calculations, which can be attributed to the interplanar antiferromagnetic
interaction J 00 that becomes relevant when the concentration of triplet-dimer
states increases.
The components of NN and NNN DM interactions are constrained by
the crystal symmetry at low temperatures [96]. According to this symmetry,
D z = 0. Although a nonzero DM vector of the form (D x , ±D x , 0) improves
considerably the agreement between experiment and theory for Bkc, it does
not reproduce the experimental data in the proximity of B = 27 T for B⊥c.
Based on these observations, we propose that crystal symmetry is lowered at
low temperatures due to strong spin-lattice interaction. Since lattice distortion
depends on the applied field, we expect D z to be an increasing function of B
(although we used a constant value D z = 5.2 K for our calculations). The
ultrasonic experiments [97] indicate that in this region the lattice is coupled
to the magnetic field.
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4.3

Electron Spin Resonance at High
Magnetic Fields

In the first approximation of isotropic SS Hamiltonian (2.1) any spin operator
applied to a singlet ground state vanishes. As a direct consequence, magnetic
transitions from this state to any excited state are not possible. In order
to account for the experimentally observed ESR lines, the inclusion of spin
anisotropy is therefore inevitable. In particular, as it was already established
in Refs. [69, 72, 73, 74, 77], the inclusion of the NN and NNN DM interactions
is required to explain some qualitative features of the ESR experiments in
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . Since the DM interaction mixes a finite amount of the excited
states into the ground state, these transitions are in principal allowed in a
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system. However, due to the symmetry of the system dictating
the DM vector pattern, the allowed DM terms still yield zero intensity of
the magnetic dipole transition between the ground state and the lowest-lying
excited states of the system for Bkc. The explanation of the observed ESR
transition for this reason still stimulates theoretical work.
Recent experiments [60] revealed additional quantitative and qualitative
aspects of the ESR transitions (see Fig. 4.4). Besides the two non-degenerate
one-triplet excitations, various types of multiple-triplet bound states forming
singlets, triplets and quintuplets were identified. These measurements opened
the possibility for a direct comparison between the observed family of magnetic
excitations and the theoretical predictions based on the spin model proposed
for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [58]. In addition, as it is shown in this section, they provide
indirect information about the crystal symmetry at low temperatures and the
role of the spin-lattice coupling as a function of the applied magnetic field B.
The considerable intensity of the ESR absorption lines, that according to
the crystal symmetry are not expected to be observed, represents a challenge
for finding an adequate explanation. Cépas and coworkers [72] proposed a
mechanism based on a dynamically generated DM interaction induced by the
spin-phonon coupling. However, they did not provide any comparison between
a calculated ESR spectrum based on this mechanism and their experimental
observation. We suggest that crystal symmetry is lowered due to a structural
phase transition that occurs in a low-temperature region, which has not yet
been explored with x rays. As a consequence, a nonzero D z component of
the NNN (intradimer) DM vector appears. In the previous section we have
shown that this component is required to reproduce the measured specific heat
at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. Here we show that the same
component also explains the observed single-triplet ESR lines as well as other
qualitative aspects of the ESR spectra as a function of Bkc and Bka [98].
However, before presenting the ESR line intensities at high magnetic fields,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Summarized magnetic excitation spectra of the SrCu2 (BO3 )2
system spanning 0 − 40 T and 0 − 1100 GHz at 1.6 K for Bkc (up) and Bka
(down), and (b) temperature dependence of ESR spectra at 428.6 GHz for Bkc
(up) and Bka (down). Taken from Ref. [60].

we first analyze the calculated energy spectrum in order to account for positions
and symmetries of experimentally detected ESR lines (Fig. 4.4(a)).

4.3.1

Energy Spectrum

We start by analyzing the full energy spectrum of H (2.2) for q = 0. Figures
4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show the calculated energy spectra as a function of Bkc
and Bka, respectively. The vertical axis is in units of frequency to facilitate
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Figure 4.5: Energy spectrum of GSS Hamiltonian (2.2) calculated on a 20-site
cluster with periodic boundary conditions for (a) Bkc and (b) Bka. Encircled
regions labeled by capital letters denote level anticrossings of spin-singlet and
spin-triplet states. The parameters of the model are J = 76.8 K, J 0 = 0.62J,
D = (2.2, 2.2, 3.7) K and D0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K, while g = 2.08 and 2.20 for Bka
and Bkc, respectively.
a comparison with the ESR experimental results in Fig. 4.4(a) by Nojiri and
coworkers [60]. With the exception of D z , the parameters of the model, J =
76.8 K, J 0 = 0.62J, D = (2.2, 2.2, 3.7) K, and D0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K, are the same
as the ones used to fit the specific heat data for different values of the applied
magnetic field.
Numerical calculations were done using the standard Lanczos technique at
zero temperature on a tilted square cluster of N = 20 sites. Calculations on
a 16-site cluster were also performed to check for finite-size effects. A more
quantitative finite-size study was not possible since the number of numerically
accessible tilted square lattices is limited in particular due to the restriction
N = 4(lx2 + ly2 ); lx , ly : integers (see also Fig. 2.3). Up to M1 = 300 Lanczos
iterations were used to produce the excited states spectrum where 12 lowest
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lying states were computed with relative accuracy of at least δE/E ≤ 10−5 .
Reorthogonalization was also used to prevent the appearance of ghost states.
In both cases on Fig. 4.5 there is a clear distinction between states that
belong to the continuum in the thermodynamic limit and those that will be
called “localized” states. The bottom edge of the continuum appears around
1100 GHz above the ground state for B = 0. With increasing B this edge
drops to ∼ 450 GHz at B ∼ 20 T and then saturates as a function of B. Since
the DM terms are small compared to J and J 0 , the localized states can be
classified according to their approximate total spin quantum numbers, S and
S z , in the regime B < 20 T. For B < 6 T there are at least four singlet and
two triplet states split due to finite B and D z 0 .
Classification of Lowest Eigenstates using Magnetic Symmetries
As is expected from the Zeeman interaction for Bkc (Fig. 4.5(a)), the energy of
the two S z = −1 triplet states (O1 and O2 in the notation of Ref. [60]) decreases
linearly in the applied field. These two states are separated by an energy
δ ∼ 90 GHz due to D z 0 [69] and their position agrees well with experimental
ESR lines observed in Refs. [60, 69]. Around Bc = 20 T the lower triplet
state gets mixed with the singlet ground state (region A) producing a level
anticrossing that is a consequence of the finite values of D x and D y . These two
components are the only ones (beside D x 0 and D y 0 that we neglect) that break
a spin rotational invariance around z axis. For D z = 0 only the lowest triplet
state O2 mixes with the singlet ground state. This may be understood in terms
of symmetry arguments for a given magnetic group GM = 42m for B > 0 (see
chapter 2). More precisely, the character table of group GM given in Tab. 4.1
determines how a particular eigenstate transforms under the application of
group operations. We thus expect that O1 triplet state and the singlet ground
state belong to different representations of point group GM .
A symmetry analysis on a 20-spin system is an ambitious task since it
requires a certain amount of numerical skills, but above all the capability of
handling a large amount of data. In this respect a decision of taking a minimal
4-site cluster seems to be a better choice. If the picture of real-space localized
elementary triplets is true, then one might expect that the analysis of the 4spin cluster, in Fig. 2.4(a) forming the smallest unit block, is able to predict
correctly the experimentally observed symmetries of lowest excitations.
Solving a GSS Hamiltonian with D = (0, 0, 0), D0 = (0, 0, D z 0 ) and Bkc on
4 sites with periodic boundary conditions (q = 0), the ground state |ψ0 i and
the lowest single-triplet states |ψ1± i (corresponding to O1,2 ) easily follow
|ψ0 i ∝ i|s12 i|s34 i − A (|t+12 i|t−34 i − |t−12 i|t+34 i) ,
|ψ1± i ∝ |s12 i|t−34 i ± i|t−12 i|s34 i,
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+

−

+

−

{2x , 2y }∗

42m

{1} {4 , 4 }

{2}

{m1 , m2 }

42m

{1} {4 , 4 }

{2} {T 2x , T 2y }∗

A1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

A2

+1

+1

+1

−1

−1

B1

+1

−1

+1

+1

−1

B2

+1

−1

+1

−1

+1

E

+2

0

−2

0

0

{T m1 , T m2 }

Table 4.1: Character table for point group 42m and its magnetic counterpart
42m. We use the international system of notation: number n denotes a n-fold
axis, m a mirror plane and T a time-reversal operation. The bar over (below) a
symbol means that one takes the product of the corresponding operation with
the inversion (time-reversion) [99]. Elements marked by ∗ are not considered
in our single-plane model (see the discussion on pages 27 and 28).
q
2
where we use A = 2D /(J − J + 8D z 0 + (J − J 0 )2 ) and the abbreviations
for singlet and triplet states, respectively,
z0

1
|sij i = √ |↑i ↓j − ↓i ↑j i,
2

0

|t+ij i = |↑i ↑j i,

|t−ij i = |↓i ↓j i.

(4.19)

Finite D z 0 lifts a 2-fold degeneracy of |ψ1± i modes, yielding an energy difference
δ = 4D z 0 , and mixes a small amount (A  1) of a quintuplet (S = 2) into the
ground state |ψ0 i.
We now consider the effects of symmetry operations of group 42m (green
marks in Fig. 2.4(a)) on the 4-spin eigenstates |ψ0 i, |ψ1± i. Again, one should
be careful to simultaneously transform the spatial as well as spin degrees of
freedom. While the former are easy to handle (note, however, that sites 10 ,
20 , 30 and 40 in Fig. 2.4(a) are equivalent to sites 1, 2, 3 and 4 due to periodic
boundary conditions), the latter deserves more attention. Several notes on the
definitions and applications of rotation, reflection, parity and time-reversal
operators on two-component spinor states are given in appendix A. We collect
the results in Tab. 4.2. From here on the transformations of eigenstates in
Eq. (4.18) are straightforward. However, having in mind that |sij i = −|sji i,
but |t±ij i = |t±ji i, we get
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+

4

4

1234

4312

|si

−

2

T m1

T m2

3421

2143

2134

1243

−|si

−|si

|si

|si

|si

|t+ i

i|t+ i

−i|t+ i

−|t+ i

−|t+ i

|t+ i

|t− i

−i|t− i

i|t− i

−|t− i

−|t− i

|t− i

Table 4.2: The behavior of singlet and triplet states (S z = ±1) under allowed
transformations of magnetic group 42m. Note that a complex-conjugation
operator K hidden in T = σy K needs to be applied additionally to account for
imaginary prefactors. Also the spatial transformations of site labels are given
in the first row.
+

−

• 4 (and similarly for 4 ):
|ψ0 i → i|s43 i|s12 i − A −i2 |t+43 i|t−12 i + i2 |t−43 i|t+12 i
→ −i|s12 i|s34 i + A (|t+12 i|t−34 i − |t−12 i|t+34 i)
→ −|ψ0 i,
|ψ1± i → i|s43 i|t−12 i ± i2 |t−43 i|s12 i
→ ∓|s12 i|t−34 i − i|t−12 i|s34 i
→ ∓|ψ1± i;


(4.20)

(4.21)

• 2:
|ψ0 i → i|s21 i|s43 i − A (|t+21 i|t−43 i − |t−21 i|t+43 i)
→ +|ψ0 i,

(4.22)

|ψ1± i → −|s21 i|t−43 i ∓ i|t−21 i|s43 i
→ +|ψ1± i;

(4.23)

• T m1 (and similarly for T m2 ):
|ψ0 i → −i|s21 i|s34 i − A (|t+21 i|t−34 i − |t−21 i|t+34 i)
→ +|ψ0 i,

(4.24)

|ψ1± i → −|s21 i|t−34 i ± i|t−21 i|s34 i
→ +|ψ1± i.

(4.25)
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Comparing these transformations with the irreducible transformations given
in Tab. 4.1, we see that |ψ0 i and |ψ1+ i transform according to the irreducible
representation B2 of 42m, while |ψ1− i transforms according to A1 . The main
difference between these representations is that a roto-inversion with respect
±
to the c axis (4 ) gives a sign −1 for |ψ0 i and |ψ1+ i, while it gives +1 for
|ψ1− i. For this reason the mixing between |ψ0 i and |ψ1− i is zero even for finite
intradimer DM terms, hψ1− |Dij · (Si × Sj )|ψ0 i = 0, which are (by definition)
invariant under all symmetry operations considered above. We believe that
this conclusion holds also for systems with N > 4. Therefore, |ψ1− i and |ψ1+ i
would correspond to experimental O1 and O2 lines, respectively.
We continue with the analysis of calculated energy spectrum in Fig. 4.5(a)
for Bkc. Three states just above O1 and O2 that emerge from the continuum
around B = 20 T belong to S = 2 and S z = −2 subspace. At T = 0
and B < 20 T no ESR lines associated with these states should be observed
according to selection rules. As in the case of Bkc, for Bka three S z = −2
states emerge from the continuum around B = 20 T. However, in contrast to
the Bkc case, two of the three quintuplets are nearly degenerate.
The hybridization, which is induced by a finite value of D z = 3.7 K, is too
small to be observed with the ESR experiment in the absence of D x and D y
terms. These findings are in agreement with the experimental data [60, 69].
For Bka the two triplets are nearly degenerate except above B = 20 T. Again,
in agreement with the experimental data [60, 69], the two triplet states are
split around B > 20 T because of the different hybridization between each of
them and the ground state. Note that the effect of this hybridization becomes
significant when the energy difference between the triplets and the singlet
ground state becomes comparable to the DM interaction. The agreement with
the experiment extends even further. The level anticrossing of triplet and
singlet states around 646 GHz and 860 GHz for Bka is also reproduced (see
Figs. 4(b) and 7 in Ref. [60]). Figure 4.5(b) also shows a weak level anticrossing
of the O1 S z = −1 triplet state with the first singlet excitation located around
520 GHz (region E). This effect seems to be too small to be experimentally
observable. However, a much stronger level anticrossing of the O2 triplet with
a singlet located around 600 GHz is observed at B ∼ 2.5 T (region F). Another
strong level anticrossing of the O1 triplet with a singlet bound state is observed
near B ∼ 4 T and 800 GHz (region G). Although the values of the magnetic
fields of these anticrossings are in good agreement with the experiment, the
calculated frequencies deviate from the observed values. A comparison of the
calculated ESR spectra for different cluster sizes suggests that this deviation
is due to finite-size effects. For Bkc the O2 triplet weakly anticrosses with
the singlet state at B ∼ 4 T, ν = 520 GHz (region B), while O1 triplet
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produces strong level anticrossings for B ∼ 4.5 T, ν = 600 GHz (region C)
and B ∼ 2.5 T, ν = 800 GHz (region D). Experimentally, only the latter
crossing is clearly visible in Fig. 4(a) of Ref. [60].

4.3.2

ESR in Zero-Temperature Limit

Electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments at very low temperatures provide
very high-energy resolution measurements of the spin gap and the positions of
nearby localized levels. Tuning an external magnetic field, the field-dependent
energy of the excited triplet (or multiplet) state is adjusted to the frequency
of the electromagnetic propagating wave. A direct transition from the singlet
ground state to the gapped triplet state may be observed. Such a transition
would be, however, forbidden by the conservation law of the total spin quantum
number for a perfectly isotropic, but gapped spin system. An explanation for
such a direct ESR absorption may be provided by the presence of anisotropic
DM interactions that break spin-rotational symmetry. Selection rule proposed
by Sakai and coworkers in fact emphasizes the role of the relative orientations
of the static external field B, the polarized (and unpolarized) propagating
magnetic pulse b(t) and the vector of the DM interaction [100]. Taking these
results into consideration, we investigate the role of the DM vector pattern on
the positions and amplitudes of the ESR absorption lines calculated within the
GSS model.
To take account of the frequency and the intensity of the ESR lines at
zero temperature, assumed due to the magnetic dipole transitions, we need
to compute the dynamical spin structure factor, Eq. (4.7), in the limit where
q → 0,
Z∞
+
Sµµ (ω) = Re dt eiω t hS µ (t)S µ (0)i;
µ = x, y, z,
(4.26)
0

in the direction perpendicular to the applied magnetic field B. We choose this
direction to account for the measurements in Faraday configuration obtained
by Nojiri and coworkers [60]. In Faraday configuration the propagation vector
of the incident radiation is aligned parallel to the external magnetic field, qkB,
with the polarization of light in the plane normal to the propagation vector,
b(t)⊥q. In Ref. [60] the polarization was random. In order to compare with
these experimental results, we would average the calculated ESR intensities
over the two components of the magnetic field perpendicular to the wave vector
q. The method that we use to compute Sµµ (ω) is a standard zero-temperature
Lanczos method explained in details in chapter 3. Furthermore, to directly
compare with the experimental data, we present our results in the frequencyfield type of diagram shown in Fig. 4.4(a).
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Figure 4.6: Spin structure factor (a) (Sxx + Syy )(ω = 2πν) for Bkc and (b)
(Szz + Syy )(ω) for Bka. Parameters of the model are: J = 76.8 K, J 0 = 0.62J,
D = (2.2, 2.2, 3.7) K and RD0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K. Note that the computed ESR
spectrum is normalized as Sµµ (ω) dω = 1 for all fields (µ = x, y, z).
Figure 4.6 shows the computed ESR spectrum as a function of frequency
ν = ω/2π and the external magnetic field B along the c and a axis. The best
agreement with the experiment [60] was found by normalizing the calculated
intensity Sµµ (ω), so that its integral over all frequencies at a fixed magnetic
field equals unity. In all figures presenting the calculated ESR spectrum such
a normalized intensity is visualized by the height of the peaks (in arbitrary
units). For Bkc (see Fig. 4.6(a)) we obtain a finite spectral weight for the
two S z = −1 triplet states O1 and O2 . The δ ∼ 90 GHz splitting between
the O1 and O2 states is a consequence of the finite D z 0 = 2.2 K. The level
anticrossing of the lowest O2 triplet with the ground state near critical field
Bc ∼ 20 T (region A) is due to a finite value of intradimer DM interaction D x ,
D y , since these are the only interactions that break the rotational symmetry
around the z axis. These terms are also responsible for the level anticrossings
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Figure 4.7: The same as in Fig. 4.6 except D = (0, 0, 3.7 K).
at B ∼ 4.5 T, ν = 600 GHz (region C) and B ∼ 2.5 T, ν = 800 GHz
(region D). Experimentally, only the latter one is clearly visible in Fig. 4(a)
of Ref. [60]. The overall effect of finite values of D x , D y can be clearly seen
comparing Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.7(a) where in the latter D x = D y = 0. For Bkc
in Fig. 4.7(a) there is no level anticrossing neither with the singlet ground
state, nor with excited singlets.
In principle, the D x 0 , D y 0 terms could also contribute to level anticrossing
of O1 and (or) O2 states with the ground state. However, a closer analytical
calculation on 4-site system shows that these terms connect the ground state
with a state that consists of a product of two triplet states, the one with
S z = 0 and the other with S z = 1, located on the two perpendicular dimers.
This state is consequently orthogonal to O1 and O2 states. Therefore, one does
not expect level anticrossing in the first order in D x 0 , D y 0 .
The finite intensities of O1 and O2 triplets for Bkc are a consequence of
a nonzero value of D z which requires a lower crystal symmetry than the one
observed with x rays [96]. In Fig. 4.8 we show the calculated ESR spectrum for
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Figure 4.8: The same as in Fig. 4.6 except D = (2.2 K, 2.2 K, 0).
D z = 0. The O1 and O2 triplet lines are not observed for Bkc, while in Bka
case the lowest triplet excitations are clearly visible. The effect of D z term is
to mix a finite amount of S z = 0 triplet state into the ground state. From
this triplet contribution magnetic dipole transitions to S z = −1 triplet states
(O1,2 ) are possible via S x and S y operators. This is in agreement with the
selection rule proposed by Sakai and coworkers [100]. They offer a simple rule
for a direct ESR absorption between the singlet ground state and the triplet
excitation in a presence of the DM interaction [100]: in a Faraday configuration
nonzero intensity appears only when the DM interaction has a component
along the external magnetic field, D k ; this gives a field independent intensity
being quadratic to the component D k . Our calculated O1 and O2 lines for
Bkc (Fig. 4.6(a)) are indeed field independent. The B-independent intensity
is generally justified by the conservation of the total S z [100]. Considering the
selection rule further, D z 0 component should also give rise to a constant ESR
line(s) for Bkc. However, this is not the case here. In contrast to the D z term,
a finite D z 0 connects two neighboring dimers, thus allowing the corresponding
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state to have S > 1. Indeed, the application of D z 0 on two NN singlet dimers
yields a S z = 0 quintuplet state (|ψ0 i in Eq. (4.18)). A magnetic dipole
transition from this S = 2 state to a S = 1 state is obviously not allowed and
hence a zero intensity for O1,2 lines is expected. Also the finite values of D x ,
D y or D x 0 , D y 0 do not induce these transitions in the lowest order. The reason
is that they mix S z = ±1 states with the ground state. The nonzero D z term
is therefore the only term within the given Hamiltonian (2.2) that leads to O1
and O2 transitions for Bkc.
Comparing results of the model (2.2) with “optimally” chosen parameters
(see Fig. 4.6) with experimental data of Ref. [60] (see Fig. 4.4(a)) reveals a
good agreement for the line positions and in some cases even matching of
level anticrossings with the singlet states. The main disagreement with the
experiment is in line intensities. While on the one hand ESR measurements of
Ref. [60] show that for Bkc the O1 line is nearly B-field independent, O2 line
shows rather strong field dependence: the intensity of the line increases with
the applied magnetic field. On the other hand, our numerical calculations in
Fig. 4.6(a) show a nearly constant line intensities for both O1 and O2 lines, in
agreement with the selection rule [100].
We focus now on the case Bka which is shown in Fig. 4.6(b). The O1 and
O2 triplets are nearly degenerate. A level anticrossing with the ground state
is well seen around B ≥ 20 T. The intensity of the S z = −1 lines is varying
nonmonotonously with B. This nonmonotonous behavior could be due to a
weak level anticrossing with localized singlets at ν = 600 GHz observed in
Fig. 4.5(b). Pronounced level anticrossings are obtained in the upper triplet
branches with S z = 1. In contrast to the Bkc case, D z is not the only term
that leads to transitions between the ground state and the excited triplet
states. According to the selection rule of Ref. [100], however, only the D x , D y
terms should induce such transitions. We attribute this discrepancy to higherorder contributions. In Figs. 4.7(b) and 4.8(b) we show Szz (ω) for Bka and
D = (0, 0, 3.7 K) and D = (2.2 K, 2.2 K, 0), respectively. In both cases we
see finite intensities of O1 and O2 triplets, however D = (0, 0, 3.7 K) leads
to a smaller intensity than D = (2.2 K, 2.2 K, 0). Note that even though
intensities are presented in arbitrary units, the scaling of intensities in all
figures is identical to allow comparison.
Other Possible Scenarios: g-factor Anisotropy
The ESR spectra predicted by model (2.2) reproduce several aspects of the
experimental data obtained by Nojiri and coworkers [60] for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . In
particular, for Bkc the crystal symmetry breaking interaction D z is the only
term that leads to finite ESR intensities for O1 and O2 triplet states. We
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have tested other possible scenarios that could provide finite ESR intensities
for the low-lying triplet excitations. One possibility is the introduction of an
anisotropic gyromagnetic g tensor into the Zeeman term of Hamiltonian (2.2)
with a different orientation for all 4 spins in the unit cell
X
HZ = µ B
(g1 B) · S1 + (g2 B) · S2 + (g3 B) · S3 + (g4 B) · S4 .
(4.27)
unit cell

The g tensors based on a symmetry analysis of the crystallographic structure
[56, 96, 101] have the following form (see Fig. 2.4(a) for a definition of the
coordinate system and site labels)




gx 0 ∓gs
gx 0 ±gs
(4.28)
g3,4 =  0 gx ±gs  .
g1,2 =  0 gx ±gs  ,
∓gs ±gs gz
±gs ±gs gz

From ESR experiments the diagonal terms can be estimated to be gx = 2.05
and gz = 2.28 [60]. The off-diagonal elements gs are staggered with opposite
values on sites 1 and 2, respectively 3 and 4. The origin of the gs is the buckling
of the ab planes in SrCu2 (BO3 )2 yielding gs ∼ 0.01 [101]. In order to get a
finite ESR line for Bkc, the external field coupled to g tensor would have to
induce a staggered field along the magnetic z axis, such that each spin in a
dimer would feel different field orientation. Since
Bz (Siz − Sjz )|↑i ↓j − ↓i ↑j i = Bz |↑i ↓j + ↓i ↑j i,

(4.29)

the effect of this particular direction of a staggered field is to produce a S z = 0
triplet state from the singlet one, just like in the case of a finite D z term.
However, due to a specific structure of g tensors, Eq. (4.28), a field Bkc only
induces staggered field components along the x and y axis.
A possible explanation for finite O1 and O2 triplet lines at Bkc without
introducing symmetry breaking D z term is the existence of a small finite angle
θ between the crystallographic c axis and the direction of the applied magnetic
field B due to an error in the orientation of the crystal. A small transversal
component, B sin θ, would in general induce a staggered field along z direction.
However, taking into account that the off-diagonal component of the g tensor
is at most of the order of gs ∼ 0.1, we found almost no detectable signal for
θ < 5◦ .
The inclusion of the DM interaction D z provides the simplest way to explain
some qualitative aspects of the ESR experiments for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . This simple
explanation has very important experimental consequences. The existence of
a nonzero D z suggests that the system should undergo a structural phase
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transition at low temperatures that lowers the crystal symmetry. In the new
phase the planes containing the c axis and one dimer are no longer mirror
planes. In addition, we also expect a strong spin-lattice coupling when the O1
and O2 triplet states get close to the singlet ground state. Such a coupling
could contribute to the stabilization of the different plateaus that are observed
in the magnetization vs field experiments [12, 68].
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Chapter 5
Spin Dynamics at Finite
Temperatures
While there is a general agreement that SS model with addition of DM terms
adequately describes zero-temperature static and dynamic features of realistic
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 , there still remain open problems concerning the temperature
dependence of dynamic properties of this system. The existence of the spin
gap, almost localized spin-triplet excited states as well as the proximity of
a spin-liquid ground state of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 to the ordered antiferromagnetic
state lead to rather unusual low-temperature properties emerging in inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) [61, 70], Raman scattering (RS) [102] as well as in
ESR experiments [60] analyzed in the previous chapter. In particular, INS
normalized peak intensities of single, double and possibly triple modes show a
rapid decrease with temperature around 13 K, well below the value of the spin
gap energy ∆ ≈ 34 K. In addition, authors of Ref. [70] show that properly
normalized complement of static uniform spin susceptibility χ0 , obtained with
almost identical model parameters, nearly perfectly fits their experimental
data. Similar behavior is found in RS data where a dramatic decrease of
Raman modes representing transitions between the ground state and excited
singlets with increasing temperature at T  ∆ is observed. Moreover, at
T ∼ ∆ all RS modes become strongly overdamped [102].

5.1

Spin Structure Factor

Calculations of dynamical spin structure factor based on exact diagonalization
on small clusters at zero temperature show good agreement with INS data
[58]. Recently developed zero-temperature method based on the perturbative
continuous unitary transformations [65, 103] gives very reliable results for the
dynamical spin structure factor of SS model since the method does not suffer
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from finite-size effects. The method is, however, limited to calculations at
zero temperature and, at least at the present stage, it does not allow for the
inclusion of DM terms.
The aim of this section is to investigate finite-temperature properties of
the dynamical spin structure factor of the GSS model using FTLM, and to
compare the results with INS data [61, 70]. As pointed out in previous chapter,
a finite intradimer (NNN) DM term should be taken into account to explain
specific-heat data and ESR experiments especially for high magnetic fields.
We have, however, chosen to omit this term by setting D = 0 since it does not
significantly affect results of the dynamical spin structure factor at zero field
(hence D x = D y = 0) and at a nonzero value of the wavevector (hence D z = 0;
see for example Eq. (B.11) of appendix B). We show that unusual temperature
dependence of INS data can be adequately explained using this (reduced) GSS
model. In our search for deeper physical understanding of spectral properties
at finite temperatures we compare our numerics with analytical results of the
isolated dimer (ID) model [104].
We use FTLM on a tilted square lattice of N = 20 sites with M1 = 100 first
and M2 = 250 second Lanczos steps respectively. The full trace summation
over Nst = 2N ∼ 106 states is replaced by a much smaller set of R ∼ 103 random
states giving the sampling ratio R/Nst ∼ 10−3 . In order to estimate the finitesize effects, we have also performed calculations on a 16-site cluster. Small
system sizes prevent us from reaching a thermodynamic limit. This reflects in
the fact that dynamical spin structure factor is (even at finite temperatures)
represented as a set of delta functions. In particular, finite-size effects affect
the frequency resolution at low temperatures, while at higher temperatures, as
more states contribute to the spectra, its shape becomes less size dependent.
For comparison with the INS data obtained on SrCu2 (BO3 )2 we compute
the dynamical spin structure factor at wavevector q for µ = x, y, z
Z∞
+
µ
(0)i;
Sµµ (q, ω) = Re dt eiω t hSqµ (t)S−q

(5.1)

0

1 X iq(R+r) µ
e
Sqµ = √
SR,r ,
N R,r

(5.2)

where R runs over all unit cells of the lattice and r spans four vectors forming
the basis of the unit cell that contains two orthogonal dimers (see Fig. 5.1). The
average in Eq. (5.1) represents the thermodynamic average, which is computed
using FTLM.
To allow a comparison to measurements on SrCu2 (BO3 )2 , we have to turn
to microscopic details [96]. For a given orientation of the coordinate system in
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Figure 5.1: (a) Orthogonal dimer model with S = 1/2 spins on the dots and
dimers as solid lines. The primitive vectors a1 and a2 span the unit cell. (b)
Two adjacent dimers representing the simplest building block at position R.
Spins at 1 and 2 form dimer 1 while spins at 3 and 4 dimer 2. Vectors c, d1 , d2
are used to describe the positions of all four spins (r in Eq. (5.2)).

Fig. 5.1 where a1 = a0 (1, 0) and a2 = a0 (0, 1) define a unit cell of the direct
lattice we have
d0
d2 = √ (−1, 1)
2

d0
d1 = √ (1, 1),
2

and

c=

a0
(1, 1).
2

(5.3)

Then, decomposing an arbitrary vector q of the dual space according to
q = qx a∗1 + qy a∗2 = 2π/a0 (qx , qy )

(5.4)

where a∗1 = 2π/a0 (1, 0) and a∗2 = 2π/a0 (0, 1) define magnetic Brillouin zone,
we evaluate the relevant scalar products within unit cell as (we use a0 = 8.982 Å
and d0 = 1.455 Å from Ref. [96])
2π d0
√ (qx + qy ) = 0.719 (qx + qy ),
a0 2
2π d0
qd2 = √ (qy − qx ) = 0.719 (qy − qx ),
a0 2
2π a0
qc =
(qx + qy ) = π (qx + qy ).
a0 2

qd1 =
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Figure 5.2: (a) Spin structure factor Szz (q, ω) for q = (2, 0) vs ω for different
values of T , and (b) comparison with INS data from Ref. [61]. Transitions to
single-, double- and triple-triplet states are indicated with Roman numerals.
(c) Sum of the transverse Syy (q, ω) and longitudinal Szz (q, ω) contributions
of a single-triplet mode for different values of T , and (d) comparison with the
high-resolution data for q = (−2, 0) and T = 1.4 K from Ref. [70]. Parameters
of the model are: J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62 K, D z 0 = 1.77 K.

These expressions are then used in the calculation of Fourier components of the
spin projection in Eq. (5.2). Since 2π/a0 is explicitly singled out in Eq. (5.5),
we furtheron use q ≡ (qx , qy ).
We first compare our results with INS data of Ref. [61]. In Fig. 5.2(a) we
present the dynamical spin structure factor Szz (q, ω) for different temperatures
and frequency resolution ∆ω ∼ 0.5 meV. We should note that due to a finite
value D z 0 = 1.77 K spin rotational invariance of Hamiltonian (2.2) is broken,
Sxx (q, ω) = Syy (q, ω) 6= Szz (q, ω). Since D z 0  J, J 0 , the effect of broken
symmetry is negligible for energy resolutions much larger than the value of
anisotropic interaction, ∆ω  D z 0 , yielding nearly identical results for the
three components µ = x, y, and z of Sµµ (q, ω). Since the spectra consist of a
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set of delta functions, we have artificially broadened the peaks with a Gaussian
form with σ = 0.4 meV to achieve the best fit with INS measurements [61].
Two peaks (I and II) are clearly visible at low temperatures T = 2 K  ∆
around ω = 3 meV and 5 meV, associated with transitions to single- and
bound double-triplet states [61]. A broader peak (III) around ω = 9 meV
can be interpreted as correlated three-triplet or multi-triplet excitation [61].
Results at T = 2 K are consistent with previous T = 0 simulations [58, 65].
Increasing temperature has a pronounced effect on Szz (q, ω) manifesting in a
rapid decrease of Szz (q, ω) with temperature, at temperatures even far below
the value of the gap. Quantitatively, at T = 24 K the peak structure almost
completely disappears. In Fig. 5.2(b) we present comparison of our numerical
data, scaled and shifted along the vertical axis to compensate for experimental
background for two different temperatures, along with experimental values
from Ref. [61].
In order to investigate magnetic anisotropy effects originating from finite
z0
D term, one has to turn to high-energy resolution calculations, comparable
with INS data from Ref. [70], with the frequency precision of the order of the
magnitude of the DM interaction. On this scale we expect to find substantial
difference between longitudinal and transverse components of dynamical spin
structure factor. For this reason we have included the transverse component
of the spin structure factor according to the relation for the differential cross
section

X
qµ qν
d2 σ
∝
δµν − 2
Sµν (q, ω).
(5.6)
dΩ dω
q
µν

For a given direction of the neutron momentum transfer, q = (−2, 0), as used
to obtain high-resolution INS data presented in Fig. 5.2(d), Eq. (5.6) reduces
to a sum of the transverse and longitudinal part, d2 σ/dΩ dω ∝ Syy (q, ω) +
Szz (q, ω). In Fig. 5.2(c) we present the temperature dependence of d2 σ/dΩ dω.
The main effect of increasing temperature is seen as a decrease in the spectral
weight, while the three-peak structure remains visible up to temperatures as
high as T = 24 K. The main reason that this structure is not smeared by the
increasing temperatures lies in the fact that the three-peak structure emerges
due to transitions from the ground state to the in-gap narrow-band singletriplet states.
To describe the origin of the three-peak structure in more detail, we present
in Fig. 5.2(d) both contributions to the differential cross section in Eq. (5.6)
as well as their sum plotted against the high-resolution INS data [70]. The
best fit is achieved for J = 76.8 K, J 0 = 47.6 K, D z 0 = 1.77 K and artificial
broadening of the Gaussian form with σ = 0.05 meV. The outer two modes
represent transitions between the ground state and two S z = ±1 single-triplet
excitations that are split due to finite value of D z 0 . These two transitions
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Figure 5.3: Intensity plot of the spin structure factor Szz (q, ω) in the qx − ω
plane for different values of T as indicated in the figures. The intensity scale
is logarithmic and σ = 0.2 meV is used to broaden the spectra as a function
of frequency ω. We interpolate between integer values of qx .

are proportional to Syy (q, ω). The actual splitting ∆ ≈ 0.32 meV between the
outer two modes yields 4D z 0 /∆ ≈ 1.9 for the renormalization of the bandwidth
due to quantum fluctuations. This is as well in agreement with the estimate of
Cepas and coworkers [69]. The middle peak represents the transition between
the ground state and the excited doubly degenerate S z = 0 triplet state induced
by Szz (q, ω). Note that the position of the latter peak is not affected by D z 0 .
In Fig. 5.3 we present a map of Szz (q, ω) for different temperatures. Peak
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I with almost no dispersion is clearly visible at ω ≈ 3 meV with its highest
intensity located near qx ∼ 2. Peak II located at ω ≈ 5 meV is also visible and
similarly shows little dispersion. Its intensity is as well maximal near qx ∼ 2.
Note that due to a small system size Szz (q, ω) plots were calculated at only a
few discrete values of the wavevector, qx = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. The geometry
of the tilted square lattice with N = 20 sites excludes half-integer values of
qx . This fact prevents us to directly compare our intensity plot results for the
spin structure factor with the ones shown in Ref. [70] where the dispersion of
the lowest triplet mode attributed mainly to the transverse part of the spin
structure factor is clearly seen. We have calculated the transverse component
Syy (q, ω), but since it does not differ considerably from Szz (q, ω) on a given
energy scale, we do not present it in Fig. 5.3. Note that a map shown in Fig. 5.3
was obtained by interpolation between allowed integer values of qx . These
results are roughly consistent with measurements by Gaulin and coworkers
[70]. With increasing T peaks I and II rapidly decrease (more quantitative
analysis of the temperature dependence follows in the next section), while
visible response due to elastic transitions among identical multiplets starts
developing around ω = 0 and qx = 0.
For comparison we also present the analytic expression for Szz (q, ω) of
the simplistic ID model (J 0 = 0) with J = ∆ = 34 K where J is chosen in
such a way that GSS and ID models share identical energy gaps between the
singlet ground state and the excited triplet state. In the latter case analytical
expression for Szz (q, ω) can be straightforwardly derived (appendix B for zero
field and no doping)
π
1
2 1 + 3 e−βJ
(
)


× A(q) δ(ω − J) + e−βJ δ(ω + J) + 2B(q) e−βJ δ(ω) (5.7)

Szz (q, ω) =

with A(q) and B(q) given by

1
sin2 η(qx + qy ) + sin2 η(qx − qy ) ,
2

1
B(q) =
cos2 η(qx + qy ) + cos2 η(qx − qy ) ,
2
A(q) =

(5.8)

and η = 0.719, Eq. (5.5). At T = 0 Szz (q, ω) consists of a single delta function
at ω = J weighted by A(q) [61]. This peak corresponds to peak I in the GSS
model with its q dependence approximately given by A(q). Note also that
peaks II and III do not have their counterparts in Szz (q, ω) of the simplistic
ID model. With increasing T peaks at ω = −J and ω = 0 appear weighted by
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Figure 5.4: Normalized peak intensities I/
˜ I˜0 as well as 1 − χ
Ref. [70] (filled symbols). FTLM results of I/
e, calculated
using the N = 20 cluster, are presented with lines. Results for ID model are
presented with open circles connected with lines. The inset: relative integrated
intensities I/I0 of peaks I and II. Parameters of the model are identical to those
of Fig. 5.2.

A(q) exp(−βJ) and 2B(q) exp(−βJ) respectively. Further comparison of the
above analytical result for Szz (q, ω) with the GSS model shows that the peak
at ω = 0 that emerges with increasing T is as well clearly seen in the GSS
model (see Fig. 5.3).

5.2

Normalized Peak Intensities

With the purpose to further quantify the agreement of our calculations with the
˜ I˜0 of the
experiment we present in Fig. 5.4 the normalized peak intensities I/
two peaks (I and II) as functions of temperature along with the measured data
taken from Ref. [70]. To avoid contributions from the background at higher
temperatures, peak intensities were measured from their values at T = 20 K,
˜ I˜0 = Szz (q, ωP , T ) − Szz (q, ωP , 20 K) ,
I/
Szz (q, ωP , 0) − Szz (q, ωP , 20 K)
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with ωP = 3.0 meV and ωP = 5.0 meV for peak I and II respectively. Gaussian
broadening with σ = 0.4 meV was used to obtain peak values of Szz (q, ωP , T ).
A similar temperature behavior is observed as in INS measurements [61, 70],
manifesting itself in a rapid decrease of both peak intensities with temperature
for T far below the gap value ∆ = 34 K. Taking this fact into account, the
˜ I˜0 is
agreement between experimental values and numerical calculations of I/
reasonable, even though not ideal. However, as already suggested by Gaulin
and coworkers [70], nearly perfect agreement between experiment and rescaled
complement of the uniform static susceptibility 1−χ
e = 1−χ0 (T )/χ0 (T = 20 K)
z2
z
is found where χ0 = hS i/N T and S represents the z component of the
total spin. We were unable to find a direct analytical connection between the
˜ I˜0 . In Fig. 5.4 both quantities are presented for
two quantities, 1 − χ
e and I/
˜ I˜0 on ID
comparison. Furthermore, analytical calculations of 1 − χ
e and I/
model, as well presented in Fig. 5.4, also point to a different T dependence.
This leads us to the conclusion that nearly perfect agreement with 1 − χ
e and
experimental results of Ref. [70] may be accidental.
˜ I˜0 can
A slight disagreement of numerical and experimental results of I/
be in part attributed to finite-size effects. A thorough finite-size analysis is
not possible due to a limited number of available lattice sizes. Comparison
of N = 16 results (not shown) with those obtained on N = 20 suggests that
finite-size effects are rather small and, furthermore, that finite-size effects of
˜ I˜0 derived from the dynamical correlation function Szz (q, ω) are comparable
I/
(or even slightly smaller) with those of 1 − χ
e representing a static quantity.
In the inset of Fig. 5.4 we show the integrated intensities of the two peaks,
I and II, defined as
I(ω1 , ω2 )/I0 =

Zω2

ω1

Szz (q, ω) dω/hSqS−q i

(5.10)

where the limits of integration defining integrated peak intensities are defined
as follows: II = I(2 meV, 4 meV) and III = I(4 meV, 6 meV) for peaks I and
II respectively. We observe a distinctive difference in temperature behavior
between II /I0 on the one hand and III /I0 on the other. While the former,
˜ I˜0 ,
II /I0 , substantially decreases with increasing temperature similarly to I/
indicating on a considerable shift of the spectral weight away from transition I,
III /I0 shows even a slight temperature increase. We suggest that this difference
is caused by a different nature of the transition from the ground state to the
localized triplet (peak I), in contrast to transitions to states near or else within
continuum. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of II /I0 mimics that of
the ID model. This behavior is as well in agreement with INS measurements
[61] that show peak I to be only resolution limited, while peaks II and III show
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Figure 5.5: On the left we show normalized peak intensities I/
I and (b) II vs T calculated at different values of q = (qx , 0). In the insets
unrenormalized peak intensities measured from the peak intensity position at
T = 20 K are shown. On the right we present the thermodynamic properties
of the GSS model on 20 sites and ID model with J = 34 K: (c) specific heat
c vs T and (d) uniform static susceptibility χ0 vs T (hS z 2 i in the inset). For
completeness and to facilitate comparison we present in (e) normalized peak
˜ I˜0 of peak I vs T measured from values at T = 20 K as shown in
intensity I/
(a). Parameters of the model are identical to those in Fig. 5.2.

intrinsic linewidths.
We now explore the q dependence of peak intensities. In Fig. 5.5(left) we
present normalized values of peak intensities vs T for various values of qx at
˜ I˜0 for peak I, Fig. 5.5(a),
fixed qy = 0 and find nearly perfect scaling of I/
while scaling breaks down at qx = 3 for peak II, Fig. 5.5(b). Such behavior is
characteristic also for the simpler ID model that possesses a single temperature
scale J. This result suggests that a single temperature scale is responsible
for the T dependence of peak I for all different values of q. In the insets
of Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) we present absolute values of peak intensities for
different values of qx . Intensities of both peaks I and II reach their maximum
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values at low T near qx ∼ 2. Taking into account our rather poor resolution
in the qx space, we find these results to be roughly consistent with recent
high-resolution INS measurements by Gaulin and coworkers [70].

5.2.1

Comparison with Thermodynamics

Next, we will connect the spectral data with thermodynamic properties of the
Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (2.2). For this reason we present in Fig. 5.5(c) the
specific heat (per spin), c = (hH 2 i − hHi2 )/N T 2 , where N is the number of
spins in the system. A low T peak in c is located well below the value of the
gap, at T = T1 ∼ 8.0 K = 0.24∆. In the inset of Fig. 5.5(c) c is shown in an
expanded T interval where it can be clearly seen that the peak at T = T1 is
followed by a broader peak located at T = T2 ∼ 30 K = 0.39J. While the first
peak centered at T1 arises from the in-gap narrow-band states in the spectrum
of H, the rather broad second peak is due to excitations in the continuum.
Its peak position is of the order of J, the highest energy scale in the system.
For comparison, in the pure Heisenberg model c displays only a single-peak
structure where the peak position is at T ∼ 0.6J [105].
We should stress that the influence of DM terms on all thermodynamic
quantities presented in Fig. 5.5 is practically negligible. Their effect becomes
more relevant when applying a large external magnetic field (chapter 4) [77].
For comparison we also present c of the ID model with J = ∆ = 34 K that can
be solved analytically (appendix B). ID model shows a simple Schottky-like
behavior, see Fig. 5.5(c), which clearly differs from the peak-shoulder structure
of c observed in GSS model. We should point out, however, that even in a
simple ID model c peaks well below the gap value, at T = T1 ∼ 11.9 K = 0.35∆.
In Fig. 5.5(d) we present the uniform static spin susceptibility χ0 . While
comparison of χ0 with experimental data was presented in chapter 4, in this
section we present it along with other thermodynamic properties just to gain
a more complete physical picture of the temperature dependence of Szz (q, ω).
The steepest increase in χ0 vs T coincides with the peak in c and, at least
˜ I˜0 presented in Fig. 5.5(e). At
approximately, with the steepest decrease of I/
low temperatures χ0 (T . 5 K) ≈ 0 where the temperature interval, T . 5 K,
˜ I˜0 seen in experimental results of peaks
in turn corresponds to the plateau of I/
I and II as well as in our numerical simulations.
We would like to make some general remarks on comparing thermodynamic
properties of GSS and ID models with identical gaps between the ground state
and first excited states. Such a direct comparison may assist in understanding
the influence of spin frustration and the proximity of gapless excitations in
the GSS model on its thermodynamic properties. In particular, the specific
heat c of the GSS model peaks at lower temperature than c of the ID model
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Figure 5.6: Static spin susceptibility χ(q) vs T for several values of q = (qx , 0).
Lines present results of the GSS model, circles connected with lines present
results of the ID model, Eq. (5.13), with J = 34 K.

and shows two maxima in contrast to a single Schottky-like maximum seen in
ID model. This property, where GSS model displays two energy scales being
an order of magnitude apart, is an indication of a high degree of frustration
present in the system. And finally, the peak value of χ0 is almost three times
lower in the GSS model than in the ID model, which in turn implies that spin
fluctuations hS z 2 i (see the inset of Fig. 5.5(d)) of the GSS model are suppressed
in comparison to the ID model.

5.3

Static Spin Susceptibility

Finally, we present in Fig. 5.6 a static spin susceptibility
Z∞

00

χ (q, ω)
dω,
ω
−∞

00
χ (q, ω) = 1 − e−βω Szz (q, ω),
1
χ(q) = P
π

(5.11)
(5.12)

as a function of q = (qx , 0). Besides fulfilling a theoretical interest, χ(q) can
also be used to compute, for example, a spin-spin nuclear relaxation rate 1/T2
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[90]. Along χ(q) of the GSS model we present for comparison results for the ID
model where analytical result can be readily obtained using Eqs. (5.7)-(5.12)
(
)

1
A(q) 1 − e−βJ /J + B(q) e−βJ β .
(5.13)
χ(q) =
1 + 3 e−βJ
At low temperatures, T . 5 K, χ(q) vs T is nearly T independent, which is a
consequence of the spin gap. As a function of qx it reaches its maximum value
near qx ∼ 2, in accord with the prediction of the ID model result, Eq. (5.13).
Observed T dependence is again similar to the ID model prediction. At higher
temperatures, T & 300 K, χ(q) merges with universal, q independent form
χ(q) = 1/4T .
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Chapter 6
Doping with Static Holes
The relation between disordered spin liquids with a gap in the spin excitation
and superconductivity has aroused a lot of interest. It was suggested [46] that
doping a gapped system may lead to hole pairing and superconductivity. In this
sense the idea of finding a superconducting state in the SrCu2 (BO3 )2 compound
by doping the system, either by holes or electrons at Sr sites, has been proposed
due to structural similarity with the high-Tc cuprates [75, 76, 106, 107, 108].
If this was indeed the case, SrCu2 (BO3 )2 could provide a better understanding
of superconductivity phenomena due to its relatively simple spin Hamiltonian.
However, up to now, no experimental evidence of superconductivity of the
doped SrCu2 (BO3 )2 has been reported yet.
Another aspect of the study of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 is the influence of impurities
on the nature of the singlet ground state. When J 0 /J of the underlying SS
model is close to but below the critical value, on doping the system may select
other ordered or disordered states, which may have a drastic impact on the
magnetism of this material. In a simple picture, doping at magnetic Cu sites
with nonmagnetic ions would directly break the singlet nature of the bonds,
thus providing an additional frustration, which might result in the reduction
of the spin gap and, eventually, in a break-down of the gapped phase. With
the purpose to clarify this phenomena in greater detail, we have performed a
numerical simulation on SS model with up to two static holes on a 20-site lattice
using FTLM. Our finite-temperature results, supplemented by the variational
calculation of spin distribution in a 1-hole ground state, were directly compared
to recent time-of-flight neutron scattering measurements on high-quality single
crystals SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 for x = 0.05 [109].
Before going into details, it should be mentioned that previous theoretical
studies have been focused mostly on the doping with mobile holes, which have
been introduced into the SS lattice via the t-J model [75, 106, 107, 108] as
to obtain the hole-pairing mechanism relevant for the superconductivity. We
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Nh
0
1
2 (min)
2 (max)

(Nh )

E0

∆(Nh )

−7.500J

2.985

−6.750J

3.084

−6.994J

−6.482J

Eb

1.350
0.834

−1.741
0.040

(N )

Table 6.1: Ground state energies E0 h and gap energies ∆(Nh ) calculated for
J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62 on 20 sites with Nh static holes. For Nh = 2 we show
the minimum and maximum energy corresponding to configurations where the
holes are on the same dimer and on the same interdimer respectively (see also
Fig. 6.1). We also show the 2-hole binding energies Eb , Eq. (6.1). All results
(N )
except E0 h are in units of meV.

believe that such hole mobility, in contrast to the case where doped elements
are located between Cu(BO3 ) layers, is unnecessary (or even wrong) for the
case where the substitution with nonmagnetic ions takes place at Cu sites.
We therefore keep our model interactions intact and only vary the number of
static holes (Nh = 0, 1, 2) and their configurations on a 20-site lattice. We also
preserve the periodic boundary conditions although translational symmetry
is lost for Nh > 0 as now the unit cell is expanded over the whole lattice.
On the other hand, to explore the effects of doping more systematically, we
have decided to neglect DM interactions and to use a bare SS Hamiltonian
HSS along with the Zeeman term. In this way additional peaks due to finite
doping should not be confused with those emerging from magnetic anisotropy.
FTLM results obtained with the same method parameters as in chapters 4, 5
are furthermore compared to a complementary method based on variational
construction of the Hilbert space. We introduce this method in the last section
where we calculate the structure of magnetic fluctuations in a 1-hole ground
state.

6.1

Formation of In-Gap States

We begin with the ground state energies and gap energies of SS model with
zero, one and two holes presented in Tab. 6.1. The ground state at half-filling
is the SS dimerized eigenstate with energy −3JN/8 where N is the number of
sites. Introduction of a single hole into a dimerized ground state has nontrivial
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consequences. As the pure singlet dimer state with one spin removed is no
longer an eigenstate of HSS , the unpaired spin leads to triplet excitations in
its neighborhood; these are spatially confined forming the so-called magnetic
(or spin) polaron as long as the spin gap is nonzero [106, 107]. We discuss the
range and shape of the uncompensated spin S z = 1/2 in the last section where
we introduce a variational method that overcomes the finite-size effects of small
lattices. Calculation on 20 sites furthermore predicts a much smaller energy
gap, ∆(1) ≈ 0.45∆(0) , compared to the one of the undoped case. We note that
in a 1-hole system both the ground state and the excited state separated by
∆(1) belong to S = 1/2 sector and thus (the usual) singlet-triplet transitions,
relevant for even numbers of spins, are absent here. This even-odd features
may reflect drastically at low temperatures like, for example, in uniform spin
susceptibility (see the insets of Fig. 6.2(b)).
Contrary to the previous case, a 2-hole ground-state energy is a function of
different hole positions r1 and r2 . Using the symmetry arguments of a 2D space
group p4 for q = 0, we obtain 12 nonequivalent two-holes configurations in a
20-site cluster with periodic boundary conditions. The simplest configuration
is when both holes are on the same dimer. In this case a 2-hole ground state is
the exact dimerized state just like at half-filling, but with on dimer removed.
At the same time, this state has the lowest possible energy since only one
singlet pair had to be destroyed upon doping. Defining the 2-hole binding
energy as


(2)
(0)
(1)
(0)
Eb = E 0 − E 0 − 2 E0 − E 0 ,
(6.1)

we get the strongest hole pairing (Eb = −1.741 meV) as expected. In Fig. 6.1
we show binding energies for all 2-hole configurations. Interestingly, binding
energy drastically increase as soon as one hole leaves the common dimer. With
further increasing the distance |r1 − r2 |, Eb again drops and approaches its
minimum value. This clearly indicates that the holes would prefer to stay
away from each other if they were allowed to move. This is in agreement with
the observations in the doped t-J model on 32-site SS lattice [107]. However,
in a static-hole picture both holes are expected to be found on the same dimer.
This particular behavior of 2-hole binding energy reflects also on the value
of the spin gap ∆(2) . One may relate these two quantities by assuming that
∆(2) reduces with the increasing number of broken singlet pairs. Since Eb in a
way measures a damage caused in a dimerized background, we expect ∆(2) to
decrease with increasing Eb . This correlation is actually observed in Fig. 6.1
(below). With the exception of small area where unoccupied (doped) sites
are connected by interdimer bonds, a spin gap is quite robust for all 2-hole
configurations. In particular, the average value ∼ 1.6 meV is even higher than
in 1-hole case. This observation could also be a consequence of even-odd effects
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4
Eb Hr1 ;r2 L

2
0
-2
-4

4
D Hr1 ;r2 L
H2L

2
0
-2
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Figure 6.1: 2-hole binding energies Eb (r1 ; r2 ) in units of meV (above) and
2-hole spin-gap energies between the singlet ground state and the first triplet
state ∆(2) (r1 ; r2 ) also in units of meV (below). We fix one hole at r1 (green
dot), while the other one is moved over all 19 positions r2 in a 20-site lattice
(red square) with periodic boundary conditions. Note the correlation between
the two quantities. The extreme values are given in Tab. 6.1.

on small lattice.
Before presenting a direct comparison between our results and experiment,
we show in Fig. 6.2 some relevant quantities calculated for a given number of
static holes Nh = 0, 1, 2. The spectra calculated at T = 0 were averaged over
(N )
all nonequivalent hole positions leading to Sµµ h (q, ω), µ = y, z. For q = (2, 0)
direction shown in Fig. 6.2 the number of such nonequivalent configurations is
doubled (2 for Nh = 1 and 24 for Nh = 2) with respect to the q = 0 case where
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Figure 6.2: Some measurable quantities calculated for a given Nh = 0, 1, 2 and
(N )
different strengths of external magnetic field Bkc: a) Szz h (q = (2, 0), ω) at
(N )
T = 0 with specific heat in the insets, and b) Syy h (q = (2, 0), ω) as well at
T = 0, but with uniform spin susceptibility in the insets. All nonequivalent
hole positions were taken into account. Note the logarithmic scale used to
present the intensities of calculated spectra.

we calculated energies. The reason for treating the Nh -hole configurations as
all equally probable and not instead taking a grandcanonical ensemble with
corresponding chemical potential, is going to be discussed later in the next
section.
From Fig. 6.2 two important features are observed. First, Nh > 0 leads to
a finite response of the dynamical spin structure factor at frequencies below
the gap value, ω ≈ 3 meV, of the undoped sample. Intensities of these in-gap
peaks are much smaller with respect to the main singlet-triplet transition, by
an order of magnitude for Nh = 1 and by even two orders for Nh = 2. At B = 0
two Nh = 1 peaks located at ω1 ≈ 1.65 meV and ω2 ≈ 2.25 meV are clearly
seen, located well within the gap of the undoped system. Note that at B = 0
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(N )

(N )

contributions from Szz h (q, ω) and Syy h (q, ω) are identical for all Nh . Second,
as seen from Fig. 6.2(a), increasing magnetic field has no effect on the positions
of the two peaks. This is in agreement with the proposition that these two
peaks represent transitions within |1/2, −1/2i states, which both experience
the same Zeeman shift. A similar explanation also holds for Nh = 0, 2 peaks,
but this time the signals correspond to |0, 0i → |1, 0i transitions. However, at
(N )
high enough fields the ground state may change and with it also Szz h (q, ω).
This is indeed observed for Nh = 2 and B = 7 T; here a Zeeman shift gk µB B is
just a bit larger then the smallest 2-hole spin gap, enough for a |1, −1i triplet
to become a ground state. On the other hand, magnetic field has a stronger
(N )
influence on Syy h (q, ω) for all Nh , Fig. 6.2(b). If we concentrate only on the
strongest 1-hole signal and consider that S y connects |1/2, −1/2i state with
the |1/2, 1/2i one, then it is easy to understand why a two-peak structure
shifts toward higher frequencies with the same Zeeman amplitude gk µB B.
We now continue with a few comments on thermodynamic quantities for
Nh > 0, the specific heat divided by temperature, c(Nh ) /T , and the uniform
(N )
spin susceptibility, χ0 h , shown in the insets of Fig. 6.2. As c(Nh ) /T reflects
the structure of the total energy spectrum (all S z sectors), the two peaks in
c(2) /T for Nh = 2 represent two well-separated clusters of energy levels. While
the first one is practically field independent, therefore composed mainly from
singlet states, the second one shifts with B (see also Fig. 4.2) in accordance
with a triplet nature of states. For Nh = 1 only one broader peak is seen (apart
from B = 3.5 T case), implying that states are more uniformly distributed over
(N )
the spectrum. Turning now to the uniform spin susceptibility, χ0 h , which is
a measure of magnetic excitations (S z 6= 0), we immediately notice even-odd
features at low fields as T → 0. In particular, the hole induced by doping
breaks a singlet pair and makes a localized S = 1/2 spin moment, which is
(1)
only weakly coupled to external field, responsible for the upturn of χ0 in the
low-T regime. However, due to finite-size effects the position of the upturn
(here ∼ 10 K) would shift toward lower temperatures on larger systems. This
is in fact a major drawback of the method that we use. On the other hand, at
stronger magnetic fields the uncompensated spin(s) locks into the direction of
(N )
B, which results in a similar behavior of all χ0 h (Nh = 0, 1, 2) as T → 0. At
(N )
the same time, the shift of the main (triplet) peak in χ0 h toward lower T is
a signature of the closing of the spin gap.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6.3 a temperature dependence of dynamical spin
(N )
structure factor Szz h (q, ω) on a finite range of momentum transfer q = (qx , 0),
0 ≤ qx ≤ 3. As the qx = 2 case for T = 0 have already been discussed and
behavior for other qx seems to be similar, we here comment only on the effects
of finite temperatures. The in-gap peaks clearly seen at T = 0 and for Nh > 0
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Figure 6.3: Intensity plots of the spin structure factor Szz h (q, ω) calculated
on 20 sites with periodic boundary conditions for Nh = 0, 1, 2 static holes,
J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62, B = 0 and different temperatures as indicated in the
figures. We show averaged contributions from nonequivalent 1-hole and 2-hole
configurations. One logarithmic intensity scale is used to allow comparison
and to highlight the weak in-gap signals below ω ≈ 3 meV for Nh > 0. At
T & 15 K these peaks get smeared by the background contributions.
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mostly disappear above T & 15 K turning into a background. The 0-hole case
is also interesting since it shows the opposite trend in in-gap peak intensities vs
T . While at Nh > 0 the in-gap peaks clearly decrease, at least in comparison
to the background, the in-gap peaks at Nh = 0 increase with increasing T . In
the end of this section we briefly note that qx = 0 line, which would correspond
to ESR transitions, shows no signal at ω > 0 in the isotropic SS model even
for Nh > 0. This is in agreement with the fact that hole-doping alone does not
introduce spin anisotropy into the SS model.

6.2

Comparison with INS Measurements

Our next goal was to find an appropriate way to combine numerical results
for Nh = 0, 1, 2 in order to compute measurable quantities at small dopings,
h ≡ Nh /N  1. We were highly motivated by recent time-of-flight neutron
scattering measurements on high-quality single crystals SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2
for x = 0.05 [109]. Substitution of Cu (S = 1/2) with nonmagnetic Mg in
fact corresponds to our static-hole doping of SS model. Our main concern in
reproducing their data was how to avoid or at least suppress finite-size effects.
We decided to proceed as following.
To obtain results at finite-hole dopings, we have used clusters with Ns =
20, 19 and 18 spins and Nh = 0, 1 and 2 static holes respectively. Following
the situation in SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 where localized Mg ions are assumed to be
randomly distributed within the ab plane, and having in mind that Cu↔Mg
substitution affects not only magnetic degrees of freedom but also the elasticity
of the lattice leading to (at least) comparable fluctuations in relaxation energy,
we decided to neglect (magnetic) energy differences observed when different
hole distributions are considered on our 20-site lattice. For Nh > 0 we have
(N )
thus first average over all nonequivalent hole positions leading to Sµµ h (q, ω)
(N )
(µ = y, z), c(Nh ) and χ0 h presented in previous section. Spectra at finite
(N )
doping h were then obtained from Sµµ h (q, ω) using appropriate weighting
factors
N
max
max
. NX
X
(Nh )
Sµµ (h, q, ω) =
PNh (h)Sµµ (q, ω)
PNh (h),
(6.2)
Nh =0

Nh =0

N!
PNh (h) =
hNh (1 − h)N −Nh
Nh !(N − Nh )!

(6.3)

where Nmax = 2 was used since h  1. For a random distribution of holes
PNh (h) represents probability that at given hole doping h a N -site cluster
contains Nh holes. We used the same procedure as well for the thermodynamic
quantities.
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Figure 6.4: Dynamical spin structure factor (Syy + Szz )(q, ω) for q = (2, 0) at
(a) finite doping h = 0.025 and (b) zero doping h = 0 for comparison. Results
are computed at different temperatures and different strengths of external
magnetic field Bkc. Spectra at T = 0 could be directly compared with INS
measurements on SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 for x = 2h = 0.05 and Bkb [109]. The
insets are the same as in Fig. 6.2, but with h = 0, 0.01, . . . , 0.05 as indicated.

In Fig. 6.4 we present our final plots showing S(q, ω) ≡ (Syy + Szz )(q, ω)
at finite doping h = 0.025 and also at zero doping serving as comparison. At
h = 0.025 the spectra consist of 61.1% of 0-hole, 31.3% of 1-hole and 7.6% of 2hole contributions. Calculated lines at T = 0 (blue lines in Fig. 6.4) should be
directly compared to those obtained by INS for q = (2, 0) and x = 0, 0.05 [109].
Note that Mg doping, x, in SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 corresponds to our hole doping
as h = x/2. In Ref. [109] also the direction of magnetic field is different, Bkb,
but this should not make any observable difference since for this orientation
the smallest anisotropy effects are expected in SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 (see chapter
4). The insets in Fig. 6.4 are added mostly to present well-behaved c/T and
χ0 as functions of increasing h. This suggests that (thermodynamic) finite-size
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effects have been substantially reduced upon combinatorial averaging. In fact,
the insets in Fig. 6.4 clearly point to a distinct “doping vs field” behavior of
c/T and χ0 as T → 0: while the shape of c/T is mostly independent of the
applied magnetic field at all dopings, in χ0 the effect of doping is strongly
suppressed by increasing B.
(N )
Taking into account previous observations on Sµµ h (q, ω) for µ = y, z, we
now easily identify all peaks in Fig. 6.4 at T = 0. Two explicit in-gap peaks
at ω1 ≈ 1.65 meV and ω2 ≈ 2.25 meV are obviously 1-hole contributions. In
comparison to in-gap peaks seen in INS data, they are shifted towards higher
frequencies, which we attribute to finite-size effects. Nevertheless, the splitting
∆ω ∼ 0.6 meV agrees with INS data. Moreover, an increasing magnetic field
has no effect on the position of the two peaks. In particular, ω1 is clearly
independent of B, while the shape of ω2 -peak slightly changes predominantly
due to vicinity of other in-gap, field-dependent peaks. At B = 7 T the peak
due to single-triplet excitation overlaps ω2 -peak. These calculations show that
the two-peak structure originates from spin-doublet excitations of a bound
magnetic polaron formed around the doped impurity.
Increasing the doping also leads to a decrease in the strength of the main
single-triplet peaks at ω ≈ 3 meV, which is a consequence of the increasing
number of broken singlet- and triplet-dimer bonds. Besides above mentioned
in-gap peaks, additional peaks appear at finite doping in the vicinity of main
peaks. The appearance of these small peaks is in agreement with the increased
experimental width of single-triplet peaks observed in INS data.
Moving to finite temperatures in Fig. 6.4, we see that in-gap peaks indeed
mostly disappear above T & 15 K turning into a background. One should
also take into account that on a finite-size system the background is never
truly continuous, but instead composed of a series of peaks. At B = 7 T the
peak at 2.1 meV is still rather pronounced even at T = 15 K, however, this
is the consequence of the overlap with the Zeeman-split main single-triplet
signal. Another interesting feature is observed in comparison to h = 0 curves.
The zero-doping case namely shows the opposite trend in the in-gap-peak
intensities vs T . While at h = 0.025 the in-gap peaks clearly decrease, at least
in comparison to the background, in-gap peaks at h = 0 located at different
frequencies than h = 0.025 ones increase with increasing T .

6.3

Variational Approach in 1-Hole Limit

Introduction of static holes into the SS model at zero temperature leads to
a formation of two additional in-gap peaks in the spin structure factor and
a decrease of the strength of the main single-triplet peak. By comparing the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Initial states (M = 0) in 1-hole variational procedure defined on
infinite SS lattice: (a) state |10 i with uncoupled spin Suz = 1/2 (red point)
within a sea of singlet dimers (black solid lines), and (b) state |20 i with Suz =
−1/2 (blue point) and one S z = 1 triplet dimer (red solid line). Dashed black
lines denote off-diagonal terms (J 0 ) of HSS (2.1).

contributions of 0, 1 and 2 holes on a cluster with 20 sites, we conclude that
observed intensity of the two peaks comes mainly from the single unpaired spin
S = 1/2 surrounded by fluctuating singlet background, which form a magnetic
polaron in the vicinity of a hole. For this reason we have decided to investigate
the 1-hole case in a bit greater detail.
We have calculated the shape of a single magnetic polaron, forming in the
vicinity of a static hole, by the following spin distribution function given in
the 1-hole eigenstate |i(1) i
Siz (r) = hi(1) |Srz |i(1) i,

i = 0, 1, 2.

(6.4)

This particular calculation was performed using a variational space defined on
an infinite two-dimensional SS lattice with one hole. We first note that in the
case of J 0 /J . 0.7 and zero doping S0z (r) = 0 for all r due to a singlet nature
of the ground state |0(0) i. However, before presenting the results of Siz (r) for a
1-hole case, we first give a brief survey of the method used in this calculation.
A variational space was constructed by starting from the 0th-generation
state vector |10 i representing one doped hole with a neighboring uncoupled
spin within a sea of singlet dimers (Fig. 6.5(a)). First generation, M = 1, of
variational state vectors was then obtained by acting with HSS (2.1) on state
|10 i. Successive generations leading to M th order state vectors {|iM i} were
obtained starting from all previously generated ones {|iM −1 i}. Each vector
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M

0-hole system
Nst

(0)

1-hole system

∆(0)

E0

Nst

(1)

E0

∆(1)

Λ(1)

0

2

2

1

6

0.000 4.206

13 3.852 2.486 5.679

2

30

0.000 3.507

78 3.525 1.976 3.423

3

191 0.000 3.226

507 3.416 1.784 2.525

4

1299 0.000 3.101

3354 3.379 1.690 2.100

5

8801 0.000 3.044

22141 3.368 1.635 1.905

6
..
.

58697 0.000 3.018
..
..
.
.

145402 3.364 1.604 1.820
..
..
..
.
.
.

∞

0.000 3.000

3.362 1.583 1.742

Table 6.2: Variational calculation for J = 76.8 K and J 0 /J = 0.62. M (Nst )
(k)
denotes number of variational steps (states), E0 ground state energy (in meV)
for a k-hole system and ∆(k) an energy gap (in meV) between the eigenstates
|0(k) i and |1(k) i. Λ(1) is the energy difference between |0(1) i and |2(1) i. We also
show extrapolated values for M → ∞.
generated in this way was determined by the orientation of uncoupled spin
Suz = ±1/2 along with the arrangement of S z = 0, +1 and −1 triplet dimers
z
around the hole, {r0i }, {ri+1 } and {r−i 1 }, respectively. With rSi we denoted the
positions of triplet-dimer centers in a given coordinate system. From all this
we set
|iM i ≡ |Suz , {r0i }, {r+i 1 }, {r−i 1 }i
(6.5)
z

where a fixed ordering of rSi vectors was assumed to prevent double counting.
In this notation the initial state |10 i = |1/2, {}, {}, {}i and a 0-hole ground
state |0(0) i = |{}, {}, {}, {}i.
An advantage of the introduced procedure, in which a variational space
grows like Nst ∼ 6M (see Tab. 6.2), is that triplet dimers of newly generated
variational states develop gradually around the hole, which is very promising
in a way that only a few such states would suffice to correctly describe the
localized nature of magnetic polaron found in Refs. [106, 107]. As application
of the off-diagonal part (J 0 ) of Hamiltonian HSS on inter-singlet-dimer bonds
is zero, the relevant region from where new triplets may be generated is limited
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Figure 6.6: (a) Energies relative to ground state energy vs J 0 /J calculated at
J = 76.8 K for 0-hole and 1-hole system, defined on infinite SS lattice, using M
steps of variational method. Dashed black lines represent experimental values
obtained on SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 for x = 0, 0.05 [109]. In the inset we show
comparison with the 6th, 8th and 15th order perturbative CUT calculation in
(1)
J 0 /J [63]. (b) 1-hole spin structure factor Szz (q, ω) calculated for J = 76.8 K,
J 0 /J = 0.62, M = 6 and different q = (qx , 0). We also show the convergence
of qx -averaged spectra as a function of M ; lines are shifted for clarity. Red
arrows denote extrapolated positions of the lowest two peaks.

to a neighborhood of a hole. Due to specific topology of SS lattice, gradual
expansion of triplet region with increasing M is proceeded in a zig-zag path.
A short calculation shows that already M = 3 is enough for the outermost
triplet to exceed the square region of 20 sites used in FTLM.
Along with the construction of variational space we calculated nonzero
matrix elements HijM = hiM |HSS |jM −1 i for general J and J 0 . Hamiltonian
matrix built up from HijM and for given values J, J 0 was then diagonalized at
each step to control the convergence of the lowest energies vs M . In Fig. 6.6(a)
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we show the convergence of the few lowest eigenenergies for a 1-hole and,
for comparison, also for the 0-hole case. Concentrating first on the doped
case, we plot the energy difference between the ground state and the first two
excitations, ∆(1) and Λ(1) , as a function of J 0 /J at fixed J = 76.8 K. This
kind of plot should provide some additional information on the positions of
both in-gap excitations observed in FTLM and experiment. In this particular
calculation two initial state vectors |10 i and |20 i = |−1/2, {}, {(0, 1)}, {}i, with
one S z = 1 triplet located above the uncoupled spin (see Fig.6.5(b)), were used
to improve the sampling of the variational space. We choose to work in the
S z = 1/2 sector where the lowest eigenenergies were expected in the absence
of the magnetic field. No other symmetries were employed in the construction
of the space. Nevertheless, a reflection over the m2 plane containing the doped
dimer was used at the end to check the symmetry of the calculated Siz (r). Since
this symmetry operation is preserved within the SS model, the eigenstates of
HSS gain additional ±1 sign when reflected over the m2 plane.
Moving back to the 1-hole case in Fig. 6.6(a), we see that positions of both
lines for M = 6 did not fully converge for any J 0 /J. It is also evident that the
method becomes worse for higher ratios of J 0 /J where lines start to diverge,
and for higher energies. This is somehow expected since at ratios J 0 /J close to
0.7, where (at least for zero doping) a long-range order starts to penetrate into
the ground state, the initial states |10 i and |20 i become practically useless.
This can be better seen in a 0-hole case where a spin gap ∆(0) should close at
J 0 /J ∼ 0.7. We find the critical ratio J 0 /J ∼ 0.66 over which the convergence
of the spin gap is lost. On the other hand, at J 0 /J = 0.62 a single-triplet
position is quite well converged and coincides with the experimental value
3 meV. This suggests that the same set of J and J 0 as in FTLM on 20 sites
may be used here in order to compare with realistic SrCu2 (BO3 )2 system. We
attribute this to the fact that single-triplet excitations are extremely localized
and thus a small system is enough for proper description. Note, however, that
by fitting spin gap alone, one cannot obtain J and J 0 simultaneously.
A 0-hole case may also serve as a test for the method, for it can be directly
compared to analytical calculations based on perturbative continuous unitary
transformations (CUT) of Knetter and coworkers [63]. A comparison is shown
in the inset of Fig. 6.6(a). Apparently, our method for M = 6 gives almost the
same energy-gap dependence as the 15th-order CUT calculation in J 0 /J [63].
In Fig. 6.7 we present the shape of magnetic polaron, S0z (r), and of its two
lowest excitations, S1z (r) and S2z (r), calculated for M = 6. It should be first
noted that Siz (r) = 0 for r pointing at either edges of singlet or S z = 0 triplet
dimers. From Fig. 6.7 it is apparent that the polaron is rather localized around
the impurity and does not alter the dimerized spin background much. Only the
first two neighbors lying in the direction perpendicular to the dimer containing
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Figure 6.7: Spin distribution function Siz (r) calculated in the ground state
(above), 1st excited state (middle) and 2nd excited state (below) of the 1-hole
SS model. Calculation was performed for J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62 and M = 6.
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the impurity are strongly affected by the presence of the impurity. The other
two neighbors lying along the direction of the dimer with the impurity are
nearly unaffected giving S0z (r) ≈ 0. The shape of this small magnetic polaron
is therefore extremely anisotropic. This is in agreement with our FTLM results
on 20 sites (not shown) and also with exact T = 0 calculations on 32 sites [107].
According to Ref. [107], a mobile hole introduced to the dimerized ground state
forces the resulting free spin to minimize the energy by forming a five-spin
chain with two of its nearest dimers. This excitation is localized and has small
dispersion compared to the t-J model on a square lattice, in agreement with
our small-magnetic-polaron picture around the localized hole.
In Fig. 6.7 we also show spatial distribution of polaron excitations, S1z (r)
and S2z (r), calculated as well in the S z = 1/2 sector and for M = 6. Contrary to
the S0z (r) case, S1z (r) shows predominant anisotropy along the direction of the
doped dimer. Moreover, this excitation is not centered around the impurity,
but rather shifted away from it for approximately one lattice spacing. Note,
however, that this displacement is not confined with the size of variational
space. We may therefore say that this polaron excitation remains localized on
a few lattice sites, but with tendencies to spread further. Similar situation is
obtained for S2z (r) where the uncompensated spin is distributed more evenly
on NN and NNN around the impurity. Such nonlocalized nature of polaron
excitation is more pronounced at higher energies where more and more singlet
dimers need to be broken. For this reason also the convergence of high-energy
states gets worse in our variational approach.
(1)
Finally, we show in Fig. 6.6(b) dynamical spin structure factor Szz (q, ω)
calculated on infinite SS lattice with 1 hole for q = (qx , 0) and different M . We
point out again that translational symmetry is lost due to doping with static
hole. Restriction on conserved momenta is therefore relaxed implying that all
variational states should be taken into account at given q. From Fig. 6.6(b)
it is apparent that finite doping leads to a finite response of the dynamical
spin structure factor at frequencies below the gap value, ω ≈ 3 meV, of the
undoped system. Although spectra are not converged for M = 6, a few notes
may be given to compare with FTLM results. First, the main single-triplet
peak at ω ≈ 3 meV is missing in Fig. 6.6(b). Although a singlet ground state
and single-triplet excitations are never exactly realized in the system with 1
hole, a bunch of delta functions is expected around ω ≈ 3 meV for M → ∞
instead of a single delta function. This would correspond to a broadening
of the main peak due to finite excitation lifetimes observed in experiment
[109]. In our case M = 6 is obviously not enough to observe such features.
(0)
However, we have calculated Szz (q, ω) for 0 holes where we get the correct
single-triplet peak position for M = 6 (see Tab. 6.2). Second, the in-gap peaks
in Fig. 6.6(b) seem to converge with increasing M to a double-peak structure
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at ω10 ≈ 1.58 meV, ω20 ≈ 1.74 meV (see Tab. 6.2) and to a triple-peak structure
somewhere above ω20 . We assume that peaks at ω10 and ω20 in fact correspond to
the upper in-gap peak at ω2 ≈ 1.77 meV observed in SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 for
x = 0.05 [109]. Since ω10 and ω20 are the lowest two peaks obtained in our 1-hole
variational approach, we suggest that the lower in-gap peak of experiment [109]
at ω1 ≈ 1.22 meV in fact corresponds to two- or more-polaron contributions.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
In this Thesis we have considered the properties of a highly frustrated quantum
spin system within the generalized Shastry-Sutherland (GSS) model for a twodimensional orthogonal dimer spin liquid SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . The emphasis was on
the calculation of quantities which can be related to experiments measuring
the thermodynamic as well as dynamic magnetic response of this compound.
We have specifically addressed the question how well can the proposed spin
model reproduce the anomalous properties attributed to the presence of strong
spin frustration and small but by no means negligible magnetic anisotropy. We
have also considered the role of static nonmagnetic impurities in connection to
experimental observations on SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 . To investigate the response
of a finite system to an external perturbation, we have used a generalization of
standard Lanczos technique (FTLM) for the calculation of static and dynamic
correlation functions at finite temperatures. The method is nonperturbative,
based on the Lanczos algorithm and random sampling. Its main advantage is
that it interpolates naturally between the high- and low-temperature regime,
however with the limitation of reaching arbitrary low temperatures on small
systems. Comparing the method with an improved low-temperature extension
(LTLM), we obtained reliable results for GSS model down to ∼ 1 K, mainly due
to a presence of a finite excitation gap. In addition, we have developed a new
method (MCLM) for the calculation of dynamic finite-temperature correlations
in thermodynamic limit, but with substantially reduced computational efforts
compared to the ones in FTLM. However, the method with such characteristics
turned out to be applicable only at higher temperatures, T & J, unfortunately
beyond the range of our interest.
In the following we briefly summarize our most important findings on GSS
model, as obtained by FTLM, given in chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6.
• FTLM simulations on small square lattices enabled us to improve the
picture of dominant magnetic anisotropies in the realistic SrCu2 (BO3 )2
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system. Using the symmetry arguments relevant for this compound, the
pattern of dominant magnetic anisotropy terms in form of DzyaloshinskyMoriya (DM) interactions has been constructed and integrated into the
GSS model. In addition to the out-of-plane interdimer DM interactions
previously suggested to be the dominant anisotropic contributions, we
identified also sizable in-plane components of both interdimer as well as
intradimer DM interactions. These turned out to be in good but not
perfect agreement with the experimental findings. Actually, the highfield specific-heat data, when combined with FTLM calculations of GSS
model, indicated the presence of intradimer DM interaction, D z , that
violates the crystal symmetry. With a nonzero value of D z an excellent
fit to the specific-heat data for both field orientations was obtained for
exchange couplings J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62, intradimer DM interaction
|D| = 6.1 K, and interdimer DM interaction |D0 | = 1.77 K. On the other
hand, the electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra predicted by the same
model parameters reproduced several aspects of the experimental data
for SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . In particular, for Bkc the crystal symmetry breaking
interaction D z was the only term that led to finite ESR intensities for O1
and O2 triplet states. We have tested other possible scenarios that could
provide finite ESR intensities for the low-lying triplet excitations, but
none of them reproduced spectra correctly. It seems that the inclusion
of intradimer DM interaction D z provides the simplest way to explain
some qualitative aspects of the specific heat and ESR measurements on
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . This simple explanation has very important experimental
consequences. The existence of nonzero D z suggests that the system
should undergo a structural phase transition at low temperatures that
lowers the crystal symmetry.
• The finite-temperature magnetic response to a time-dependent external
magnetic field was considered by calculating dynamical spin structure
factor in a linear response theory. Frequency dependence of Szz (q, ω) at
T = 2 K and 24 K agreed reasonably well with INS measurements on a
large energy scale. High-resolution INS data for the lowest single-triplet
excitation was as well almost perfectly captured by calculated transverse
and longitudinal components, Syy (q, ω), Szz (q, ω), showing an influence
of anisotropy present in the system and at the same time setting the
energy scale for D z 0 = 1.77 K. Apart from explaining the three-peak
structure in high-resolution INS data, DM term has due to its small
value in comparison with other parameters of the system almost no effect
on thermodynamic properties at zero magnetic field. The temperature
˜ I˜0 agreed well with INS
dependence of the normalized peak intensities I/
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measurements that show a rather unexpected drop of peak intensities
with increasing temperature, at temperatures well below the value of
˜ I˜0 of peak I
the energy gap. Our calculations moreover predict that I/
should be q-independent. Such behavior is in agreement with the isolated
dimer model prediction for peak I, while peak II is anyhow absent in this
simplistic model. Our results are thus consistent with a proposition that
a single temperature scale is responsible for the temperature dependence
of peak I for all different values of q. From comparison of temperature
˜ I˜0 with thermodynamic properties such as specific heat
dependence of I/
and uniform spin susceptibility, it is obvious that strong temperature
˜ I˜0 occurring well below the value of the spin gap is
dependence of I/
in accord with strong temperature dependence of other thermodynamic
˜ I˜0 namely
properties. The temperature of the steepest decrease of I/
coincides with the peak in c and the steepest increase of χ0 .
• With a specially designed variational algorithm on an infinite SS lattice
we have verified that the introduction of a static nonmagnetic impurity
into a dimerized ground state leads to a formation of a small (localized)
magnetic polaron surrounding the impurity site. Due to a particular
symmetry of the SS lattice, the polaron is extremely anisotropic. Namely,
the size of the polaron extends in the perpendicular direction of the dimer
containing the impurity predominantly to nearest-neighboring dimers.
The lowest polaron excitations remain as well localized on a few lattice
sites, but with tendencies to spread further. Situation for two static holes
is different as now the polarons forming around each hole interact with
each other. We have calculated the 2-hole binding energies on 20 sites and
found that, at least in a static-hole picture, both holes are expected to be
located on the same dimer where their binding energy is lowest. However,
by introducing a finite hopping, the holes would prefer to stay away from
each other. Another interesting result obtained also on a doped 20-site
lattice is a reduction of a spin gap compared to the one of the undoped
case. This leads to a decrease of the strength of the main single-triplet
peak in dynamical spin structure factor and to a formation of two more
pronounced in-gap peaks at ω1 ∼ 1.65 meV and ω2 ∼ 2.25 meV, which we
attribute to be spin-doublet excitations of a single unpaired spin S = 1/2
surrounded by triplet fluctuations. In addition, the increasing magnetic
field has no effect on the positions of the two peaks. Calculations at
finite temperatures also predict that both in-gap peaks would disappear
above 15 K turning into a background. Our results at finite doping are
in qualitative agreement with INS observations on SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 .
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Unresolved Issues
The main features of temperature-dependent static and dynamic properties of
the GSS model seem to be well-captured by the FTLM on small lattices, which
is in turn reflected in good agreement with observations on the SrCu2 (BO3 )2
compound. Nevertheless, there is obviously a need for further, less finite-size
dependent calculations that will clarify many unanswered questions: the role
of DM terms in explaining small dispersions of peaks I and II observed in
high-resolution INS experiments, an explanation of the unusual temperature
dependence of ESR lines that seem to decrease in width as the temperature
increases, the occurrence of magnetization plateaus.
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Appendix A
Notes on Symmetries
A quantum state of a particle with spin S is not completely determined by
specifying its wave function ψ(r) in orbital space VL ; one should also specify
its spin variables in the spin space VS so that the whole space of a particle is
enlarged to V = VL ⊗ VS . For a spin S = 1/2 particle (electron) VS is twodimensional with a common basis {|↑i, |↓i}, whereas VL is spanned by vectors
{|ri}. When considering internal and external degrees of freedom, a quantum
state of S = 1/2 particle is completely specified by the two component spinor
[ψ](r) = (ψ↑ (r), ψ↓ (r))T .
When implementing spatial symmetries of the crystallographic space group
into a spin model, in order to deduce the allowed couplings or to characterize
a particular eigenstate, one should take extra care when both spatial and
spin degrees of freedom are not totally uncorrelated (finite LS coupling, for
example). In such cases symmetry operations affect also the components of a
spin space VS and not only spatial coordinates in VL ; here, therefore, a concept
of a spinor is more appropriate.

A.1

Rotation Operator

Let R describe an operation allowed by the symmetry of the system (rotation,
spatial translation, time translation). Then to every state vector |ψi of a twocomponent spinor before the application of operation R corresponds a state
vector |ψiR after the application of R, so that |ψiR = U (R)|ψi with U (R)
being an operator representing the effect of operation R (note the difference
between the operation and operator). If the laws of physics remain unchanged
by application of R, we have hφ|ψi = R hφ|ψiR and hence U † (R)U (R) = I. We
say that U (R) is a unitary operator and R is a unitaristic operation.
To be more specific, let us assume that for a given (continuous) operation
R an operator U (R) depends differentially only on one real parameter λ (angle
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of rotation, spatial displacement, time), so that U (λ) is now a family of unitary
operators with U (0) = I. Defining a Hermitian operator G = i~ ∂U/∂λ|λ=0 ,
an infinitesimal change of λ affects U (λ) as




i
∂U
dλ |ψi = U (λ) I − G dλ |ψi, (A.1)
U (λ + dλ)|ψi = U (λ) I +
∂λ λ=0
~
therefore

dU (λ)
i
U (λ + dλ) − U (λ)
≡
= − GU (λ).
(A.2)
dλ
dλ
~
From this relation a general expression can be derived (furtheron we set ~ to
unity),
(A.3)
U (λ) = e−iGλ .
Operator G is usually called a Hermitian generator of the unitary family U (λ).
For example, momentum P of a closed system is a Hermitian generator of
translation operators U (Ta ) = e−iP·a , Hamiltonian H is a Hermitian generator
of time-evolution operators U (t) = e−iHt and so on.
Generator G has a special property of being a constant of motion. This
can be easily verified if we consider the invariance of H (see also Eq. (A.13))
and use a proper series expansion for U (λ) and U † (λ),
H = U (λ)HU † (λ) = H +

iλ
(iλ)2
[H, G] +
[[H, G], G] + . . .
1!
2!

(A.4)

From here it is obvious that [H, G] = 0, implying that G is indeed a constant
of motion.
We concentrate now on rotation operators U (R(n, φ)), which represent the
effect of rotation R upon three-dimensional vectors about the n axis through
an angle φ. The matrix for rotating a system counterclockwise (active rotation)
about the z axis, for example, is


cos φ − sin φ 0
R(z, φ) =  sin φ cos φ 0  .
(A.5)
0
0
1
Hermitian generator of spinor rotations is the total angular momentum J =
L + S, which is a constant of the rotational motion, [H, J2 ] = 0. Hence
U (R(n, φ)) = e−iJ·n̂φ .

(A.6)

In some cases, when neglecting spatial degrees of freedom, J = S, while for
spinless particles J = L. But, if we take both degrees of freedom into account
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and at the same time consider them as totally uncorrelated ([H, J2 ] = 0 and
[H, L2 ] = 0), then rotation R(n, φ) of the crystallographic space group will
affect only the orbital part of a state vector with the corresponding generator
L. However, for a finite coupling between the two spaces VL and VS , as is
the case in Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, only [H, J2 ] = 0, implying that
Eq. (A.6) with J should be used instead. Consequently, also the spin part of
a state vector will be rotated accordingly. For the sake of simplicity we use
hereafter an abbreviation R for R(n, φ).

A.1.1

Rotation of States

Consider a system with internal (VS ) and external (VL ) degrees of freedom, for
example, a spin S = 1/2 particle. Let |ψi = |ri ⊗ |S, S z i be the state vector
of a such particle in V = VL ⊗ VS before the system is rotated. After an active
rotation, which affects both subspaces, the state vector is |ψiR = U (R)|ψi
where U (R) = e−i(L+S)·n̂φ ≡ UL (R) ⊗ US (R) is a mixed operator. We therefore
have
|riR ⊗ |S, S z iR = UL (R)|ri ⊗ US (R)|S, S z i = |R ri ⊗ e−iS·n̂φ |S, S z i

(A.7)

where a spin-vector operator S = σ/2 = (σx , σy , σz , )/2 may be expressed with
Pauli matrices in the {|↑i, |↓i} basis






1 0
0 −i
0 1
.
(A.8)
,
σz =
,
σy =
σx =
0 −1
i 0
1 0
Using these matrices, one can specify a matrix representation of the rotation
operator e−iS·n̂φ . The most general form of such rotation matrix is
)
(

2

4
iσ·n̂φ
σ
·
n̂φ
1
σ
·
n̂φ
1
e− 2 = I −
+
− ...
2!
2
4!
2
(
)

3

5
σ · n̂φ
1 σ · n̂φ
1 σ · n̂φ
−i
−
+
−...
2
3!
2
5!
2
= I cos

φ
φ
− iσ · n̂ sin .
2
2

(A.9)

In the last step we have used the commutation relation [σi , σj ] = iijk σk and
equality σi2 = I. Rotation of a single-particle state with spin S = 1/2 is now
straightforward using Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9).
In a similar way the above procedure may also be applied to multi-particle
states. The idea is to rewrite the spin part of a multi-particle vector into
a single-spin representation {|↑i, |↓i} and then, using the linearity of U (R),
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rotate each spin (and its spatial coordinates) separately according to Eqs. (A.7)
and (A.9). A spin-singlet
state |r1 , r2 i ⊗ |S = 0, S z = 0i, for instance, rewrites
√
into |↑1 ↓2 − ↓1 ↑2 i/ 2 where subscripts 1 and 2 denote positions r1 and r2 .
Active rotation of a single-spin state about z axis yields

  

φ
φ
φ 1 0
φ
1
|↑i → cos |↑i − i sin
= cos − i sin
|↑i,
0
2
2 0 −1
2
2

  

φ
φ
φ 1 0
φ
0
|↓i → cos |↓i − i sin
= cos + i sin
|↓i,
1
2
2 0 −1
2
2

(A.10)

which, including also the spatial rotation R, combines to
cos2 φ2 + sin2
1
√ |↑1 ↓2 − ↓1 ↑2 i →
√
2
2

φ
2

1
|↑10 ↓20 − ↓10 ↑20 i = √ |↑10 ↓20 − ↓10 ↑20 i.
2
(A.11)
0
0
Notation 1 and 2 has been used to account for R r1 and R r2 respectively. We
see that a spin-singlet state remains unchanged under rotation about z axis.
Actually, it is easy to show that this holds also for any other axis direction.
In addition, we note that spatial rotation R may give an overall minus sign
due to two possible singlet orientations (see also appendix B). In Tab. A.1 we
give some typical examples of the application of US (R) that we find useful in
determining the symmetries of the few lowest eigenstates of the generalized SS
model (section 4.3.1).
US (R(x, ±π))

US (R(y, ±π)) US (R(z, ±π))

US (R(z, ± π2 ))

|si

|si

|si

|si

|si

|t0 i

−|t0 i

−|t0 i

|t0 i

|t0 i

|t+ i

−|t− i

|t− i

−|t+ i

∓i|t+ i

|t− i

−|t+ i

|t+ i

−|t− i

±i|t− i

Table A.1: The application of spin rotation operator US (R(n, φ)), Eq. (A.9),
on the singlet and triplet states: |si ≡ |0, 0i, |t0 i ≡ |1, 0i, |t+ i ≡ |1, 1i and
|t− i ≡ |1, −1i. Note that only spin degrees of freedom are taken into account.
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A.1.2

Rotation of Observables

Besides rotating the system itself, we can also rotate the instruments with
which we observe it. Let A be an observable and let A0 be its transform under
the rotation. The average value of A in state |ψi must equal the average value
of A0 in |ψiR ,
hψ|A|ψi =

R hψ|A

0

|ψiR = hU (R)ψ|A0 |U (R)ψi,

(A.12)

therefore
A = U † (R)A0 U (R)

and

A0 = U (R)AU † (R).

(A.13)

Scalar Observables
Observable A is a scalar observable if A0 = A or, equivalently, [U (R), A] = 0.
This equals to [J, A] = 0, which means that A commutes with all components
of J. An example of a scalar observable is J2 .
Vector Observables
Vector observable A is a set of three observables Ax , Ay , Az , which transform
under rotation R like A0 = R−1 A [99]. To demonstrate this on a simple
example, let us suppose that A is associated only with spin degrees of freedom,
A = S. Taking an active rotation R about z axis, Eq. (A.5), we get
S x0 = US (R)S x US† (R)

 


φ
φ
φ 1 0 1
φ
†
= I cos − iσz sin
I cos + iσz sin
2
2 2 1 0
2
2


1
0
(cos φ2 − i sin φ2 )2
=
0
2 (cos φ2 + i sin φ2 )2


1
0
cos φ − i sin φ
=
0
2 cos φ + i sin φ
= S x cos φ + S y sin φ

(A.14)

and similarly
S y0 = US (R)S y US† (R) = −S x sin φ + S y cos φ,
S z0 = US (R)S z US† (R) = S z .

(A.15)

We see that components of S really behave like the classical vector rotated
backward, S0 = R−1 S.
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Using the above statement, we show below how generalized SS Hamiltonian
transforms under rotation U (R). In particular, we concentrate on the DM term
Si × Sj , where Si is a spin-vector operator at position ri . Note that ri is not
an operator and therefore the effect of spatial rotation on ri is simply R ri or
i → i0 . The combined rotation of spatial and spin degrees of freedom thus
gives
Si × Sj → U (R) (Si × Sj ) U † (R)


→ U (R)Si U † (R) × U (R)Sj U † (R)

 

†
†
→ US (R)Si0 US (R) × US (R)Sj 0 US (R)


→ R−1 Si0 × R−1 Sj 0 ,

(A.16)

which means that, at least for our practical purposes, we may treat the spinvector operators Si as classical vector fields S(ri ) behaving under rotation R
as R−1 S(R ri ).

A.2

Reflection, Parity and Time-Reversal
Operators

A reflection operation (in conjunction with other discrete symmetries of the
space) differs significantly from the rotation in a sense that it cannot be viewed
as a gradual process of small (equal) displacements, which bring the original
system continuously into its mirror image. For this reason it is not obvious how
some quantities seemingly unrelated to coordinate displacements, such as the
spin of a particle, should be treated under reflection. In fact, only experience
can tell us whether it is possible to create a suitable mirror image of a complex
physical system in accordance with the assumption of reflection symmetry. In
this respect, we try to find a sutiable sequence of rotations (A.9) that would
correspond to a given reflection of a spinor.
We concentrate first on the behavior of a spinor under reflection over the
xy mirror plane (z reflection),


1 0 0
Mz =  0 1 0  .
(A.17)
0 0 −1

Suppose that this operation induces a unitary operator US (Mz ) relating the
original spinor state |ψi with its mirror image |ψiMz by |ψiMz = US (Mz )|ψi.
At first sight there appears to be an embarrassing freedom in the choice of
US (Mz ) since the transformation properties of the spin under reflection are
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largely a matter of definition; however, the choice is narrowed if we consider
reflections in conjunction with rotations.
Reflection (A.17) commutes with a rotation about the z axis. On the
other hand, the result of reflection (A.17) followed by a rotation through an
angle φ about x axis is equal to a rotation about this axis through the angle
−φ followed by z reflection (A.17); and similarly for rotations about y axis.
Hence, the operator US (Mz ) should satisfy the following conditions
e−
e

iσz φ
2

− iσ2x φ

e

iσ φ
− 2y

US (Mz ) = US (Mz ) e−
US (Mz ) = US (Mz ) e
US (Mz ) = US (Mz ) e

iσz φ
2

iσx φ
2
iσy φ
2

,

,
,

(A.18)

or, equivalently, using Eq. (A.9)
US† (Mz )σz US (Mz ) = σz ,
US† (Mz )σx US (Mz ) = −σx ,
US† (Mz )σy US (Mz ) = −σy .

(A.19)

Conditions (A.19) can be satisfied by
US (Mz ) = az σz ,

|az | = 1.

(A.20)

In a similar way one can obtain US (Mx ) = ax σx and US (My ) = ay σy for x and
y reflection respectively. A phase factor ai (i = x, y, z) seems to be irrelevant
for our purposes. By choosing ai ≡ 1, the application of US (Mi ) on singlet and
triplet states is given in Tab. A.2. Acting by US (Mi ) on the left and by US† (Mi )
on the right side of the operator equations (A.19), we see that under reflection
Mi a vector operator σ (and hence also S) behaves as a classical axial vector.
As in the case of reflections, the parity operation P (inversion with respect
to the origin) is a transformation that belongs to discrete symmetries of space.
Acting on the spatial coordinates as P r = −r, which gives P p = −p and
P L = (−r) × (−p) = L (hence L is an axial vector), a matrix representation
of P may be of the form


−1 0 0
P = −I =  0 −1 0  .
(A.21)
0 0 −1
We see that parity operation P , Eq. (A.21), is the same as three successive
reflections with respect to perpendicular planes. Conversely, any reflection can
be obtained by an inversion followed by a 2-fold rotation.
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US (Mx )

US (My )

US (Mz )

|si

−|si

−|si

−|si

|t0 i

|t0 i

|t0 i

−|t0 i

|t+ i

|t− i

−|t− i

|t+ i

|t− i

|t+ i

−|t+ i

|t− i

Table A.2: The application of spin-reflection operators US (Mx ), US (My ) and
US (Mz ) on singlet and triplet states. Note that only spin degrees of freedom
are taken into account.

In analogy to rotations and reflections we now introduce a unitary parity
operator UL (P ) with the following properties
UL (P )rUL† (P ) = −r

and

UL (P )pUL† (P ) = −p.

(A.22)

If the system is completely described by spatial coordinates (U (P ) = UL (P )),
these requirements are met by UL (P )|ri = |−ri (however, an arbitrary phase
factor could also be introduced here, but in ordinary quantum mechanics there
is no need for this [99]). Since we are interested in the spinor inversion, also the
transformation properties of the spin variables should be suitably defined. As
has been already pointed out, a simultaneous reflection of all three coordinates
induces a parity operation, which in spinor space may be seen as a product of
three matrices proportional to σx σy σz ,
US (P ) = (ax ay az )σx σy σz = iaI,

|a| = 1.

(A.23)

Apart from an uninteresting phase factor a (by analogy with the reflections
we set a ≡ 1), the parity operator for spinors is a unit matrix multiplied by
the imaginary unit. This is in accordance with the classical axial-vector field
behavior of Si ≡ S(ri ) operators,
S(ri ) → U (P )S(ri )U † (P )
→ US (P )S(−ri )US† (P )
→ S(−ri ).

(A.24)

Time-reversal operation T : t → −t, on the other hand, is an odd kind of
transformation acting only on time-dependent variables: T r = r, T p = −p,
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P L = −L. An operator representation of time-reversal T is assumed to be
e (T ) = U K where U is a unitary operator and K
an anti-unitary operator U
denotes a complex conjugation. This definition, in contrast to the usual one
without K, satisfies the classical notions of energy conservation for a timereversal invariant systems [99].
As one might suspect, the application of a time-reversal operator affects
also spin degrees of freedom. In accordance with the transformation of orbital
momentum L, we postulate a condition for a spin momentum operator S,
eS (T )SU
e † (T ) = −S.
U
S

(A.25)

In spin S = 1/2 systems Si = σi /2 with σi denoting the Pauli matrices (A.8),
which gives a solution often written as

We set a ≡ 1.

eS (T ) = aσy K,
U
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Appendix B
Isolated Dimer Model
In this appendix we exactly treat the isolated dimer (ID) model (Fig. B.1(a))
in external magnetic field where we also introduce a finite number of static
holes,
X
X
Si · Sj + B
Siz .
(B.1)
HID = J
i

hi,ji

By analogy with the doping of SrCu2 (BO3 )2 with nonmagnetic ions at Cu sites,
we presume here a random distribution of holes on infinite lattice and take all
configurations with a given number of holes Nh as equally probable.
Eigenstates of ID model are exact: undoped dimers lock either in singlet
(S = 0) or triplet (S = 1) configurations, while spins of the half-doped dimers
liberate in spin-up or spin-down (S = 1/2) states.

B.1

Thermodynamics

Setting the energy of a dimerized ground state to zero and assuming a random
distribution of Nh holes with density h = Nh /N , the partition function is
Z = (1 + e−βJ + e−β(J+B) + e−β(J−B) )N2 (e−βB/2 + eβB/2 )N1
where for N → ∞
N2 = N

(1 − h)2
2

and

N1 = N h(1 − h)

(B.2)

(B.3)

denote the number of dimers with 2 and 1 spins respectively. Thermodynamic
quantities such as entropy, specific heat and uniform spin susceptibility follow
directly from Eq. (B.2),


1 ∂ 2 ln Z
1
∂ ln Z
β 2 ∂ 2 ln Z
,
χ
=
. (B.4)
s=
ln Z − β
,
c=
0
N
∂β
N ∂β 2
N β ∂B 2
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Although derivation of s, c, χ0 from above expressions is straightforward, their
final forms are too lengthy to be presented here. We hence limit ourselves to
the isotropic case (B = 0),


3J e−βJ
(1 − h)2
−βJ
+ h(1 − h) ln 2,
(B.5)
s=
ln(1 + 3 e ) + β
2
1 + 3 e−βJ
(1 − h)2 2 3J 2 e−βJ
c=
β
,
(B.6)
2
(1 + 3 e−βJ )2
2 e−βJ
1
(1 − h)2
β
(B.7)
+ h(1 − h)β .
χ0 =
−βJ
2
1+ 3e
4
Contributions from undoped and half-doped dimers are clearly seen; they are
weighted according to N2 /N and N1 /N of Eq. (B.3). We show the plots of s,
c and χ0 in chapter 5.

B.2

Dynamical Spin Structure Factor

Since all eigenstates |ψi i and eigenenergies Ei of the ID model are known
exactly, the calculation of dynamical spin structure factor (µ = x, y, z),
π X −βEi
2
e
Sµµ (q, ω) =
hψj |Sqµ |ψi i δ(ω − Ej + Ei ),
(B.8)
Z i,j
with q and ω denoting the momentum and energy transfer respectively, is
straightforward for all temperatures 1/β. The problem actually reduces to the
evaluation of a discrete Fourier transform of local magnetic moments,
1 X iqr µ
1 X iqR µ
µ 
e Sr = √
e
Sqµ = √
Sq,1 + eiqc Sq,2
.
(B.9)
N r
N R
A summation over all spin positions r has been replaced by a sum running
over all unit cells R and further over the two dimers, 1 and 2, within this unit
cell where (see Fig. B.1(b) for notational details)
µ
µ
µ
,
Sq,1
+ e−iqd1 SR−d
= eiqd1 SR+d
1
1
µ
µ
µ
Sq,2
.
+ e−iqd2 SR+c−d
= eiqd2 SR+c+d
2
2

(B.10)

Let us illustrate the action of above dimer operators in the following example.
z
The action of Sq,1
on dimer 1 composed of the two spins 1 and 2 in the singlet
state |0, 0i1 , for instance, leads to the state |1, 0i1 , which is the S z = 0 triplet
state of dimer 1. A short calculation yields
z
Sq,1
|0, 0i1 =

1
(− eiqd1 + e−iqd1 )|1, 0i1 = −i sin qd1 |1, 0i1 .
2
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4
d2
3
a2

c
a1

d1

2
y

1

x

R
(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: (a) Isolated dimer model with S = 1/2 spins on the dots and
dimers as solid lines (the holes are not explicitly depicted). The primitive
vectors a1 and a2 span the unit cell. (b) Two adjacent dimers representing the
simplest building block at position R. Spins at 1 and 2 form dimer 1 while
spins at 3 and 4 dimer 2. Vectors c, d1 , d2 are used to describe the positions
of all four spins. We √
fix the singlet orientation on the dimers according to
|↑1(3) ↓2(4) − ↓1(3) ↑2(4) i/ 2.

The minus sign in front of the first exponential appears because we choose
the orientation of the singlet |0, 0i1 for dimer 1 (and similarly for dimer 2)
according to
1
|0, 0i1(2) = √ |↑1(3) ↓2(4) − ↓1(3) ↑2(4) i.
2

(B.12)

If we were to reverse the orientation of the singlet, the minus sign in Eq. (B.11)
µ
on all
would appear in front of the second exponential. The action of Sq,1(2)
z
dimer states |S, S i1(2) characterized by the total spin S and its projection S z
is given in Tab. B.1.
We are now ready to proceed with the calculation of the dynamical spin
structure factor, Eq. (B.8). Note that each eigenstate |ψi i is simply a product
state of an infinite number of individual dimer states and hence the action of
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|S, S z i1(2)

z
Sq,1(2)

x
Sq,1(2)

|0, 0i1(2)

−i sin qd1(2) |1, 0i1(2)

√i
2

sin qd1(2)
×(|1, 1i1(2) − |1, −1i1(2) )
√1
2

−i sin qd1(2) |0, 0i1(2)

cos qd1(2)
×(|1, 1i1(2) + |1, −1i1(2) )

|1, 1i1(2)

cos qd1(2) |1, 1i1(2)

√i sin qd1(2) |0, 0i1(2)
2
+ √12 cos qd1(2) |1, 0i1(2)

|1, −1i1(2)

− cos qd1(2) |1, −1i1(2)

− √i2 sin qd1(2) |0, 0i1(2)
+ √12 cos qd1(2) |1, 0i1(2)

|1, 0i1(2)

| 12 , 21 i1(2)
| 21 , − 21 i1(2)

1
2

e±iqd1(2) | 21 , 21 i1(2)

1
2

− 12 e±iqd1(2) | 21 , − 21 i1(2)

e±iqd1(2) | 12 , − 21 i1(2)
1
2

e±iqd1(2) | 21 , 12 i1(2)

z
x
Table B.1: The action of local operators Sq,1(2)
and Sq,1(2)
as they appear
z
in Eq. (B.10) on all relevant states |S, S i1(2) of dimer 1(2) as depicted in
Fig. B.1(b). The last two rows of the table refer to dimers with one spin and
one hole; the sign ± corresponds to two possible spin positions.

µ
on |ψi i will affect one particular dimer only. Therefore
the local operator Sq,1(2)

X
j

hψj |Sqµ |ψi i

2

=
=

1 X
N j
1 X
N

R

z
R,1(2) hSj , Sj |

X
R

µ
µ
eiqR (Sq,1
+ eiqc Sq,2
) |Si , Siz iR,1(2)

µ
µ
eiqR Sq,1
|Si , Siz iR,1 + eiq(R+c) Sq,2
|Si , Siz iR,2

1 X µ
2
µ
=
Sq,1 |Si , Siz iR,1 + Sq,2
|Si , Siz iR,2
N R

2

2

2

(B.13)

where |Si , Siz iR,1(2) refers to the individual dimer state in |ψi i at the position
of dimer 1(2) in the unit cell R. The above result shows that both types
of dimers contribute equally according to the amplitudes given in Tab. B.1.
With a short note on the intermediate steps given in the last paragraph we
present the final expressions for longitudinal and transverse components of the
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dynamical spin structure factor:
π
(1 − h)2
Szz (h, q, ω) =
−βJ
−β(J+B)
2
1+e
+e
+ e−β(J−B)
)
(




× A(q) δ(ω − J) + e−βJ δ(ω + J) + B(q) e−β(J+B) + e−β(J−B) δ(ω)
1
+ h(1 − h) π δ(ω)
4

(B.14)

and
π
(1 − h)2
Sxx (h, q, ω) =
−βJ
−β(J+B)
2
1+e
+e
+ e−β(J−B)
(
A(q) 
δ(ω − J − B) + δ(ω − J + B) +
×
2


−β(J−B)
−β(J+B)
e
e
δ(ω + J − B) +
δ(ω + J + B) +
+

B(q)  −βJ
e (δ(ω + B) + δ(ω − B)) +
2

)

+ e−β(J+B) δ(ω + B) + e−β(J−B) δ(ω − B)

π
+ h(1 − h)
1 + e−βB

(
)
1
1 −βB
δ(ω − B) + e
δ(ω + B)
4
4

(B.15)

where A(q) and B(q) are given by
1
(sin2 qd1 + sin2 qd2 ),
2
1
B(q) = (cos2 qd1 + cos2 qd2 ).
2
A(q) =

(B.16)

In this final step we have multiplied the amplitudes (B.13) by appropriate delta
functions and further weighted by the Boltzmann factor e−βEi /Z over all dimer
configurations with energy Ei (see Eq. (B.8)). In addition, the probabilities
for finding a dimer with 1 and 2 spins, Eq. (B.3), have been used to account
for finite dopings h. Results were obtained with the help of Mathematica. The
plots of Szz (h, q, ω) and Sxx (h, q, ω) are presented in chapter 5.
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Appendix C
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenščini
C.1

Uvod

Proučevanje magnetizma v spojinah prehodnih elementov je že dolgo časa ena
od osrednjih tematik fizike trdne snovi. Prvi večji uspehi v razumevanju tega
pojava segajo v sredino prejšnjega stoletja, ko sta Goodenough in Kanamori [1]
odkrila pravila za določanje predznaka in velikosti izmenjalne interakcije med
magnetnimi ioni izolatorjev. Danes sta na tem področju v ospredju predvsem
študiji vpliva antiferomagnetnih (AFM) korelacij na pojav visokotemperaturne
superprevodnosti v spojinah na osnovi bakrovih oksidov [2, 3] ter povezave
mehanizma dvojne izmenjave s kolosalno magnetoupornostjo v manganovih
perovskitih [4, 5]. Čeprav popolne teorije za opis obeh pojavov še vedno ni, pa
se v zadnjem času vse večjo pozornost posveča tako imenovanim frustriranim
AFM sistemom – slednji predstavljajo tudi osrednjo temo te disertacije. V
teh spojinah specifična ureditev magnetnih ionov (spinov) zaradi frustracije
onemogoča magnetno urejanje tudi pri veliko nižjih temperaturah od tiste, pri
kateri bi glede na velikost izmenjalne interakcije pričakovali red dolgega dosega.
Posledica tega je makroskopska degeneracija osnovnega stanja v klasični limiti
(S → ∞), ki pa jo (realen) sistem odpravi s pomočjo perturbacij: magnetne
anizotropije, izmenjalne interakcije med nenajbližjimi sosedi, nečistočami, itd.
[7, 8]. Na atomski skali pa so poleg naštetih gotovo še najbolj zanimive kvantne
fluktuacije, ki s superpozicijo klasičnih stanj tvorijo nekonvencionalne, celo
eksotične strukture osnovnih stanj ter tako nemudoma odpravijo degeneracijo.
V splošnem jih delimo na VBC (kristali valenčnih vezi) osnovna stanja ter RVB
(prepletene valenčne vezi) spinske tekočine. Medtem ko je za slednje značilna
popolna neurejenost v smislu eksponentno pojemajočih spinskih korelacijskih
funkcij, pa v VBC valovnih funkcijah najdemo red dolgega dosega v višjem (na
primer dimernem) redu spinskih korelacij. Pri obeh vrstah sistemov najdemo
nad singletnim osnovnim stanjem končno spinsko režo do najnižjih magnetnih
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ekscitacij. Ker je razumevanje narave neurejenega osnovnega stanja ter prvih
vzbuditev še vedno nepopolno, ostajajo frustrirani (kvantni) AFM zanimivi
tako teoretikom kot tudi strokovnjakom na področju sinteze in karakterizacije.
Magnetni sistem je frustriran, če interakcije znotraj spinskih parov nimajo
hkrati optimalnih vrednosti. Kot zgled si poglejmo sistem treh spinov, ki so
paroma sklopljeni z AFM interakcijo: takoj ko se spina iz prvega para usmerita
nasprotno, se tretji ne more usmeriti antiparalelno na oba. Po drugi strani
se spini, postavljeni v ogljišča kvadrata, lahko uredijo paroma antiparalelno.
Za sisteme, kjer je frustracija posledica specifične geometrije poti izmenjalnih
interakcij, tako kot je to v primeru trikotne mreže, pravimo, da so geometrijsko
frustrirani. Med bolj poznane dvodimenzionalne (2D) geometrijsko frustrirane
mreže sodi poleg trikotne še Kagomé mreža, zadnjih nekaj let pa tudi ShastrySutherland (SS) mreža [10]. Pri slednji spini sicer tvorijo kvadratno mrežo,
a so poleg najkrajših AFM vezi J 0 povezani tudi preko nekaterih diagonalnih
(tudi AFM) vezi J. Posebno lepa lastnost SS mreže s spini S = 1/2 je ta, da
ima pripadajoči SS Hamiltonian,
X
X
HSS = J
Si · Sj + J 0
Si · Sj ,
hi,ji0

hi,ji

točno rešljivo lastno stanje, ki je preprost produkt singletov na posameznih
diagonalah J (dimerih). Za J 0 /J . 0.69 je to stanje hkrati tudi osnovno stanje
[38, 57]. Zanimanje za SS model je pred nedavnim ponovno vzbudilo odkritje
spojine SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [11, 12], ki se je izkazala za prvo fizikalno realizacijo tega
modela. Model ortogonalnih dimerov, ki opisuje omenjen sistem, je namreč
topološko ekvivalenten HSS . Magnetne lastnosti posplošenega 2D SS modela v
povezavi z meritvami na sistemu SrCu2 (BO3 )2 predstavljajo predmet raziskave
v tej disertaciji.

C.2

Model

Čeprav je model ortogonalnih dimerov HSS ustrezen za marsikatero magnetno
lastnost sistema SrCu2 (BO3 )2 , med drugim upraviči tudi prisotnost platojev v
magnetizacijski krivulji [12, 68], pa ne pojasni nekaterih manjših podrobnosti,
kot je recimo fina struktura najnižjih tripletnih ekscitacij ter njihovih končnih
intenzitet v spektrih ESR. Nadgradnja HSS z interakcijo Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
v smeri kristalne osi c, kot jo je predlagal Cépas s sodelavci [69], razreši nekatere
dileme, žal pa ne vseh. Takšna oblika antisimetrične spinske interakcije med
drugimi najbližjimi sosedi sledi ob predpostavki, da ležijo strukture Cu(BO3 ) v
ravnini, kar pa ne drži popolnoma. Dejansko so te ravnine v nizkotemperaturni
fazi (T < 395 K) rahlo nagubane [96], zato je, gledano s stališča simetrije,
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možno pričakovati prisotnost drugih interdimernih ter predvsem intradimernih
interakcij Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya. Nedavni izsledki meritev širine absorpcijskih
spektrov ESR [73, 74] kažejo v prid tej domnevi. Zato smo tudi mi za študij
magnetnih lastnosti sistema SrCu2 (BO3 )2 izbrali posplošen SS Hamiltonian
(GSS) z večjim naborom anizotropnih členov Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM):
H =J

X
hi,ji

+

X

hi→ji

Si · Sj + J 0

X

hi,ji0

Si · Sj + gµB

Dij · (Si × Sj ) +

X

hi→ji0

X
i

B · Si

D0ij · (Si × Sj ),

kjer so Si operatorji spinskih prostostnih stopenj (S = 1/2) za elektrone na
bakrovih mestih i, J ter J 0 pa antiferomagnetni izmenjalni interakciji med
najbližjimi (intradimernimi) ter naslednjimi najbližjimi (interdimernimi) spini.
Kot optimalni vrednosti za kvadratno mrežo 20-ih mest s periodičnimi robnimi
pogoji smo izbrali J = 76.8 K (v enotah kB ) in J 0 /J = 0.62. Spine sklopimo
z zunanjim magnetnim poljem B preko Zeemanovega člena, kjer na podlagi
izračunanih in izmerjenih spektrov ESR [60] izberemo g = 2.08 za Bka oziroma
g = 2.20 za Bkc. Magnetno anizotropijo modela določajo vektorji Dij in D0ij .
Ker je interakcija Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya po naravi antisimetrična, je potrebno
paziti na vrstni red operatorjev; na to smo v izrazu za H opozorili s puščicami.
Kot bomo videli v poglavju rezultatov, simetrijske operacije prostorske grupe
kristala, I42m, narekujejo specifičen vzorec vektorjev Dij in D0ij . Kljub temu
smo dovoljenim komponentam dodali še simetrijsko prepovedan intradimeren
člen D z > 0, vzporeden s kristalno osjo c, ki sicer zlomi kristalno simetrijo, a
hkrati kvalitativno razloži nekatere glavne anomalije sistema SrCu2 (BO3 )2 .
Koordinantni sistem smo postavili tako, da je kvantizirana os z vzporedna
s kristalno osjo c, os x pa z a.

C.3

Metoda

Za študij statičnih in dinamičnih lastnosti frustriranega, anizotropnega GSS
modela pri končnih temperaturah smo uporabili zmogljivo Lanczosevo metodo
za končne temparature (FTLM) [82, 83], zasnovano na Lanczosevem algoritmu
[86] in naključnem vzorčenju [90]. Z dano metodo smo izračunali statično
povprečje hAi in dinamično korelacijsko funkcijo hB(t)Ai za operatorja A in
B v končnem sistemu z bazo dimenzije Nst . Obe količini smo izračunali s
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sledečima približkoma
R

M

R

M

1
Nst X X
r
hAi ≈
e−βEi hφr0 |ψir ihψir |A|φr0 i,
ZR r=1 i=0

M

2
1 X
Nst X X
r
r
er
e−βEi eit(Ei −Ej ) hφr0 |ψir ihψir |B|ψejr ihψejr |A|φr0 i,
hB(t)Ai ≈
ZR r=1 i=0 j=0

kjer je
R M1
Nst X X
r
Z≈
e−βEi |hφr0 |ψir i|2 .
R r=1 i=0

Vektorji |φr0 i za r = 1 . . . R so naključne mešanice čistih stanj in služijo kot
začetni vektorji za Lanczosev postopek z M1 koraki, ki dá M1 približnih lastnih
vektorjev |ψir i Hamiltoniana H ter ustreznih približnih lastnih energij Eir . Pri
računu dinamične korelacijske funkcije stanja A|φr0 i služijo kot začetni vektorji
v naslednjem Lanczsosevem postopku z M2 koraki, ki dá M2 približnih lastnih
e r . Aproksimaciji predstavljata
vektorjev |ψeir i ter približnih lastnih energij E
i
razvoj funkcije za visoke temperature in, v primeru dinamike, visoke frekvence
na majhnem sistemu. Za večino primerov obe aproksimaciji dobro konvergirata
k točnemu rezultatu za dani končni sistem z N mesti pri vseh temperaturah
in že za R, M1 , M2  Nst .
Glavna omejitev metode FTLM je majhna velikost obravnavanih sistemov,
ki se odraža v odstopanjih pri nizkih temperaturah [90]. Sistematične napake
pri izračunanih količinah, ki nastopijo v limiti T → T ∗  J, smo ocenili
s pomočjo nizkotemperaturne različice metode FTLM, imenovane LTLM. Ta
metoda omogoča zvezen prehod izračunanih količin vse od T = 0, pri čemer
pa se računski čas občutno poveča že pri malo višjih temperaturah, T & 0.
Pri optimalnih parametrih GSS modela smo z metodo FTLM dobili zanesljive
rezultate na N = 20 mestih vse do T ∗ ∼1 K, kar je v veliki meri posledica
končne spinske reže v energijskem spektru. Za tipične vrednosti parametrov
smo vzeli M1 = 100, M2 = 250 in R/Nst = 0.003.
Kot možno alternativo metodi FTLM smo za računanje dinamičnih količin
pri končnih temperaturah vpeljali novo različico Lanczoseve metode, katere
ideja temelji na enakovrednosti statističnih ansamblov (mikrokanoničnega in
kanoničnega) v termodinamski limiti (N → ∞) [92, 93]. Z enim samim,
primerno izbranim vektorjem stanja |λi pri energiji λ = hHi, ki predstavlja
najboljši približek kanoničnega ansambla pri dani temperaturi T in danemu
številu mest N [84], smo računski postopek v metodi FTLM zreducirali na
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račun ene same pričakovane vrednosti (B = A† ),
hB(t)Aiω ≈ − lim Imhλ|A†
→0

1
A|λi,
ω +λ−H
+

kar je po tehnični plati enakovredno računu dinamične korelacijske funkcije pri
T = 0. Po predhodno izračunanem λ, ki ustreza pričakovani energiji sistema
pri temperaturi T > 0, z M1 koraki Lanczosevega postopka izračunamo najprej
stanje |λi ter z nadaljnjimi M2 koraki, kjer za začeten vektor izberemo A|λi, še
zgornji izraz v obliki “neskončnega” ulomka. V večini primerov, zlasti pri višjih
temperaturah, aproksimacija dobro konvergira k točnemu (FTLM) rezultatu za
M1 , M2 ∼ 1000. Postopek smo imenovali mikrokanonična Lanczoseva metoda
(MCLM).
Kljub na videz elegantni poenostavitvi problema pa ima metoda MCLM
svoje pomanjkljivosti, ki se odražajo v fluktuacijah izračunanih spektrov. Lete nastopijo zaradi praktične nezmožnosti doseganja termodinamske limite
ter dejstva, da stanje |λi, dobljeno z Lanczosevim postopkom, v resnici ni
točno lastno stanje Hamiltoniana. Tem fluktuacijam se lahko izognemo s
povprečenjem po večih ortogonalnih stanjih |λi i z energijo ∼ λ iz različnih
simetrijskih sektorjev. V praksi se je zaradi tega metoda izkazala za manj
učinkovito ravno pri nižjih temperaturah, ko energijski spekter še ni dovolj gost
(pod mejo kontinuuma). V GSS modelu ta meja nastopi pri T ∼ 30 K, kar je
previsoko, da bi metodo MCLM uspešno uporabili za študij nižjetemperaturnih
pojavov.

C.4

Rezultati

Z metodo FTLM smo preučevali termodinamske in dinamične lastnosti močno
frustriranega (posplošenega) Shastry-Sutherlandovega (GSS) modela v dveh
dimenzijah. Poudarek je bil na izračunu količin, ki jih je mogoče neposredno
primerjati z anomalnimi magnetnimi odzivi na kristalu SrCu2 (BO3 )2 pri nizkih
temperaturah, T . 20 K. Na ta način smo ocenili velikost in smer magnetne
anizotropije [77, 98], vlogo spinske frustracije pri končnih temperaturah [104]
ter vpliv nemagnetnih nečistoč na strukturo in dinamiko osnovnega stanja
SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [109].
Vpliv magnetne anizotropije na termodinamiko
P GSS modela smo proučevali
preko interakcije Dzyaloshinky-Moriya (DM), hi→ji Dij · (Si × Sj ), za katero
smo predhodno, iz simetrijskih operacij prostorske grupe kristala I42m, določili
dovoljene vektorje Dij . Ugotovili smo [74], da so vsi vektorji DM določeni le
s štirimi različnimmi parametri. Intradimerna komponenta D leži v kristalni
ravnini ab in je vedno orientirana pravokotno na smer dimera spinov, ki ga
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povezuje. Interdimerne komponente pa so v splošnem tri: poleg komponente
D z 0 , ki je vzporedna z osjo c [69], še komponenti D x 0 , D y 0 , ki ležita v ravnini ab.
Slednji smo na podlagi izmerjenih spektrov ESR [59, 60] zanemarili. Za dani
vzorec vektorjev DM smo izračunali uniformno magnetno susceptibilnost χ0
ter specifično toploto c/T v odvisnosti od temperature in magnetnega polja.
Izračunan χ0 v zunanjem magnetnem polju B = 2 T je praktično neobčutljiv
na prisotnost anizotropnih členov, |D|, |D0 |  J. Izrazitejši vpliv le-teh bi
pričakovali pri nižjih temperaturah, T ∼ |D|, |D0|, vendar je v tem območju
zaradi spinske reže χ0 eksponentno zadušen. Obratno velja za c/T pri nizkih
temperaturah in visokih magnetnih poljih, kjer je vpliv anizotropije znatnejši.
S primerjavo izračunanih krivulj c/T z meritvami na sistemu SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [77]
smo za širok razpon magnetnih polj, 0 ≤ B ≤ 33 T, dobili dobro ujemanje pri
J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62, D = (2.2, 2.2, 0) K in D0 = (0, 0, 2.2) K. Vidnejša
odstopanja smo opazili le pri večjih poljih, B & 22 T za Bkc oziroma B & 25 T
za B⊥c. To neskladje smo razložili z uporabo simetrijsko prepovedanega člena
D z . Izkazalo se je, da končna intradimerna komponenta D z = 5.2 K odpravi
razhajanja med teorijo in eksperimentom. Po drugi strani prisotnost člena
D z > 0 kaže na zlom simetrije kristala pri nizkih temperaturah, kar je moč
pripisati močnim spinsko-mrežnim interakcijam pri visokih poljih [97].
Izsledki primerjav med numerično izračunanimi in izmerjenimi krivuljami
termodinamskih količin, χ0 in c/T , so nas motivirali k nadaljnjemu študiju
magnetne anizotropije v SrCu2 (BO3 )2 . S standardno (T = 0) Lanczos metodo
smo preučili energijski spekter GSS modela, kjer smo opazovali vpliv vektorjev
DM na položaj in simetrijo nekaj najnižjih stanj. Poznavanje teh lastnosti
namreč bistveno pripomore k razumevanju leg črt in izbirnih pravil v spektrih
ESR [59, 60]. Dvoje najnižjih enotripletnih stanj z S z = −1 v polju Bkc, O1
in O2 , ki sta v spektru razmaknjeni zaradi končnega D z 0 [69], imata različni
simetriji: le nižje izmed obeh (O2 ) se pri B ∼ 20 T hibridizira z osnovnim
singletnim stanjem, kar je posledica členov D x in D y . Ta dva člena sta namreč
edina, ki ne ohranjata celotnega S z . Simetriji stanj O1 in O2 smo določili s
pomočjo simetrijskih operacij magnetne grupe 42m za končna polja ter točne
analize lastnih stanj Hamiltoniana na 4 mestih. Ugotovili smo, da se osnovno
stanje in stanje O2 transformirata kot nerazcepni upodobitvi B2 grupe 42m,
medtem ko se stanje O1 transformira kot nerazcepna upodobitev A1 . Podoben
argument smo uporabili tudi za razlago nekaterih drugih območij v spektru,
kjer je vidna hibridizacija singletnih in tripletnih stanj.
Kot že rečeno, smo rezultate simetrijske analize uporabili pri dešifriranju
spektrov ESR. Lege in intenzitete dovoljenih magnetnih dipolnih prehodov
smo izračunali s pomočjo dinamičnega spinskega strukturnega faktorja Sµµ (ω)
v limiti q → 0 in v smeri µ = x, y, z pravokotno na zunanje polje Bka, Bkc
(Faradayeva konfiguracija [60]). Ker dipolni prehodi iz točnega singletnega
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osnovnega stanja niso možni, smo z namenom, da bi vendarle opazili končne
intenzitete črt O1 in O2 , kot jih zazna eksperiment za Bkc, v osnovno stanje
skušali primešati delež tripleta S z = 0. Izkazalo se je, da je D z > 0 edina
komponenta v okviru GSS modela, ki vodi do takšnega mešanja. Predvideli
smo tudi možnost anizotropije tenzorja g z drugačno orientacijo na vsakem od
štirih mest v osnovni celici [56, 96, 101], a to ni obrodilo sadov. Primerjava
izmerjenih in izračunanih spektrov ESR, kjer smo pri slednjih uporabili iste
parametre modela kot v primeru specifične toplote in susceptibilnosti, kaže na
dobro ujemanje. Ti izračuni torej potrjujejo prejšnjo hipotezo o zlomu kristalne
simetrije v sistemu SrCu2 (BO3 )2 pri zelo nizkih temperaturah.
V naslednjem koraku smo dinamiko osnovnega stanje nadgradili z računom
dinamičnega spinskega strukturnega faktorja pri končnem valovnem vektorju
in končnih temperaturah, Sµµ (q, ω), µ = x, y, z. Zanimala nas je predvsem
temperaturna odvisnost intenzitete eno-, dvo- in večtripletnih vrhov, ki jih
izmerijo s pomočjo neelastičnega nevtronskega sipanja (INS) [61, 70]. Skokovit
padec v intenziteti pri približno T = 13 K je nekoliko nepričakovan, saj je
omenjena temperatura veliko nižja od velikosti spinske reže ∆ ≈ 34 K. Razlog
za takšno obnašanje smo našli v primerjavi z analitičnim Sµµ (q, ω) za izoliran
dimerni (ID) model, kjer je J 0 = 0. Za neposredno primerjavo smo v ID
modelu izbrali J = 34 K, tako da sta z GSS modelom tvorila enako energijsko
režo. Zaradi končnega valovnega vektorja q smo za določitev faze ravnega vala
na vsakem od štirih spinov v osnovni celici potrebovali medatomske razdalje
bakrovih ionov v SrCu2 (BO3 )2 [96].
Na večji energijski skali se vpliv anizotropije praktično ni poznal. Spektra
pri temperaturi T = 1.7 K, kjer je struktura tripletnih vrhov dobro vidna, in
pri T = 24 K, kjer je le-ta že zabrisana z ozadjem, sta se zelo dobro ujemala
z izmerjenima. Anizotropni popravki so prišli do izraza šele pri višji resoluciji
∆ω: enotripletni vrh I se je razcepil na tri ločene vrhove, ki smo jih razložili z
longitudinalno (Szz ) in transverzalno (Syy ) komponento strukturnega faktorja
za dano smer q = (2, 0). Odlično ujemanje z eksperimentom pri T = 1.4 K [70]
smo dobili za J = 76.8 K, J 0 /J = 0.62 in D z 0 = 1.77 K (ostali členi DM so bili
v tem primeru nepomembni). Zaradi slabše resolucije v q prostoru disperzije
strukturiranega vrha I [70] nismo uspeli pojasniti.
Po drugi strani je dana metoda FTLM omogočila zvezno temperaturno
skalo, s pomočjo katere smo lahko določili krivulji intenzitet obeh vrhov, I
(ωI ≈ 3 meV) in II (ωII ≈ 5 meV). Za razliko od GSS modela, ki dobro
predvidi ujemanje z meritvami, pa enostavnejši ID model (z enako pozicijo
enotripletnega vrha ωI ) ne reproducira enakega temperaturnega poteka. Iz
tega zaključujemo, da je nenaden padec intenzite na intervalu 5 < T < 10 K
moč pripisati močnim frustracijam izmenjalne interakcije J 0 . S primerjavo z ID
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modelom tudi izključimo možnost, da bi krivulja intenzitete tripletnih vrhov
bila neposredno povezana s komplementom uniformne susceptibilnosti 1 − χ
e
[70]. Posredna primerjava s še ostalimi termodinamskimi količinami (specifično
toploto) kaže na sočasno temperaturno odvisnost: pozicija najstrmejšega dela
krivulje intenzitete sovpada z lego vrha v specifični toploti c in največjim
porastom v uniformni magnetni susceptibilnosti χ0 . Tudi v tem primeru takšno
obnašanje pripišemo tekmovalni naravi izmenjalnih interakcij J in J 0 .
V zadnjem sklopu raziskav magnetnih lastnosti GSS modela smo preučili
vplive dopiranja z negibljivimi vrzelmi na obstojnost singletnega osnovnega
stanja ter poiskali povezavo med velikostjo spinske reže in porazdelitvijo vrzeli
na končni mreži. Tokrat smo rezultate primerjali z meritvami na kristalu
SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 [109], kjer igrajo ioni magnezija (S = 0) vlogo lokaliziranih
nemagnetnih nečistoč. Ker leži spojina blizu kvantne meje, lahko takšen vnos
nečistoč v sistem bistveno vpliva na energije nizkoležečih magnetnih ekscitacij.
Te smo preverili z izračunanim spektrom na 20 mestih, kamor smo razporedili
Nh = 0, 1, 2 vrzeli. Ugotovili smo, da se energijska reža v sistemu z eno vrzeljo
zmanjša na ∆(1) ≈ 0.45∆(0) , neodvisno od postavitve vrzeli. Po drugi strani
je velikost reže za primer Nh = 2 funkcija 12-ih neekvivalentnih dvovrzelnih
konfiguracij. Najmočneje sta vrzeli vezani, ko zasedata isti dimer J; takrat
je spinska reža celo nekoliko večja od nedopiranega primera, ∆(2) ≈ 1.03∆(0) .
Nasprotno je velikost reže najmanjša, ∆(2) ≈ 0.28∆(0) , ko sta vrzeli najšibkeje
vezani; to se zgodi v primeru, ko tvorita vrzeli namišljeno interdimerno vez
J 0 . Gledano v povprečju pa je ∆(2) ≈ 0.54∆(0) , kaj je celo nekoliko več kot v
primeru ene same vrzeli. To kaže na precejšno robustnost spinske reže.
Izračunali smo tudi frekvenčno odvisnost spinskega strukturnega faktorja
(N )
v zunanjem magnetnem polju, Sµµ h (q, ω), µ = y, z, za različne Nh = 0, 1, 2.
Glavni efekt končnega dopiranja je pojav dveh dokaj izrazitih vrhov pri ω1 ≈
1.65 meV in ω2 ≈ 2.25 meV, torej pod frekvenco spinske reže nedopiranega
primera, ω = 3 meV. Oba vrhova, ki sta po intenziteti približno za velikostni
red manjša od glavnega enotripletnega vrha I, predstavljata magnetne dipolne
prehode znotraj enovrzelnih stanj |1/2, −1/2i; zunanje polje Bkc zaradi tega
bistveno ne vpliva na njuni poziciji. Z izračunano temperaturno odvisnostjo
spektrov smo pokazali, da se oba vrhova izpovprečita z ozadjem že pri T &
10 K.
(0)
(1)
(2)
S primerno kombinacijo izračunanih spektrov Sµµ , Sµµ in Sµµ smo uspeli
izluščiti spektre pri končnem dopiranju h  1 in jih primerjati z meritvami
INS na sistemu SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 [109] (h = x/2). Izračunani legi dodatnih
(enovrzelnih) vrhov sta glede na izmerjeni zamaknjeni proti višjim frekvencam,
medtem ko se razdalja med njima, ∆ω ∼ 0.6 meV, sklada z napovedano.
Odstopanja smo pripisali premajhni velikosti obravnavanega sistema. Tako
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v teoriji kot v eksperimentu opazimo zmanjšanje intenzitete glavnega vrha z
večanjem dopiranja h, kar pripisujemo večjemu številu razklopljenih singletnih
in tripletnih vezi na dimerih. Tudi v sestavljenem spektru napovemo zlitje obeh
vrhov z ozadjem pri temperaturah nad 10 K.
Na podoben način, le brez direktne primerjave z meritvami na realnem
kristalu, smo obravnavali vpliv dopiranja na termodinamske količine. Medtem
ko se je obnašanje specifične toplote c(Nh ) /T s postopnim spreminjanjem števila
vrzeli, Nh = 0, 1, 2, izkazalo za dokaj blago, smo pri krivuljah susceptibilnosti
(N )
χ0 h pri majhnih poljih in za T → 0 opazili močne sodo-lihe efekte, ki so
posledica majhnosti sistema. Nekompenziran spin tik ob vrzeli je zelo občutljiv
(1)
na zunanje magnetne motnje, zato χ0 divergira v limiti T → 0. Odklon
krivulje navzgor se z večanjem sistema seli proti nižjim temperaturam. Z
večanjem polja se prosti spin orientira v smeri polja B, kar vodi zopet do
(1)
eksponentnega pojemanja v χ0 za T → 0. Sodo-lihi efekti so se občutno
(N )
zmanjšali, ko smo krivulje χ0 h za Nh = 0, 1, 2 združili v eno samo funkcijo
dopiranja χ0 (h).
Vpliv ene same vrzeli na strukturo osnovnega stanja smo dodatno raziskali
v okviru variacijske metode, s pomočjo katere smo določili obseg in obliko
tripletnih fluktuacij, ki tvorijo magnetni polaron S = 1/2 v okolici vrzeli.
Variacijski prostor stanj smo zgradili nad podprostorom funkcij ene vrzeli na
neskončni SS mreži, kjer smo zanemarili anizotropne interakcije. Stanja v M tem koraku smo dobili tako, da smo s Hamiltonianom HSS delovali na vsa
stanja iz prejšnje generacije (M − 1); na ta način smo sproti računali matrične
elemente med njimi. Vsako stanje smo opredelili glede na število tripletnih
S z = 0, ±1 dimernih konfiguracij ter na njihovo prostorsko porazdelitev glede
na lokacijo vrzeli. Metoda se je izkazala za učinkovito, saj je po konstrukciji
tripletna stanja dodajala postopoma v okolico vrzeli; na ta način je bilo že
M ∼ 5 korakov dovolj, da smo energijo polaronskega osnovnega stanja določili
z natančnostjo treh mest. Energije prvih vzbujenih stanj so po drugi strani
nekoliko slabše konvergirale z M . Na enak način smo izračunali energijo spinske
reže za nedopiran sistem, katere rešitev poznamo do 15. reda perturbacije v
J 0 /J [63]. To je služilo kot dodaten test metode, predvsem pa smo s tem
računom ugotovili, da parametra J = 76.8 K in J 0 /J = 0.62 napovesta enak
∆(0) = 3 meV kot Lanczoseva metoda na 20-ih mestih.
Obliko spinskega polarona smo izračunali s pomočjo porazdelitvene funkcije
projekcije spina, hi(1) |Srz |i(1) i, v osnovnem in prvih dveh vzbujenih enovrzelnih
stanjih, i = 0, 1, 2. Rezultati za i = 0 kažejo na lokaliziranost polarona v okolici
vrzeli ter njegovo močno anizotropno obliko; spinske fluktuacije se namreč
raztezajo le do prvih sosedov v pravokotni smeri glede na dopiran dimer, ostala
okolica pa ostane neprizadeta. Oblika vzbujenega polarona pri i = 1, 2 je
nekoliko manj anizotropna, kaže pa že tendenco po delokalizaciji. Zanimalo
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nas je tudi, kako se obstoj polarona odraža v spektrih spinskega strukturnega
(1)
faktorja Szz (q, ω) znotraj danega variacijskega prostora. Ugotovili smo, da
(1)
omenjeni polaronski ekscitaciji (i = 1, 2) vidimo kot dva vrhova v Szz (q, ω),
ki po ekstrapolaciji M → ∞ konvergirata k ω10 ≈ 1.58 meV in ω20 ≈ 1.74 meV.
Ker je ω10 ∼ ω20 , lahko z obema vrhovoma razložimo vrh v spektru INS pri ω2 ≈
1.77 meV [109]. Nižjega vrha pri ω1 ≈ 1.17 meV [109] žal nismo uspeli razložiti
s to metodo, kar verjetno kaže na prisotnost znatnih dvo- in večpolaronskih
interakcij v SrCu2−x Mgx (BO3 )2 .
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Izjava o avtorstvu
Izjavljam, da je ta disertacija rezultat samostojnega raziskovalnega dela.
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